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As each year is ajourney unto itself, the events
on these next pages serve asway-stations, places to
recalibrate compasses and to anchor safely. While
the substance of each can change significantly
from year to year, the foundation and goals of each
remain constant. Voyagers anticipate these events
as a means of charting their course through the
year. We all know that Homecoming marks the
middle of fall semester and a time to start studying
for midterms. Winterfest signals the end of the
semester, and gives us a time of peace before
finals. Springfest is when the sun is supposed to
shine in full force, warming everyone. And Gradu-
ation signals the end of the voyage for many of us
each year. These events allow us to chart our
position on the journey and make any course
changes in order to successfully reach our next
destination.
-Dave Roth
Campus Life
LANDMARKS TO STEER BY
Unfurling
tlte .ail.
O
n Saturday, September 7,
residence halls opened at
10 a.m. sharp, but cars
had been lined up for the
past two hours. Boxes and suitcases,
bikes and fridges, microwaves and ste-
reos, all had to be moved into the space
that would be home for the next year.
At the Weleome Fair, students had an
opportunity to become more ac-
quainted with the organizations and
services that VVhitworth had to offer.
For the next four days, which was one
day less than in previous years,
Orientation would be in full swing.
During Orientation Week, new
students were given a chance to sample
many new aspects of college life. Col-
lege Crew meetings, led by returning
students, helped freshmen learn the
ropes of college life. With the first day
winding down, Initiation cranked into
full gear.
Initiation wasa time for new resi-
dents to learn the rites of passage to
become full-fledged college students
and official members of their particu-
lar residence halls. Ranging from the
Carlson Birddogs in Arend to the
Ballard Pre-Babes, students learned
silly songs and humorous chants that
promoted bonding within their new
community. All of the practice of the
week culminated with Mock Rock, with
each dorm given a chance to show off
their new talents. This year, Ballard
took top honors with a medley of songs
about Whitworth traditions.
Unfortunately, some people felt
that a few of the skits and songs per-
formed during Mock Rock were de-
grading and belittling to some students.
Junior Alisa Tongg, spirit coordinator
for ASWC, said, "I don't think it needs
to be controversial to be good," refer-
ring to the behavior of some of the
evening's entertainers.
But Orientation was not just fun
and games. The week also included
freshmen placement exams in lan-
guages' writing. and math. Auditions
for the choir and band were also held
during this busy time. Between adviser
meetings, auditions, more College
Crew meetings, residence hall meet-
iogs, and initiation, students had little
time to catch their collective breath.
Orientation ended with Field
House Registration, where students had
an opportunity to meet with profes-
sors, change their schedules, sign up
for clubs and organizations, and get
their pictures taken for the yearbook.
As classesbegan the next day, one more
Orientation Week ended as it had be-
gun, with ordered chaos.
<Dave Roth
Orientation Week provides a
first glirnpse of the vcyage ahead
The Warren women perform during the Yell-Off,
held after Mock Rock. The Yell-Off was judged
through audience approval, not by a panel 01
celebrities. Photo: Steve Brashear
Kate Hancock and Nicole Polen, both College Grell
leaders, fill balloons to decorate tablesat the Welcome
Fair. The College Crew program matches small
groups of new students with a returning student to
ease the transition into Whitworth life.
Photo: Dave Roth
, .
A large crowd of students and parents listen to live
music during a picnic lunch in the Loop. Parents
wereurged to takepert in many Orientation activities
in order to understand college life a bit more.
Photo: Dan Plies
Jarred Stover keeps the ball in play during foursquare
fellowship, one of several games created during
freetime. Gameslike this encouraged students to get
to know each other in a new setting.
Photo: Becky Spencer
GretchenAnderson and Michael Mooregraba quick
snack beFore headingto another small-group session.
The smaller groups allowed students to discuss each
speaker's ideas in more detail. Photo: BeckySpencer
- - - - - - - - - - .~.~~.
snell:group meets on one of the many large rocks
rounding Davis Lake. The weather remained
rht and sunny for the entire weekend, giving
n)' people a chance to enjoy the outdoors.
)/0: Becky Spencer
nemane Eklund registers another student for
e Weekend. Eklund chaired the planning
am it tee and also helped lead worship.
)/0: Becky Spencer
also enjoyed playing "foursquare fel-
lowship," a game in which each new
participant had to tell an interesting
personal fact before joining. Several
Whitworth faculty members came and
spoke to the students. Freshman
RebeccaJor-danwasimpressed, and said,
"It wasneat to see some of my profs at
the weekend, it really showed that they
cared. "
SLaped 1.11 God
S
eptember '47 marked the day
when 150 Whitworth students
escaped for "The Weekend" to
reconnect, relax, and be re-
shaped. The students packed into
school buses and cars and ventured to
Camp Spalding, located on Davis Lake,
45 minutes north of Spokane. Senior
Annemarie Eklund, who organized the
event, said, "Although it follows the
same format each year, each person
ends up having different experiences."
Some went to relax, while others went
to refocus their spiritual relationship.
Throughout the weekend, Isaiah
Jones, a pastor from inner-city Los
Angeles, shared his gift of music and
speaking. Jones challenged students to
be like "clay," willing to be shaped by
God. Freshman Lauren Murray felt
inspired byJones' talks, "It occurred to
me that God is molding us into the
people He wants us to be."
During free time, many students
went hiking or biking, while others
braved the icywater for a swim (inten-
tionally or unintentionally). Campers
Student alsoenjoyed the "Emmaus
Walks," where two students who didn't
know each other spent an hour simply
getting acquainted and spending time
together, one of the more memorable
activities. Junior Hilary Grey's walk
was both interesting and fun. "The
only reason we came back was because
the bell rang," she said. On Saturday
night, many campers gathered around
the crackling fire for a time ofworship.
"Th.eworship experience wasneat. We
only had a couple of guitars and our
voices, so it was real simple," Eklund
said. Students left on Sunday with a few
more experiences and memories to
share with others.
-Heather Jones
Students run aw'=!for spiritual
renewal at The Weekend
An atmospLere
of service
F
or the second year in a row,
Whitworth took its long-
standing tradition of Com-
munity Building Dayoff cam-
pus and into the city of Spokane. On
Wednesday, September 25, students
awoke for breakfast in their dorm
lounges and prepared for a day ofwork.
Separating into smaller groups, each
dorm was assigned a number of tasks to
accomplish such as painting, sorting
clothes, landscaping, and building for
various churches and service organiza-
tions.
Originally designed as a time to
beautify the campus, CBD had changed
in form over time. Its focus had always
been on unity and, as the name sug-
gested, community. Senior Kari
McFarland, one of the organizers of
the day and ASWC SERVE Coordina-
tor, said, "The primary goal of CBD is
to create a spirit of unity among staff,
faculty, and students. This unity comes
from working together and striving for
a common goal." Senior Moses Pulei,
ASWC president and chief organizer,
said, "It was a good idea to take it out. It
creates an atmosphere that allows stu-
dents to better serve the Spokane com-
munity."
Approximately 400 students par-
ticipated, and according to Puler, "It
was really enjoyed by all. Many first-
time participants were asking when we
got to do it again." In order to accom-
modate a day of work, classeswere can-
celed until j .25 p.m., and a barbecue
was held outside of Leavitt Dining Hall
for dinner.
Pulei had originally wanted every
student to work at one location, and
had made plans for that. But at the last
moment, everything fell through and it
looked as though CBD would not hap-
pen. With only a week and a half to
reorganize, Pulei enlisted McFarland
and the two started making phone calls.
Bythe time CBD arrived, plans were in
place and everything ended up getting
done.
By allowing students to work off
campus and in the surrounding com-
munities, those who participated gained
a greater understanding of both the
purpose of CBD and the college's
mission.
-Dave Roth
Gommuni~ Building Dc.'lgives
students an opportuni~ to get
their hands dir~
~'1f'" c. ommunity Building DayA~
Jenkins' residentsAlicia Lewallen and Krista Kohler
plant flowers and pull weeds at the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Center. Baldwin-Jenkins residents also
sorted food at the Spokane Food Bank.
Photo: Dan Plies
Robin Kolb and Debbie Wichmann prepare for a
day of painting at the downtown YWCA building.
Photo: Dan Plies
Wit.h a cup of orange juice and a couple of donuts,
Will Harrison and Brent Hovde prepare for a day of
hard work. Each residence hall met for breakfast in
their lounges before heading of[ to work.
Photo: Dan Plies
Jaime Hughes, Alana Curlander, and Keri Grubb
do tbe Electric Slide and othel' groovy 80's moves
during the "Totally Awesome 80's Extravaganza"
dance. The video dance Featured aprofessional Dj,
costume contests, refreshments, and lots of neon.
Photo: Becky Spencer
UsaTongg and Jeff Davis, both of Warren Hall,
ng a duet from "Aladdin" during halftime
.mpetition for Homecoming King and Queen.
)1' the first time in many years, representatives
om the same dorm were elected royalty.
10tO:Dan Plies
unning back Brian Bratonia eludes a PLU
'-ebackeras he cuts the corner for some needed
rds. The Bucs lost 4-I-I8 in a game played in
iserableweather on a sloppy field.
10tO:Dan Plies
Floating hack
Lome
H
omecoming'96wasaweek
that kept with its theme,
"Music Memories." The
annual PowderPuff foot-
ball game began the week on October
12, and the musical theme kicked in
soon after with a coffeehouse that
evening. The music carried over into
the next week, with daily events in the
WCC, ranging from History Professor
Dale Soden and Espresso Delights
owner Stan Bech playing guitars and
singing to a karaoke session complete
with lights and video. Low attendance
wasblamed on a busy schedule with too
manychoices. KymAtkin,ASWC Cul-
tural and Special Events Coordinator
said, HIwould suggest a few less events.
It was really crowded this week." The
weekcontinued on, though, with more
students getting involved every day.
Dorm decorating allowed each
residence hall to show their spirit and
enthusiasm. Instead of only being
evaluated by a panel of judges, students
were given a chance to judge each oth-
ers work in this fierce competition.
The dorm decorating skits were per-
formed for twonights. Stewart won the
judge's choice awardwith their musical
presentation of "Bill and Ted's Tour of
the Decades," in which the title charac-
ters led a musical tour of several de-
cades. Ballard won the people's choice
award for their interpretation of "The
Wizard of Oz." Later Friday evening,
the WhitworthJ azzBand accompanied
Gene Harris, world renowned jazz pia-
nist, much to the delight and amaze-
ment of the sold-out Cowles Audito-
rium crowd. Junior Sarah Everett said,
"The concert made me feel tingly all
"over.
Homecoming continued into the
weekend, with the Pirates taking on
Pacific Lutheran in a hard fought foot-
ball game. The weather refused to co-
operate, and fans experienced sun, rain,
hail, and a little bit of snow as they
cheered for the team. Despite the ef-
forts of a determined Whitworth team,
Pacific Lutheran won, disappointing a
very enthusiastic crowd. During half-
time, j uniorsAiisa To ngg andJeffD avis,
representing Warren Hall, were elected
Homecoming Queen and King and
crowned later that night at the dance.
Saturday night brought the grand
finale of the week. ''The Totally Awe-
some 80' sExtravaganza" dance allowed
students to relive their junior high and
high school days by dressing in neon
colors, complete with legwarmers,
moon boots, and skinny ties. Awards
were given for the best costumes and
the winners of the dorm decorating
contest were announced. As the final
strains of the last song faded into the
night, Homecoming '96 became an-
other set of Musical Memories.
-Dave Roth
Musical memories provide a
soundtrack for Homecoming '96
Gospel witL
twist
This year's fall productionwas "The Cotton PatchGospel," a compilation ofsong, dance, and God's
word. The musical, based on the book
by Dr. ClarenceJordan, wasa modern
day adaptation of the Gospels of Mat-
thew and John set in rural Georgia.
The cast of the show was made up of
Jesus, played by junior Brian Cooper,
and His twelve disciples.
Sophomore Brooke Kiener, one
of the cast members, said that with half
of the cast being female, it made the
work fun and interesting. She said that
performing Cotton Patch was, "an in-
credible experience because the cast
was able to spread God's love easily
because of the love and sharing felt by
the cast towards each other. "
The adaptation allowed the story
of Christ to be more accessible to a
modern audience. "The story took on
a new meaning to the audience and was
still enjoyable," added senior David
Collins, another cast member. "Diana
(Trotter, the play's director) chose the
cast as an ensemble, then delegated
parts according to the actor's individual
strengths." All of the parts, from the
a
narration to the dancing and singing
solos were divided equally among the
cast members.
Several members of the cast were
new to the Whitworth stage including
Cooper, junior Amber Palmer, Kiener,
and freshman Kandi Brody. Along
with some of Whitworth's veteran ac-
tors like junior Kate Hancock and se-
niors] osh Dickson and Tim Hornor,
the cast became "a solid unit that got
along well, " saidjuniorJeffDavis. The
castalso featured agraduate student for
the first time in recent history, asJohn
Jenkins brought his experience to the
production. Jenkins played Aslan. in a
1992 Whitworth production of
"Narnia."
The play was performed with
simple staging, subtle costumes, and
few props, which allowed the audience
to focus on the actors performances. A
live bluegrass band, consisting of a
banjo. mandolin, guitar, upright bass,
and a fiddle, helped capture the ambi-
ance and flavor of the South. With
their bright T-shirts andjeans, the cast
made "The Cotton Patch Gospel" come
to life on the stage before a packed
house at each performance.
-Maggie Bullock
What if Jesus had been born III
a small town III rural Georgia?
Jesus (Brian Cooper) tells a parable to a crowd of
people on Stone Mountain. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Jeff Davis and Kelly Simon portray rownspeopje
gossiping about when the 30-year-old Jesus will
finally move out of his parent's house. The town of
Valdosta, Georgia replaced Nazareth andJerusalem
became Atlanta in the story. Photo: Carrie Wasser
, .
Joe (David Collins) giveshissonJesus alecture about
running off and worrying the family while at a Bible
Convention. Each ensemble cast member played
several characters during the production.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
Julian Lorin and Matt Hilditch cut loose at the
Winter Formal held downtown at the Davenport
Hotel. A professional DJ and beautiful decorations
created an ecmosphere for all to enjoy.
Photo: Dan Plies
Claus, played by Associate Dean of Students
Mandeville, visits residents in Stewart Hall.
of the dorms held gift exchanges, ate snacks,
ang carols during their Christmas parties.
; Dan Plies
ihapel Singers and an instrumental ensemble
up of member-s of the Spokane Sy=phony and
ling students perform dUl'ing the Candlelight
nunion service. The quiet time ofrefJection
~d those attending to concentrate on tbe
1a1meaning of the Chrisimes season.
,Dan Plies
Plowing into
tlte season
While winter weather mayhave arrived early at thecollege, the Christmasseason didn't officially
begin until Winterfest. Record -setting
snowfall, over 40 inches during De-
cember, blanketed the campus and pro-
vided anticipation for a white Christ-
mas. Held the last week before fall
semester finals, Winterfest was a cel-
ebration of the holiday season, com-
plete with Christmas tree lightings and
caroling. Worldwide customs, together
with traditions unique to Whitworth,
gave students time not only for study
breaks, but for spiritual renewal, fel-
lowship, and plain fun. Winterfest was
a time for the entire community to
share in the celebration of Christ's
birth.
The celebration began with the
Whitworth Women's Auxiliary Bazaar,
where homemade food and crafts were
on sale. The next week sawthe begin-
ning of another Whitworth tradition,
the dorm decorating and Christmas
carol contest. Similar to Homecoming
contests, each dorm chose a particular
carol and decorated the hall to follow
the song. Judges and other members of
the community traveled from dorm to
dor-m, enjoying the scenery and join-
ing in on the fun. Awardswere given in
many categories, and each dorm ended
up winning some sort of award.
The next day brought Santa and a
cookie decorating party to the campus
center. All-you -can - decorate-and -eat
cookiesprovided anecessarybreak from
studying and grading. The President's
Christmas Reception again brought
Santa to the campus. The reception
gave students, staff, and faculty a time
to relax and enjoy some conversation
while eating cookies, nuts, and fudge.
The weekend brought many more
Winterfest events to the college com-
munity. The Christmas Festival Con-
cert, featuring choir, brass, organ, and
handbells, was performed three times
at First Presbyterian Church in down-
town Spokane after a successful tour to
Bellevue, Seattle and Tacoma.
Winter Formal, held downtown at
the Davenport Hotel, wasalsoa success.
As a DJ provided music, students were
able to let off some steam before finals
were upon them. To end the celebra-
tion, a candlight Communion and
Hosanna servicegavestudents a chance
to realize the true meaning behind
Christmas, as students celebrated the
birth of Christ.
-Dave Roth
Ear!! snow glVes \Vinterfest a
real touoh of holid~ oheer
A Glimpse of
tlte World
From a change in the locationto a change in format, thisyear's International Banquet,sponsored byWhitworth's In-
ternational Club, provided a taste of
the world in a slightly different manner
than in previous years. Over 359 stu-
dents and community members were
greeted before dinner in the campus
centerwith the "World Village, "a maze
of booths with information about nu-
merous countries from around the
world. The sell-out crowd then moved
through a cafe line where they were
served authentic foods like Kenyan
Masala and Caesar salad.
After dining in the campus cen-
ter, guests were invited to move to
Cowles Auditorium where the enter-
tainment portion of the evening was
held. Ninety more people joined those
from the campus center for the enter-
tainment portion to bring the total
attendance to more than 450 people.
Dee Dobler, secretary for Inter-
national Services, said that her "favor-
ite moment was at the opening of the
entertainment segment when all of the
students marched down the aisle of the
auditorium to different country's na-
tional anthems, carrying their country
flag and dressed in their authentic
country dress." The entertainment
portion wasemceed by seniors Shailesh
Ghirmire and Aimee Elliot, proving to
be both funny and educational. Native
dances from Japan, Kenya, and other
countries were presented aswell asskits
and musical acts. "The neat part about
the International Banquet is that it is
the opportunity for international stu-
dents to present themselves to theWhit-
worth community," said.Ann Dentler,
English Language Program instructor.
Mter two months of intense prepara-
tion, International Club president
Ryland Taniguchi said that his favorite
part of the banquet wassimply, "sitting
back and watching the great jobs every-
one did in the entertainment portion.
It was exciting." Peiyi Lin agreed and
also said that the International Ban-
quet was "a good chance for interna-
tional students to introduce their cul-
ture and countries. Also it's a great way
to treat their homesickness."
The 1997 International Banquet
was dedicated to Christa Richardson,
who departed in the middle of the year
from her job as the Director of Inter-
national Mfairs.
- Jill Cummings
International Ban9uet offers
a peek at other cultures
Kenyan student Maina Mwangi demonstrates,
Maasai dance during the entertainment portion 0
the evening. Photo: Dan Plies
Guests file through the food line after completing
trip through the "World Village." Photo: Dan Plil
Naiyana Chotinantasaeth and Kanokwan
Techaphangam model traditional Thai dresses
during a fashion show that portrayed the changing
fashion styles in many student's home countries.
Photo: Dan Plies
Students and community
members had the opportunity to
walk through the "World Village"
in the decorated campus center
before entering the cafe. Each
booth had information about a
variety of countries being
represented. Photo: Dan Plies
TinaAroonvatanaporn performs
an ancient dance from her
homeland in Thailand while
wearing a traditional Thai dress.
Photo: Dan Plies
International Banquet
Gena Ce1ebrado and Brad Dickenson serve chicken
long rice and kalua pig to the line of guests. It took
two hours to serve the food that was prepared and
shipped Irom Hawaii. Photo: Dan Plies
President Bill Robinson joins the
show by holding Kanani WOllg'S
{ire knife. This was Wong's third
year dancing the traditional fire
knife dance, and Robinson's first.
Photo: Dan Plies
Freshmen Ehren Watada and
Melodi Akaka pertorm Noho Pai
Pai in traditional palaka costume.
The dance depicted the many uses
of a rocking chair.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
ancing the Samoan Slap dance, freshman Pono
"pez enjoys the roaring cheers from tile women
I the crowd. Photo; Carrie Wasser
he Ote'e, a traditional Tahitian dance that calls
ld alerts people to an event, is performed by
evin Nabalta, Kari Hiraiwa, and Camille
raldonado. Photo; Carrie Wasser
£ Ho'olcele Ialou
Aline of people coiling outthe doors of the Field Houseinto the street, bright lights,and aplethora of food char-
acterized this year's Hawaiian Club
Lu' au. On Saturday, April I~, the doors
opened at 5 p.m. Selling out all noo
tickets to family, friends, and members
of the community impressed Hawaiian
Club member Jadeen Arakaki. "Mter
preparing the food the night before, I
was enthused at the size of the crowd
that passed through the food line. The
end of the line wasstill nowhere in sight
when I took my break after serving two
hours," said Arakaki.
The guests were served kalua pig,
lomi lomi salmon, squid luau , and
other authentic dishes prepared by
family in Hawaii and Spokane. Most
people were open to the exotic appear~
ance of the cuisine. Chris Carvalho,
lokepa Francisco, and BJ Kealaiki ser~
enaded the guests with live Hawaiian
music as they ate.
Months of preparation concluded
as club members set up, served, and
greeted the guests. Beginning in the fall
semester, members practiced various
hulameles (songs). Kumu hula (teach-
ers of hula) Kalele Blaisdell, Moraya
Nuttall, and Kari Hiraiwa combined
their knowledge and experience to put
together aprogram that both the danc-
ers and the crowd enjoyed. Hula and
Tahitian dancer Kevin Nabalta said,
"I wasdefinately nervous this year be-
cause we had several new dances to
learn and perform." The show fea-
tured Pele kahikos (ancient hula), sev-
eral couple auanas (modern hula), an
implement hula, and the crowd-pleas-
ing Samoan Slap dance. Pulling stu-
dents out of the audience to shake
their okole (rear) was one highlight of
the evening.
Other things unique to this year' s
Lu'au ambiance included a country
store where Hawaiian sweet bread, a
framed Hawaiian quilt, and other
authetic Hawaiian itemswere sold, and
a cultural artifacts table featuring Ha-
waiian history books and authentic
Polynesian costumes. Club member
Brandi Barrett said, "The country store
wasvery successful because of its var i-
ety- The purpose of the cultural arti-
facts table was to inform and educate
others about Hawaiian culture and his-
tory."
Elaborate floral decorations, ti
leaf skirts, table centerpieces, and auc-
tion/raffle items all helped connect
Spokane to Polynesian culture.
-Kar-iHiraiwa
"Let us navigate
to the shores of Hawai'i"
Twisted Sisters
R
Ick Hornor's dir-ect.iori of
Joseph Kesselnng's "Ar-
senic and Old Lace" brought
laughter to the Cowles Au-
ditorium for four performances in
April. The play featured an elaborate
set, authentic costumes, and brilliant
performances. FreshmanJenny Bartow
sawthe play and said, "It was great, I've
seen it before but this production was
the best."
Aunt Abby (Rebecca Ricar-ds) and
Aunt Martha (Brooke Kiener) played
the sweet, delicate, and innocent
Brewster sisters who have a dark secret.
The two relieve men of their loneliness
by ending their lives and burying them
in the basement. The secret is discov-
ered by their nephew Mortimer (Tim
Hornor). Further complications arise
when Jonathan (Kevin Benson), an-
other nephew, arrives with his own dark
past. Jonathan and his compatriot Dr.
Einstein (Josh Dickson) have their own
dead body in their car, and are running
from the police. Mortimer is faced with
a tough decision. He wants to turn his
brother in to the police, butJonathan
vows that he will tell the police about
every on of his aunts' murders in order
to save himself. In the end, Teddy and
both Aun t Brewsters are headed to a
rest home, Mortimer is marrying his
true love, and] onathan is under arrest
for a worldwide crime spree.
Kiener said, "I was excited about
this play because of Rick Hornor's di ~
rection." Kiener said that she enjoyed
the reactions and expressions of each
character in the play, especially in the
scene when Mortimer discovers a dead
body in the window seat while Aunt
Abby is setting the table. Mortimer be-
lieveshis brother Teddy (David Collins)
has killed the man and wants to protect
his aunts from him.
One of Hornor's favorite scenes
was when he was trying to get one of the
police officers out of the house so he
would not discover the body in the
window seat. He said, "This show was
great, a great way to end my four years at
Whitworth." Other seniors also ended
their Whitworth acting career with this
show. Ricards said, "It's been a heck of
a ride, a big roller coaster these last
years. I'm glad to end it with this play
under Rick's direction." Collins also
had only good things to say about the
play and its director. "This was a great
play, never to be forgotten. Rick
Hornor was awesome," he said.
- Mary Applonie
Brewster Siblings' hobry causes
confusion in spring plc:r
~~
~~Spring Play
Mortimer (Tim Hornor) looks(jn with wonder ai
Mr. Witherspoon (Adam Conley) describes thi
asylum where he will take the Brewster family.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
Officer Brophy (Nathaniel Brown) leadsJonathan
(Kevin Benson) out of the Brewster house after
arresting him for a crime spree.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
Teddy (David Collins) enthusiastically reads some
of his own autobiography to Dr. Einstein (josh
Dickson). Photo: Carrie Wasser
As Aunt Abby (Rebecca Ricards)
Jookson in surprise, Teddy (Devid
Coliins) shows Officer Klein
(Angela Tennant}some mementos
from hisyouthful adventuring days.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
Elaine Harpel' (Kelly Simon) gives
Mortimer (Tim Hornor) a hug
after he asks for her hand ill
marriage. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Spring Play
Spring Forma!
Heidi Hultgrenn waits by the coat rack for her
date to return. Rain and cool weather caused
many students to bring coats and umbrellas.
Photo: Steve Brashear
Wendy Noll and her date swing-
dance to one of the several country
songs played at the formal. A wide
variety of music provided {or all
kinds of dancing,
Photo: Steve Brashear
Brian Boyle and Hanna Ganser
enjoy the mood while dancing to a
slow song. Many students tllought
that the DJ did not play enough
slow music during the dance.
Photo: Steve Brashear
aurenMurray and Amanda Rondon share a laugh
hile waiting for the next song to begin. Their dates
ere taking a break from dancing.
hoto: Steve Brashear
'hristiaeHolman and Michael Cohn enjoy 11 smal1
lack from the compli mervterv buffet. The buffet
ad fresh fruit, chocolate-covered strawberries,
-eckers,and cake. Photo: Steve Brashear
Springtime
in Paris
O
n April 19, over 500
Whitworth students
made the journey to
Coeur d'Alene Resort
for the annual Spring Formal. Held in
the resort's ballroom, the dance fol-
lowed a European theme, chosen by
Kym Atkin, ASWC Cultural and Spe-
cial Events Coordinator. "I went to
Europe during Jan Term and fell in
love with it, and decided it would be a
perfect theme," she said. The ballroom
was decorated with cardboard silhou-
ettes of the Eiffel Tower and accented
with small white lights, providing an
atmosphere of elegance and beauty.
Upon entering, every female was
handed a daffodil and the sweet flow-
ered scent filled the room. Freshman
Emily Roberts said, "I loved getting the
daffodil. I even stole more of them at
the end of the dance." As the dance
started at 8 P:rn, , students began filter-
ing into the room from the hotel's
lounges and restaurants. Between a
buffet table offering dessert foods, a
picture taking area, a large dance floor
and many tables and chairs, those at-
tending the dance had no problem stay-
ing occupied for the three hour dance.
"The food was really nice. I enjoyed
being able to get a little plate of food
and be able to sit down and relax,"
Roberts said.
Many students enjoyed the ability
to custom design their ownphoto pack-
age while at the dance. A new system
allowed students to preview their pho-
tos on a computer screen before having
a full page of photos printed. Instead of
waiting a week to get their pictures,
students were able to pick them up after
a five minute wait.
But all wasnot happy at the dance.
Many students felt that the music was
less than satisfactory, with very fewslow
songs and a lot of unfamiliar music.
Atkin said the DJ wasnot very coopera-
tive when students tried to make re-
quests and played only what he wanted
to play. "Besides the sometimes poor
choice of music, the dance went
smoothly and was one of the biggest
Spring Formal dances ever, "Atkin said.
Roberts agreed with her. "It waswasfun
to bewith a lot of friends and to see each
other all dressed up," she said.
-Dave Roth
European theme gives Spring
~rmal a touch of class
SLow offers
new and old
M
ac Hall in Concert hit
the auditorium in full
force on March 27.
Over 800 people at-
tended the event, which is one of the
longest running traditions at Whit-
worth. Mac Hall president Jay
MacArthur did most of the event orga-
nization and also emceed the event with
fellow Mac men Nate Brown, Mike
Sedgwick, and Rob Leslie. The four
introduced acts and provided enter-
tainment while different student acts
set up behind the curtain.
This year, the variety show added a
few new items to some of the traditions
of years past. In addition to the stupid
human tricks and blue-flame attempts,
the four hosts gave a vivid and disgust-
iug example of the level of trust Mac
men have for each other by partially
chewing an Oreo cookie and then spit-
ting it into the next person's mouth.
The audience provided plenty of noise
to cheer for this and many other stunts
performed by the hosts and performers
in the show. The show was not all old
tricks, though. To provide a service to
audience members and to have some
fun, Rebecca Ricards was drafted into
providing a hair cutting service as the
show went on. Situated on a small area
of the stage off to one side, Ricards
provided haircuts to several different
people. Leslie tried to drum up more
business at one point by offering $50 to
any female who would let Ricards shave
her head. None of the women in the
audience accepted Leslie's offer, but
several considered it for a while.
MacArthur said, "T'h e haircutting idea
was just sort of mentioned. We tried to
get a professional from Super-Cuts, but
those plans fell through. Rebecca used
to cut a lot of hair when she lived in
Ballard, so we decided to ask her to do
it at the show."
MacArthur thought the showwent
well, but he said he was happiest at the
end. "It was really stressful, but I was
pleased we pulled it off," he said. He
added that he would have liked to begin
planning earlier, because "it was diffi-
cult getting people motivated to per-
form and help out in such a short
amount of time." Judging by the
audience's reaction, Mac Hall in Con-
cert enjoyed another successful year of
entertaining the entire Whitworth cam-
pus and community.
-Dave Roth
fr.ee hairouts, good musio. and
musoular men invade Mao Hall
B:,Mac Hall in Concert
Rebecca Ricards carefully measures the length
Lehua Kay's hair before beginning another fr
haircut. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Lucas Naugle attempts to bench press Dan Straw
11 show of strength during the Mac Power Tea
demo nstreti on, Photo: Carrie Wasser
Jay MacArthur, Nate Brown, Rob Leslie, and Mike
Sedgwick give the audience aglimpse of the regular
morning routine in MacHall. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Mike Emmans and Yosef Dun
accompany Lydia] ones on guitar as
she sings original songs about life
and love. Photo: Carrie Wasser
With Drew Turnbaugh providing
background, Patricia] Bartell plays
a few rousing polka tunes on her
eccordien, Photo: Carrie Wasser
Mac Hall in Concert
Psi Ciii member-s Ali Karokny, Eryn Elder, and
Nicole Earin put together bemp bracelets and
necklaces for their club's booth. Photo, Dan Plies
As the Buttermilk Five play,
audience members dance to the
groove. Photo, Dan Plies
Selby Hansen takes a dousing from
the "flush" tank. Instead of falling
iruo e tub of water, those in the tank
were flushed bya tank full of heated
water. Pborocjen Widrig
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Photo
one student listens to her new CD, another
templates which task sbe will do in order to win
own free CD from tbe KWRS booth.
uo- Dan Plies
-haelPowers, abluesguitarist from Seattle, smiles
e entertains the crowd with his band .
•to; Dan Plies
Spring's dehut
As spring carne to Spokane,Springfest arrived at VVhit-worth. This year, however,Springfest was held in the
campus center rather than atRiverfront
Park due to spring showers. The deci-
sion wasmade early'Saturday morning
by organizers from ASWC when they
met to set everything up. When resi-
dents woke up later that morning and
stumbled into the bathroom, theywere
greeted with signs explaining where
Springfest was going to be held. ''The
whole point of Spring fest is to getWhit-
worth out into the community. With
everything here at school, the purpose
was defeated," said sophomore Jason
Roberts.
Despite the disappointment of an
indoor Springfest, the daywasstill suc-
cessful. This year, all of the money
raised went to Hospice of Spokane, a
non-profit group that provides direct
care to the terminally ill and their fami-
lies.
Baldwin-Jenkins helped raise
money with their "flush" tank, in which
participants had the chance to dump a
toilet- bowl of water on people's heads.
Ballard painted faces,Warren gavehair-
cuts, and Arend tie-dyed T-shirts.
Other booths included Japanese arts
and crafts, photos taken on asurfboard
in front of a beach scene, and Blooms-
day safety information.
Students could also buy raffle tick-
ets to support the event and win gift
certificates to local businesses like
Espresso Delights, Target, Auntie's
Bookstore and many other favorite
places around Spokane. The grand
prize wasa Trek mountain bike, cour-
tesy of the Bike Barn. "It was a big
unexpected surprise, I wasjust donat-
ing money to Hospice," said Nicole
Fisher, who won the mountain bike.
Students also had a wide range of
entertainment to choose from. Michael
Powers, a blues guitarist from Seattle
performed, asdid The Buttermilk Five,
a band made up ofVVhitworthstudents.
Polka lessons taught by Dick and Judy
Mandeville and games between musical
acts provided for audience participa-
tion. The Mr. Whitworth pageant wasa
big hit aswell. Freshman Kevin Benson
won the contest for Baldwin-Jenkins.
Benson said that being Mr. Whitworth
"is like carrying the weight of the world
on my shoulders. It's a good thing I'm
a pretty tall guy."
It would have taken more than a
few showers to keep Springfest from
being successful.
-Maggie Bullock
Mc:Yrams wash Springfest
into the campus center
~
Springfest ~~~A~.,._~·",
Graduates
grow in girtL
Graduation signified theend of a long journey.This year, the largestgraduating class in Whit-
worth history participated in Com-
mencement exercises at the Opera
House on May 18. Because of the large
class, the Opera House was filled to
capacity, with many people standing in
the aisles. But graduation was not the
only event that took place during Com-
mencement Weekend.
Beginning on Friday evening, se-
niors and their families had afull sched-
ule of activities that would finally end
with students walking across the stage
and receiving a diploma on Sunday
afternoon. The Senior Commission-
ing Service was the first of many week-
end events. At this program, seniors
were given a religious send-off from
the college. Itwasa somber and solemn
moment for many.
Senior Reflections was probably
looked forward to the most. A time for
seniors to remember their four years at
Whitworth, it was hosted byTim Hornor
and Rebecca Ricards. The evening was
filled with members of the class reading
journal entries, re-enacting memo-
rable moments, and singing songs from
their time at the college. One of seven-
teen seniors nominated by faculty and
staff, MarkJ ackson received the Alumni
Ideals Award. As the hosts talked about
girth and described how a student grows
like a tree during college, members of
the senior class remembered their years
atWhitworth, some with joy and laugh-
ter' others with a certain amount of
emotion.
The weekend culminated with
graduation day. A Baccalaureate ser-
vice began the day with a few more
mernor-ies. The service featured Dr.
Dale Bruner speaking about Adam and
Eve and man's fall from grace. Because
of his retirement, this was Bruner's last
lecture to a group of students.
At 2 p.m., graduation began. With
the usual fanfare, the seniors and gradu -
ate students filed onto the stage. De-
spite the hot lights, which caused one
student to faint from the heat, the ex-
ercise moved forward. Student speak-
ers Sarah Eells and Scott Sund expressed
the sentiments of the entire class with
their words. Moses Pulei received the
Servant Leadership Award, and Kim
J ewell received the award for highest
g.p.a. in the class. As each department
head read names, students came for-
ward to shake President Bill Robinson's
hand and receive their diploma. When
all was finished, the class and the audi-
ence moved outdoors for final good-
byes, pictures, and more memories. As
the long journey drew to a close, most
looked back with fond memories of
their time at Whitworth.
-Dave Roth
Commencement activities offered
time to reflect and remember
Tisha Leslie and Sarah Armstrong smile and poiJA
to [amily membersas they[ilein to the Opera HoUJI
[or the beginning o[ graduation exer-crses.
Photo: Dan Plies
President Bill Robinson, an bonorery member
the class of 1997, was chosen to give r
Commencement Address. He made some of
same points that he made in his first Whitwo
address [our years ago. Photo: Dan Plies
Tim Hornor and Rebecca Ricards discuss girth and
growth as they host Senior Reflections.
Photo: Dan Plies
Brandi Barrett struggles to stay
upright under the weight of many
Hawaiian leis, all brought for her
by her family. Photo: Dan Plies
Ryan Hawk, wearing virgin
pinecones and a stole from Central
America, enjoys a light moment
with Dan Wartman while waiting to
line up for the graduation
ceremony. Photo: Dan Plies
Graduatio~~


Whitworth' sliterary magazine,
Script, showcased the best of the
literaryworks fromWhitworth's stu-
dents, alumni, and
faculty. This year
was the first time a
nonfiction section
was added. Script
received excerpts
from research pa-
pers with subjects
ranging from his-
tory and philosophy
to literature. Sections included po-
etry, fiction, and black and white
art. Laurie Lamon was the faculty
sponsor. Her main role wasto pick
the editors at the beginning of the
year and hand out assignments. From
there, the students carried out the
production.
In order to have
wide representation
from the Whitworth
community, the staff
set limits on the
number of entries a
person could sub-
mit. The staff felt
that because of
Whitworth's small size they didn't
want anyone person monopolizing a
category.
-Christy Brooten
The Script staff and the English department enjoy spring-like weather at the end-of-the-year
barbecue and book sale. The festivities took place in the courtyard next to Westminster.
Photo: Steve Brashear
Script staff. Front TOW: Lissy Hatch, ChelseaJohnson, Sarah Eells. Back row: Nathanael Myers, Laura
Cowart. Each spring the staff produces this literary magazine showcasing the work of members of the
"Whitworth community. Photo: Steve Brashear
During a debate at Forum, visiting British deb
Stephen Maggee counters Whitworth's argumeJ
Photo: Dan Plies
Laur
The [996-[997 forensics team has the last wordJoy 1
the program at "Whitworth comes to a close. Kris
Photo: Chris Woods Phot
END OF FORENSICS
l--d4:- of ~vppovt~ibYle.-v; te-dM
Who would spend their time out of the classroom studying the art of
argumentation and formal debate? Fifteen ofyaur peers did. The forensics team
competed in two different divisions, speech and debate. This year the team
finished sixth out of 35 teams in debate in the Northwest division, and nationally
they finished twenty-first out of 197 teams, beating larger schools such as Oregon
State. Coach Mike Ingram said, "It was important for Whitworth to have a
forensics team because the students gained skills in speaking and in developing an
argument." It also gave a small school like Whitworth a chance to compete
against larger schools, which was something that athletic teams at
Whitworth didn't have the opportunity to do. Bybeating
the larger teams, it gave Whitworth a good
reputation.
Due to a lack of financial
support by Whitworth, this was
the forensics team's last year. Fo-
rensics at Whitworth might not be
dead forever, though. According to
Ingram, Whitworth Forensics had
started and stopped several times. It
had currently been going for nine years
under Ingram's direction. He wassorry
the college wasn't able to make better ef-
forts to keep the program. "It was the best
thing I have done at Whitworth," he said.
-Christy Brooten
I
LaureateSociety.Frontrow: Alissa Diehl, Bethany 1saacson, La ura Day, Shawnda Rotmark, Erin Tinldenberg,
Joy Hunzeker, Andrea Krogh, Jenny McGuiness, Chris Moyer. Back row: Camille Conley, Lori Saylor,
Kristin Olson, Scott Vander Ploeg, Brenna Robinson, Andrea Pa1pant, Sarah Fitch, Jeremy 'Whe1ham.
Photo,'Steve Brashear
L-a~~~~u~~e~~~~~tup
of the 279 students on the Dean's
Honor Roll who had a G.P.A. of 3.75
or higher. Dale Soden, associate pro-
fessor of history, took over this year as
the organizer. Soden said, "The pur-
pose of the societywasto provide away
for Whitworth to recognize academic
achievement." It allowed students to
take up to three overload credits for no
additional charge. Itprovided a finan-
cialbenefit thisway.This year the mem-
bers saw a play at the Spokane Civic
Theater for areduced rate and attended
a discussion led by Leonard Oakland.
The 1997 graduating class had 78 stu-
dents in the Laureate Society.
-Christy Brooten
"''1~'t'
Forensics/Laureate Society9~~iA"
EUROPEAN CULTURE
Sfvde-V1+~ e-xplov-e- ~d~+e-V-V11 (..e,V1rrdl f:.vV-Ope-
Europe was the birthplace of Western civilization. From the time of the
ancient Greeks, European political ideas, scientific discoveries, art, philosophy,
and religious beliefs have spread to other parts of the world. Cultural landmarks
and the natural beauties of Europe have attracted visitors from every part of the
world. During the fall semester. Whitworth students journeyed awayfrom home
to experience this history of Europe.
Julia Stronks and Rob Wilson from the History, Political and International
Studies department led a group of r6 students to Eastern and Central Europe.
They visited several countries, including the Netherlands, Poland,
and Czechoslovakia, while learning about the history, poli-
tics, and demographics of Europe. The tour ended
in Germany. "There is so much to learn
from our neighbors," saidJulia
Stronks. Students learned that
in spite of their many differ-
ences, Europeans shared some
similar attitudes and beliefs, such
as their belief that the most impor-
tant facet of their lives was family.
Several students whowent on this study
tour said that the trip was awonderful,
uplifting experience. Each building and
historical site became avoyageof discovery
that opened eyes and hearts.
-Mary Applome
Y"e. 2.50 itl ~Y"Ope.
Several students went to Europe
with Dr. Forrest Baird to study Core
~50 duringJanuary. Senior MarkJack-
son said, "I wasable to experience his-
tory without living in the classroom. I
enjoyed Core better bybeing able to see
what we were studying." His favorite
spot wasthe SwissAlps, where he skiied
downhill from I~,~OO feet. Jackson
added that Florence was a classy town,
and there wasplenty to do in London.
Jackson felt that he would remember
his adventures in Europe for years.
-Mary Applonie
Amanda Rondon, Kirstin Schmidt, Andrea Price,
Hillary McClure, Sumika Hashimoto, Karin
Holsinger, andJessica Yaklich pause while touring
ruins of a Teutonic knight's castle near Torun,
Poland. Photo: Amanda Rondon
fa Wenny, Amy Holloway,Josh Hoops, and
"Jhickering bask in the afternoon sun after a
g' game of bockey in tbe sbadow of the
born in SWJ'tzerlandwhile on the Core 250
ope trip. fboto: MarkJackson
~ Price, Amanda Rondon, Beth Pearson,
'mika Hashimoto enjoy looking at histaric
-dem during a canal boat tour.
Amanda Rondon
Repetitive routines did not
necessarily stifle creativity_Some of
the best ideas came while sitting for
hours waiting for the next adventure
to begin. These ideas were shared by
the 18 students who
participated in the
British Isles study
tour. One of the most
hel pful and creative
learning tools wasbe-
ing able to tour dif-
ferent buildings and landmarks.
Junior Marilee Nunn said, "The
more we saw, the more exciting the
sites became."
Stayinginhomestays and youth
hostels and spending time learning
about art, history, and literature
enabled the group to immerse them-
selves in the British culture. Being
able to see, firsthand, the insp ira-
tion of many great historical con-
tributors kept this new knowledge
from being mundane.
The students enjoyed their ad-
ventures and learning with Barbara
Filo from the Art de-
partment, Corliss
Slack from the His-
tory department, and
Leonard Oakland
from the English de-
partment. They trav-
eled to London, the English Moors,
Ireland, Wales, and Scotland. Sev-
eral students said that their visit to
theAbbey ruins wasan experience of
a lifetime; itleft peace and harmony
in their souls. As they left for home,
theywere tired, but none could for-
get the special times spent in the
British Isles.
-Mary Applonie
British Isles Study Tour. Front row: nona Nagy,
Stephanie Lenox, Sarah Dingman,j ulie Correll,
Marilee Nunn. Middle row: Jeff Lund, Alissa
Jones, Jen Kildow, Wendy Weaver, Liona
Tannesen, Cindy Turner. Back row: Nathan
Camp, Jeremy Hsvb, Mike Larkin, Peter
Stradinger, Polly Martin, Lance Sinnema,
Penney Slack, Leonard Oakland.
Photo: Marilee Nunn
Dr. Leonard Oakland shares some ot tbe Bard's
wisdom with an owl while visiting a farm in
Stretiord -upon -Avon, Shakespeare's home town
in England, Photo: Marilee Nunn
~~~~~-;:;;
British Isles Study Tour J~kt~.
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This year, 16 athletic trainers
provided medical and rehabilitative
support. In order to do this, they
attended allsportingevents and prac-
tices and were required
to put in a certain num-
ber ofhours in the train ~
ing room. Trainers
worked about 20 hours
aweekand trainers who
participated in sports
worked 10 hours aweek.
The trainers went out of their
wayto makeathletes feel comfortable.
Even first-time visitors to the weight
room said their experience was en-
joyable and the trainers were incred-
ibly helpful.
The trainers fund-raised every
year in order to buy new equipment.
In the spring, they did a "Fun-Run"
in order to raise money for new
rehabilitative equipment. The train-
ing room also got some new equip-
ment from other sources. "Thanks
to Mark Gallegos, we
have some comfort-
able riding seats for
our rehabilitation
bikes," said Brice
Stanley, trainer and
athlete. Stanley also
said that the athletes
appreciated the great job the train-
ers did.
"During football season there's
a lot of bumps and bruises and the
trainers take good care of us. They
alwaysget us out to practice on time
and are very efficient," Stanley
added.
-Eunjoo Song
Trainers take care of Pirate baseball players
before practice. Photo: Dan Plies
Trainers (top lefr-dockw:ise): lody Dorhman,
Dawn Longnecker, Jay McArthur, Melinda
Larson, Jennifer Ratcliff, Amy Marshall,
Stephanie Warner, Steve Lewis, Jody Baker,
Heidi McCahan, Mark Gallegos, Betsy Slemp,
Matt Holstege. Photo by Carrie Wassel'
Trainer Stephanie Warner tapes up an athlete
with a smile. Photo: Angela Reynolds
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~~<,,"thletic Trainers
Football player Travis Torco looks over surve)1
his Social Research class. Photo,jen Widrig
Anne Nielsen donates blood at the NovemberbJ
drive. Photo: Debbie Schroeder
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DOUBLE DUTY
Athle-te-<; bdl;:mu- <;povt<; dYld dC--dde-rYlle--<;
Athletes atWhitworth had douhle duty during their seasons, hath as students
and as athletes. Their professors expected excellence, while their coaches de-
manded high performance. That took away a lot of free time from student
athletes. But the athletes usually made wise choices and showed good time
management.
Brice Stanley, a sophomore foothall player, said that he utilized his travel-
ling time with the team to finish his reading and studying. On long road trips, it
was often essential to make good use of time in order to stay on top of homework.
"During the week I made good use of my time and spent time in the library instead
of messing around. It's important to stay focused," he said.
Most teams had a study hall for their athletes during the
week. The football team had a mandatory study hall \\\
onceaweekfortwohoursforincomingfresh- f'_l u\9tf\'
men and players with questionable ~tl~~. 0 use."
grades. Basketball players also had c..aOt\\ as it tS t \,' ~etiC
. ~y s~ \~~
study tables durmg the season. fu!t to ~,\'2.. e
Many athletes said that they were As \l.otl'O~ ~ac\l.~~ ~atOl'S
themostmotivatedwheninseason."Stu- 01:
t
~p'ee .c St\'"{\\-1,).
dent athletes have to stretch themselves Ga\-it~~ o"('(\etel'S
thin during the season," said Stanley. "But "£,\ectl'O- ,,,~e"£,1''6 01' I
f'.-el'O<>I co\\\Jot ctOl'
I believe that the more responsihility you \1'j61'O"iD f'.-66U
have the better you get at delegating your co r ~ -J:
d h I Iif " 1~\JoG'j '.'CtOl'time an t e wayyou ive your rre. \1'1'<>' f'.-p<>~
-Eunjoo Song
R1JoNu:(top-clockwise) KeIleySalmon, Nola-Gene Bell, Mandy Covert, Ananda Harper, Kristy Andrues,
MaliaDilworth, Maria Causland. Photo:Jen Widrig
Whitworth'~ At1~I~
Nursing students at Whitworth
met monthly in order to support each
other and to help others in the com-
munity at Rho Nu meetings. Rho Nu
nursing students organized blood drives
in the fall and spring. They also volun-
teered their services with the elderly at
Hawthorne Manor. The members made
cards and delivered them on Easter.
Springfest was also an event in which
they participated. A booth was set up
where blood pressures were taken and
medical kits distributed.
-Eunjoo Song
CAMPANILE ANNIVERSARY
~v'ov;te- r;1MDol fdu-r; fdi Ivve- dt fift1
What do rappelling students, Mickey Mouse, and Godzilla have in com-
mon? Our very own 50-year-old Campanile! Whitworth alumna Gail Fielding
remembered back to her school dayswhen students" climbed up [the Campanile]
and rappelled down as if it were a mountain!"
MikeWestenskow, technical director of the auditorium, remembered when
there was a gigantic MickeyMouse perched on top of the Campanile with a sign
reading "MickeyMounce" in reference to the college's president at the time, Bob
Mounce. He also remembered when our Campanile wasmistaken for the Empire
State Building and a blow-up Godzilla was spotted on top.
The Campanile used to be attached to a keyboard which played
hymns every half hour and rang chimes on the hour with an
old fashioned roll player (similar to a player piano).
But the roll player stopped working about
10 years ago. Students were
known to break into
Westenskow's office, which
housed the controls for the
Campanile, and hook up a CD
to the speakers. It usually began
blaring music just asFDrum ended.
Unfortunately, upgrading the
system could cost $15°, 000 or more.
But, if you hear an odd chiming about
7 a.m., it's the beloved Campanile
working again!
-Anni Dupuis
Renovation and upgrading were
the main purposes for the prestigious
$675,000 National Science Founda-
tion grant awarded to Whitworth. The
money was to be used to rebuild re-
search areas in the EricJohnston Sci-
ence Center.
Lee Anne Chaney, associate pro-
fessor of biology, said, "The money will
be used to upgrade research space, some
teaching labs that are used for upper
division research, [and] upgrading
heating and ventilation systemsto meet
current codes of safety."
-Anni Dupuis
"¥t~lsP'j;i:I~Campanile/NSF Grant
.;.@~'\i)
After 50years the Campanile stiIl stands taIl in the loop. Whitworth alumni have memories ofMickey Mou~
and Godzille being displayed from its taIl peak. Photo: Dan Plies
L,]
Dr. Howard Stien lectures in the rebuilt science auditorium. Additional renovation ofthe buildingwiH che
occur as a result of the NSF grant awarded to Whitworth. Photo: Dan Plies Phi
Research from Whitworth stu-
dents being published? That's what
Whitworth and the Murdock Foun-
dation were hoping
for. Murdockdonated
$225,125 to Whit-
worth, and other do-
nors planned to match
the amount. The grant
wasto be used to pur-
chase better comput-
ers for professors and
students, and to create student sala-
ries for those conducting research.
This grant, also known as
RAMP-UP, funded six Whitworth
professors and sixto twelvestudents
who intended to conduct research.
The professors involved were: As-
sistant Professor Karen Stevens
working with quantum mechanics,
Assistant Professor Dean Jacobson
studying Red Tide organisms, As-
sociate Professor Susan Bratton
studying the effects of fishermen on
economics and the environment,
Assistant Professor Salah Badjou
studying postural sway, Associate
Professor Finn Pond studying para-
mecia, and Professor Lois Kieffaber
doing Airglow research.
Kieffaber studied
the night sky, watching
for emissions of atoms
and molecules. With
the money she received
from Murdock, she
bought a new updated
camera to observe the
sky. Kieffaber said,
"We previously used regular film
cameras to watch the sky to analyze
the motion, but the new camera will
directly interface with the computer
and willmake analyzing and correct-
ing easier. It will show us a digital
image and manipulate it in the com-
puter." The camera cost about
$16,000.
The students selected to work
with these professors learned to use
the computers to conduct their re-
search. They were also expected to
participate in a symposium where
they presented their data.
-Anni Dupuis
Dayn Wilberding uses the machines in the electronics lab to record data. Photo: Steve Brashear
aNe Brodehl, a chemistry lab worker, mixes
1emicalsill the science building.
hoto:Carrie Wasser
Dan Welch assists Carley Bush with an experiment in the clvemienv lab. Photo: Steve Brashear
When Dixon Hall wasdedicated
as the main academic facility on
March 22, I957, few present prob-
ably imagined a television and VCR
in every classroom.
But in 40 years, quite
a few changes oc-
curred within those
walls. In the last few
years alone, fledgling
computer labs and
audiovisual services
(once both located in
Dixon) moved into
the expanded library, and in I996
media delivery systems were installed
in each room. A number of televi-
sions and videocassette recorders
were permanently located in the
building, allowing "students to get
more exposure to outside resources"
explained Tina Copsey, User Sup-
port Specialist. Each room had al-
ready been wired for satellite trans-
mission, and the only thing prevent-
ing accesswas a converter, expected
to be donated in the near future.
Named for Grant Dixon Sr., a
longtime Whitworth trustee, the
building originally provided I8
c l a S S rOO m units and offices for
nine faculty mem-
bers. Of the initial
building cost,
$IOO,OOO was
raised in Spokane
while the rest was
paid by the Presby-
terian Synod of
Washington in an-
nual payments of
$17,500. Dixon passed awayin rqq.q.
and was succeeded on the Board of
Trustees byhiswife Dorothy in T950.
A1923 graduate ofWhitworth, Dor-
othy Dixon served the college for
more than 50 years. In addition to
her selfless service on the board, she
wasalso involved with the Whitworth
Auxiliary (originally organized by
her mother in T9T6). A number of
her personal effects were still on
display in the cabinet on Dixon Hall's
main floor.
-Tad Wisenor
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Dixon and McEachran are the only two campus buildings sportinggargoyles. This onepeers 0ut:from
the roof of Dixon's south entrance. Photo: Dan Plies
Rebecca Pezzullo takes advantage of the new audiovisual equipment in Dixon in preparation for her
Communication Ethics class. Photo: Carrie Wasser
IN THE ARMY Now
ROTC, lif~ <;;vit<;; thi<;; <;;~Y1iov jv<;;t fiYl~
Get up at 5:30 a.m., drive to Gonzaga for morning calisthenics and drill
practice, return to Wh itwor-th for classes and spend summer vacation jumping
out of helicopters. Sound like an easywayto get a scholarship? Perhaps not, but
for the 32nd year since signing a cross-enrollment agreement with Gonzaga
University, Whitworth students had a unique opportunity to defray the cost of
their VVhitworth education by participating in the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps of the United States Army.
Housed at Gonzaga University, ROTC was a program which paid students
up to 80% of tuition, plus room, board and books (up to $87,600 for four years)
in exchange for eight years of service after graduation. This year, one VVhitworth
senior. Matt Prohm, went through commissioning exercises the day before
Commencement. He left after graduation to begin his tour of duty in
the U.S. Army at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
Pr-ohm was philosophical about his ROTC
experience, lilt [ROTC] was an interest-
ingprogram, in that it provided lead-
ership training as well as the fun of
playing soldier. But it's difficult as a
Christian to consider the prospect of
being required to fight overseas." Mter
much prayerful consideration, Prohm
felt he was called by God to participate in
the program. "The thought of going into
combat still scares the snot out of me, so I
chose a branch of the Army-the Chemical
Corps-that would keep me off the frontline."
-Tad Wisenor
Chad Sherfey and Matt Prohm were 'Whitworth's
only scholarship cadets in ROTC for 1996-97.
Photo: Steve Brashear
The new satellite dish perches proudly atop the
Harriet Cheney Cowles Memorial Library.
Photo, Dan Plies
DuringCampAdventure '96atFortLewis, Tacoma,
Wash., Matt Prohm shakes off particulates after
exiting the fort's gas chamber. Photo; Matt Prahm
What a Nic.e-Di~h
Installed in 1996 on the roof of
the library, the new satellite dish was a
gift from someone whowanted to make
a tangible difference. "Wewanted to
provide direct accessfor international
business classes, language students", it
was just a neat match," explained the
anonymous donor.
According to Tina Copsey, User
Support Specialist, "Irrter-nat.io.nalstu-
dents [are able to] watch the news from
home-a link they didn't have before."
In addition, offices on campus, which
once had to travel to Gonzaga for live
video conferences, were now able to
participate on campus.
-Tad Wisenor
ROTC/Satellite Dish 'j~~'
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On Wednesdays from rr,r5
to 12 noon students and staff were
given the chance to relax and come
together to praise God at the mid-
week chapel service.
This weekly
event allowed the
Whitworth community
to reflect on how God
had affected their lives.
"Chapel is a very emo-
tional time for me. It
allows me to lift my
problems to God and
gather strength for the following
week," said adjunct Communica-
tion Studies Professor Beth Hewes.
"It was common for my first class to
see me wiping awaytears before class
after chapel."
During the service, one heard
the word of God through sermons
by either Terry
McGonigal, Deanof
the Chapel, Profes-
sor Dale Bruner. or
guest pastors from
neighboring
churches. "Chapel
is a weekly event that
I never miss," said
sophomore Patty
Yan. She added, "It strengthens my
faith and helps me to live more for
God."
-Shane Wolf
Visiting pastor C.W. Andrews delivers his sermon as students and staff listen to the message. It was
common for a guest pastor or speaker to preach at chapel services, Photo: Carrie Wasser
Studen tsand staffcome together in song as they worship the Lord during aWednesday chapel service.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
Guitarist Randy Stonehill gives his message r
lVhitworth students at Forum. He filled Forum
with music and a challenge to live in the "eye501
God." Photo:}enny Bartow
Senic
eddec
Phot<lVhitworth Japanese students and elders perform
traditional dances, dressed in traditional costume!
for a spring Forum. Photo: Carrie Wasser
NEW EXPERIENCES
fOVVrYl bvoolde-n<; <;fvde-nt<;' Vle-W<;
People crowded into the auditorium on Mondays and Fridays as if it were the
last place of refuge during nuclear attack. Did Hanford explode orwas the reason
for the vast attendance to witness different cultures and ideas?
For some Whitworth students, Forum was a time to catch up on homework
or sleep. While many others considered Forum to be a chance to see the world
around them. "Farum allowsme to see different cultures through study tours and
groups that perform native dances or songs," said freshman Patricia Bartell.
"However, my favorite Forums are when the students take control and do the
entertaining," Bartell added.
Besides Forum being a chance to witness different cultures and
performances by various groups, it allowed students to earn
credit. "The. 5 credits is not that much, but it helps
out and makes it look like you are taking
more classes," said sophomore Michelle
Felan.
Forums ranged from ajazz perfor-
mance by world-renowned pianist Gene
Harris to Troupe Whitworth acting out
Dr. Seuss. Other Forums the student body
witnessed were the ASWC elections and the
excitement that occurred on the various study
tours. Forum also hosted speakers that dealt
with tough topics as AIDS, poverty, sexuality,
and abuse.
-Shane Wolf
SeniorDavid Collins, Doug Haub andjunior MarkDungan accompany the Whitworth Choirat Forum. The
addedpercussion section was used in their rendiUon of a trediuonsl Nigerian Christmas carol.
Photo: Dan Plies
The Endowed Readers allowed stu-
dents towitnessliterature greatslikeDonald
Hall and Tess Gallagher throughout the
year.
The group was formed from over
ho, 000 dollars in donations by corpora-
tions and alumni. The money allowedthe
group to bring in national caliber fiction
and nonfiction writers.
In the fall, Donald Hall wasinvited to
recite his publications. One Friday night he
read poetry and the following Saturday
morning he read children's stories. At the
evening reading, more than 500 people
attended.
In the spring, Tess Gallagher was
brought toWhitworth by the Ada Redmond
Fund. She read her stories to more than
~70 people in the campus center.
-Shane Wolf
"'-'itWL¥'
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GET IT IN WRITING
Wh;twovth~ fex,.vlt1doe-~ move- th,m jv~t te-;>d1
Not only could the professors at Whitworth teach classes, many were also
known for recent publications. Perhaps the most widely acclaimed publication
was "A Grace Disguised: How the Soul Grows Through Loss," by Associate
Professor of Religion and Philosophy, Gerald L. Sittser. Sittser's book was
designed for coping with grief. It suggested that one shouldn't run from the
darkness of grief, but deal with the loss.
Many other faculty members published works, some which were included in
text books. Associate Professor of History and Political Science Julia
Stronks published a chapter about social services and religious
freedom in "Welfare in America. n The series of text
books, "Philosophic Classics," one of which
wasused in Core 250, wasedited in
part by Farrest Baird, professor of
Religion and Philosophy. Associate
Professor of Biology Susan Bratton
wrote for the encyclopedia. "Conser-
vation and Environmentalism."
The publications also included
magazine articles, such as "A Victorian
Odyssey" written byAssociate Professor of
English, Linda Hunt. Hunt's article appeared
in Columbia-The Magazine of Northwest
History.
The knowledge of Whitworth's professors
extended well beyond the classroom.
- Nate Tomsheck
The English International Honor
Society, also known as Sigma Tau Delta,
gave recognition to about twenty-five stu-
dents who were in the upper third division
of their class in overall GPA standing,
obtained a 3.0 GPA or better in their
English classes, and had taken no fewer
than three English classes. The club was
designed as a type of reward and although
it was non-active, it increased qualifica-
tion for scholarships and provided an op-
portunity to be involved with the literary
magazine, Script. "Having the chance to be
in Sigma Tau Delta provides publication
opportunities for students," said Presi-
dent Alyson Knappe Davis.
- Nate T omsheck
Sigma Tau Delta. Back row: Rebecca Selden, Alyson
Knappe Davis, Jamie Pace, Will Harrison. Front
row: Laura Cowart. Aimee Elliot. Photo: Dan Plies
It&l?aculty Publications/English Honor Society
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How the Soul G
GERALD
Cedeits
TISER
blishedworksproduced by Whitworth 's faculty
played iri the library. Photo: Dan Plies
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[I PSYCII[D
Created over fifty years ago,
the Psychology department honor
society, Psi Chi set a credo of high
standards: "Psi Chi's purpose is to
encourage, stimulate
and maintain excel-
lence in scholarship
of the individual
member in all fields,
particularly in psy-
chology, and to ad-
vance the science of
psychology." To be admitted as a
member of the society, students had
to obtain and keep a 3.0 GPA. In
order to maintain the excellence of
the individual, the club held weekly
meetings to organize and set club
goals.
The club hadan ongoing com-
munity service project: to collect
goods for Ogden Hall, a women's
shelter in Spokane. Being a mem-
ber of Psi Chi not only looked good
on resumes, but the members were
also assured a trip to the Western
PsychologicalAsso cia-
tion Conference. The
conference was affili-
ated with the Ameri-
can Psychological As-
sociation, and was de-
signed so that college
seniors could present
their research. In addition to se-
nior research, the conference pro-
vided aposter competition for jun-
iors. Whitworth won the past two
years and was likely to win again.
Participation at the conference,
while it included mainly Psi Chi
members, was open to the entire
student body.
- Nate Tomsheck
New members Chrisanne Roeel eip , Ali
Korokney, [en niier Heaton, joy Crawford,
jennifer Leeand Nate Henry at the I996 Winter
Psi Chi Induction ceremony and Christmas
party. Photo: Kym Atkin
Psi Chi members Elyn Elderand Heather Eiffert
decorate the Christmas Giving Tree for Ogden
Hall. Photo: KymAt.kin
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Health Coordinators. Front row: Amanda Covert,
Stephanie Warner, Heidi McCahan, Julie
Falkenstein. Backrow: HeatherStark, Darei Nielson,
Andrew Watson. Photo: Dan Plies
Cultural Diversity Advocates. Robyn Wong, Tanja
StraehI, Maggie (Xin) Guan, MikhaiJ Bilenka.
Photo: Dan Plies
Here we go! Natsihi editor Dave Roth, RAJared
Stover, and He Stephanie Warner get ready to get
wet on the Log Flume rideat Silverwood theme park.
Photo: Stephanie Halton
Ministry Coordinators. Front row: Heather Smith,
Janise Matyas, Amy Clark, Michelle Lurux, Kendra
Nickerson, ErettDolenc. Back row: SamAyJor,jeff
Bennett, Dean of the Chapel Terry McGonigal.
Marc Nelson. Photo: Dan Plies
Residence Hall Leadership
A dob illld a Filmlly
The leadership of the residence
halls across campus felt that in order
to playa positive part in the lives of
their residents, they had to first build
a sense of community among them-
selves.
Throughout the year, members
of dorm leadership, which included
resident directors, dorm presidents,
resident assistants, ministry coordi-
nators, health coordinators, and
cultural diversity advocates, gathered
together to grow and learn as one
body during GE 330. This class
addressed such topics as stress and
time management and equipped the
leadership team with information that
concerned dorm residents, such as
the information presented during
Sexuality Awareness Week.
Outside of the classroom setting.
the dorm leaders of each residence
hall worked together to strengthen
feelings of unity within the dorm.
Each month they met for a retreat,
such IS a ski trip to Mt. Spokane, and
once a semester the individual leader-
ship teams gathered for a sleep-over
retreat. Eric Devries, Stewart RA,
said that his favorite leadership
retreat waswhen the Stewart staff
went to Chuck E. Cheese and rode
the coin-operated airplanes. With
this communal feeling established,
dorm leadership wasable to work on
projects to improve life for dorm
residents by organizing fun duty,
floor, and dorm activities, including
Massage Night, floor dinners at
Marriott, and dorm trips to Value
Village or Northtown Mall. Jen
McCall, Warren RA, said that being
an RAwas "hard work, but reward-
ing" because she got to "learn about
herself and work with people who
[she] wouldn't have gotten to know
otherwise." Overall, the leadership
teams strove to meet the needs of
each residence hall by encouraging
involvement in dorm activities and
making themselves available to
residents with a listening ear or a
smile of encouragement.
-Tiffany Smith
Grrrrr! RAs Troy Miller and Sonya Schaumburg,
MC Ryland Carter, and Athletic Adviser Mason
Skinnerprepare to ride "The Grizzly" at Silverwood
Theme Park in Idaho. During fall training, ASWC
and dorm leadership teams went to the theme park
to establish new friendships.
Photo: Stephanie Halton
Resident assistants from across campus come
together every other Wednesday for GE330. Once
a month a11leadership met as a whole group.
Photo: Dan Plies
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Arend Halt residents "flush'
With FUI\ol\d Folth
"Flush!" wasyelled and Arend
residents jumped into the air. Arend
had a problem with plumbing from
the beginning. Whenever a fellow
Arend neighbor was in the shower
and someone needed to flush the
toilet, he or she yelled "flush" so the
person in the shower didn't burn his
or her backside.
During the school year, Arend
bustled with activity. In the fall, the
hall went camping and took a day trip
to Green Bluff for pumpkins. Arend
also sponsored the annual "Green
with Envy" dance for which room-
mates set each other up on blind
dates. The Carlson brothers (the
men of Arend) held an aluminum
foil dance party. People covered
themselves with aluminum foil as
they boogied down to some cool
tunes in the hot and crowded lounge.
In addition, RAs found the way to
the college students' hearts through
their stomachs. Frequent pancake
feeds were held, and a fantasy night
for residents to escape Marriott and
dress up was also a bit hit.
Being away from home during
the holiday season was difficult for
some, but Arend tried to help fill the
void by throwing parties. Events
included a Halloween party with
caramel apples and pumpkins to
carve, and everyone had a present
under the tree from their parents at
the Christmas party.
Residents found support and
grew in their faith through involve-
ment in an s-group, a hall worship
group or a prayer group.
Besides all the fun memories
Arend residents made together,
Arend was perfectly located for easy
access to the campus center, the
library, and soon the new dining hall.
Most residents said they wouldn't live
anywhere else. Once an Arend
resident, alwaysan Arend resident.
-Heather Jones
Freshmen John RanheiIn and Matt Lockard
accompany their Carlson Brothers in an original
song they wrote {or Mock Rock.
Photo: Mark Bowker
"Chubby Bunny, hee, hee ... "HeatherSchneringer
and Megan Hoesly actively participate in a duty
activity. Photo: Glynis Bathum
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Wash and dlY! Arend women Joy Hunzeker, Kandi
Brody and Andrea Palpant attempt to dry off after
playing in the snow. Arend was the only dorm with
industrial sized dryers. Photo: Matt Newcomb
"Say Ahh. Arend's health coordinator Lisa
Peterson shows how wide she can open her mouth at
the Halloween party. Photo: JoanneJensen
Arend Hall. Photo: Becky Spencer
b
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Lead singers Mary Scheuerman, Sarah Critchlow
and Ilse Braun perForm "Walking in a Spiderweb" at
the fall Mock Rock. Photo: Dan Plies
Chris Berry taunts Nicole Brunner to disobey her
initiators. Photo: Dan Plies
Friends from}enkins get away to the Oregon coast
during Jan Term break. Counterclockwise from
center: Brenna Robinson, Gretchen Anderson,
Stephanie Krehbiel, Emily Roberts, Susie Powell,
Sarah Haub, Megan Dudley, andJennifer Magennis.
Photo: Gretchen Anderson
t
Kd dwellers begin
Fresh from the Stilrt
From "Thong Day" to the
second floor brotherhood puffing
stogies in their infamous smoking
jackets, Baldwin-Jenkins was always
buzzing with activity. Even though
only half of Whitworth's class of
2000 lived in BJ, it seemed as if every
first year student visited the hall at
some point in the year. Freshman
Craig Martin said, "It's a fun place to
live, and I think that other freshmen
feel left out because they aren't part
of the BJ experience."
There were many moments from
BJ that will live on in the memories
of the residents. Jenkins sisters
freshmen Megan Dudley, Gretchen
Anderson, Brenna Robinson, Emily
Roberts, Sarah Haub, Susie Powell,
Jennifer Magennis, and Stephanie
Krehbiel went on a trip to Portland
over Jan Term break. While in
Portland, they shopped 'til they
The Bad Boys of Baldwin Andy McCraw and Tim
ErFord. Photo: Andy McCraw
dropped and gorged themselves on
homemade food. One of the days,
they drove a few hours to spend the
day at the beach. Powell and Robin-
son braved the arctic January water
and went swimming.
Freshman Kenji Matsuda's
favorite memory from fall semester
was the restroom experience during
the ice storm. They weren't allowed
to flush the toilets in the restrooms
due to a lack of water pressure, so the
stench of the bathroom was over-
whelming. He couldn't stand to go
in the restroom so he proceeded to
pull a chair up to the second story
window and relieve himself out the
window ... just as security drove by.
BJ residents made lasting
friendships and many memories that
will stay with them for the rest of
their lives.
-Anni Dupuis
Baldwin-Jenldns. Photo: Dan Plies
Three's company
)I\dlvlduollty Comes Through
Ballard, Beyond and McMillan
Halls had many things in common,
such as a resident director and duty
nights. However, the one thing that
kept the do r-msseparate was the
uniqueness of dorm life and behav-
ior.
inhabitants. Beyond has a horne-
away-from -home feeling with its
closeness of the people living there,"
said RAJ oy Crawford.
The individualism of the three
dorms was the main distinction. "We
treat Mac as a frat. It is the only all-
male hall on campus. I think this why
we have such a strong bond between
Mac brothers," said Mac resident
Jeremiah Pappe.
Ballard and Beyond were the
only all-female residence halls on
campus, which added some bonuses
to the living style. "I would not want
to live anywhere else than here. Sure
there are no guys, but it is not hard to
find one since they practically live
here during the day," said Ballard
resident Sara Caspersen.
-Shane Wolf
Other residence halls around
campus shared a resident director,
but the Mac, Ballard and Beyond
halls were the only group to share
duty between dorms. "Duty is the
time when we get to know the other
people living in the dorm. We usually
sit in the lounge, play games and
visit," said Resident Assistant Patty
Van.
Duty in the halls rotated from
lounge to lounge each night. "Rotat-
ing duty allows me to experience the
different aspects of each dorm and its
Beyond resident Olivia MongeJJaz is shocked when
Santa gives her a present during the annual Mac,
Ballard, and Beyond Cbvistmes party. Photo: Beyond
Back in Munchkin Land, the Munchkins, Ballard
residents, entertain a crowd of visitors with their
enthusiasm and colorful clothes during
Homecoming week. Photo: Ballard
"~mt',fiR .: Ballard/Beyond/McMillan
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McMillan Hall. Photo: Seth Kunzl
Ballard HalI. Photo: Carrie Wasser
•
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"White Christmas"isa trediuonel soog ior Mac Men
to sing wh ile trying to woo the Ballard women. Here
the brothers perform in Ballard during the Christmas
season to snow their appreciation for their residence
ball sisters. Photo: Patty Van
"Blood .. guts .. and all that other fun stuEf," says
Mac resident Tyler Jordan as be introduces the
McMillan haunted bouse tour group to his ex-
roommate and current science project, Doug
Schultz. The haunted house wasaFuruireiser to help
pay for the resident hall t-shirts and sweatshirts.
Photo: Patty Van
Ice Storm '96 couldn 't stop Beyond hom having its
annual Thanksgiving dinner. Since there was no
electricity on campus, the meal wasprepared with
the help of Beyond's custodian, Debbie Feltus, to
ensure the hall tradition would continue.
Photo; Beyond
~••
Even on Normal Days
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Activity Fills Schedules
N ever with a dull moment,
McMillan, Ballard and Beyond kept a
busy schedule of events for their
residents to enjoy.
The three dorms started the year
with a picnic during the week of
Orientation. Beyond chose to opt
out of the initiation festivities while
Ballard's "Pre-Babes" and McMillan's
"Pre-Men" strutted their stuff and
proved to the initiators that they were
fit to live in their hall. "Initiation was
a great experience. You got to meet
some cool people and play fun games
like suck and blow," said Mac resident
Jon Graybill.
Initiation ended with the start of
classes, but dorm events had just
started. Community Building Day
and Homecoming provided activities
during first few weeks of school.
Ballard residents won the "People's
Choice Award" for their interpreta-
Beyond Hall. Photo: Seth Kunzl
tion of The Wizard of Oz for their
Homecoming decoration. Soon after
was Mac Is haunted house for Hallow-
een. "The haunted house was one of
the better haunted houses in Spo-
kane. Itwas a little gory and not
suitable for kids, making it a great
function for Mac," said Mac resident
Bill Kaulfold.
Ice Storm '96 wasn't even able
to stop the activities in Mac, Ballard
and Beyond. Some people chose to
sit around the wood fireplace in Mac,
play charades, and participate in
Hosanna while others did their own
thing. "During the ice storm, I
joined a bunch of friends and played
pinochle by candle light," said
Ballard resident Camille Cooke.
Other events the dorms partici-
pated in were hockey games, theme
nights in the gym, and skiing trips.
-Shane Wolf
Bal1ard resident Autumn Stevick helps out at Linwood Elementary by making Christmas gifts during the
Mac, Ballard, and Beyond winter service project. Photo: Patty Yan
Ballard/Beyond/McMillan ~
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The Village. Pholo:Jen Widrig
The Freshmen Village women show that they can
belly dance with the best at Mock Rock, culminating
the freshman initiation week. Photo:AmandaAyars
Melissa Moody and Chelsea Johnson pause while
preparing [or a Keola dinner.
Photo: Alice Thompson
Matty Broker, Ben Gorman, andJosh Hugshowoff
their silly sides duringan informal dorm meeting in
Pirates Cove. Photo: Erica Acton
The Village
A Ploee Like No Other
Although occupancy rates were
down everywhere on campus, the
deficit was felt most in the Village.
With more than forty vacant rooms,
two buildings, Charis and Hobjob,
were designated for guest and low-
income temporary housing. The
other four Village buildings were
used as student housing. as usual.
Many of the 80 Village student
residents enjoyed the often quiet and
slow-paced atmosphere of the Vil-
lage. With mostly single rooms, the
residents had the opportunity to
escape the pressures and trials of
dorm life.
Village residents were pleased to
have the amenities of home made
accessible to them in their dorms.
Each building underwent a face-lift
and modernization over the course of
the school year. In addition to the
replacement of all of the baseboard
heaters in each room, each lounge
and apartment was modernized and
remodeled. The Village kitchens were
torn out and new cabinets, floors,
.*_------
and appliances were installed. Digital
space-saving microwaves and better
stoves made home cooking easier and
faster for many residents.
Though small in numbers, the
Village residents came together to
form an individualized and accepting
community. Together, Akili, Keola,
Shalom, and Tiki made an admirable
showing in Homecoming festivities,
put on a successfully scary Halloween
Haunted House, hosted house parties
such as "Spork and Beans Night,"
dances, and completed outside
community services.
In addition to working together
as a dorm, the Village often teamed
up with Stewart to put on activities
and events. Dubbed "The Stillage,"
the two dorms often had combined
duty and dorm activities.
The Village was a conglomera-
tion of every type of student. Each
resident contributed to the unique
and wonderful Village experience.
-Jill Cummings
Marta Pederson, Racnae1Toner, and Sal'an Everett ponder tlieir next move wnile socializing with their
bouscmetes in the Keola lounge. Pnoto: Alice Thompson
Warren Hall
Bringing Back Tradition
Barbecues, pancake breakfasts,
and duty in the lounge brought new
and old residents of Warren Hall
together. The leadership staff was
able to offer a variety of programs
which ranged from' 80s videos to
puppy and kitten night.
Fall semester brought about a
monthly program for Warren resi-
dents. A regression back to childhood
took place with Saturday morning
cartoons and pancakes made-to-
order could be found in the lounge
kitchen. Pancakes and cartoons were
served which allowed residents to get
to know each other.
Warren Hall tried to bring
about the rebirth of Winter fest in
January. Winterfest was a long-
standing tradition at Whitworth with
a dance and day of snow fun in
January. A fun day of frolicking was
planned at Mount Spokane followed
by a dance that evening.
"It didn't come off as planned.
There were a lot of good ideas, hut we
couldn't get it off the ground," said
Warren President Melissa
Hendrickson.
The day trip was canceled due to
problems setting up the date with Mt.
Spokane, but the dance went on.
Ribbon and Christmas tree lights
transformed the Whitworth Campus
Center into a winter wonderland.
-Rebecca Pezzullo
A few hours of relaxation and pancakes were sponsored by Warren RAs. Sophomore RAs Sarah Chickering
andJared Stover prepare the pancakes while residents watch cartoons. Photo: Angela Reynolds
Cruising around the hallways, juniors Kristin Dashen and Kate Hancock ride around Warren on an electric
cart. Photo: Melissa Hendrickson
After being recognized at the WalTen Mall Invasion,
ResidelltDirectorStephanie Halton signs her name
to the list of dorm leaders found by SOphomore
Melissa Hendrickson. Participants included resident
assistants, health coordinators and the cultural
diversity advocate. Photo: Lisa Seal
Freshmen Jennifer Eastman and Lauren Murray
peek around the corner of Eastman's room.
Photo: Melissa Hendrickson
Warren Hall. Photo: Angela Reynolds
WarrenHall'1~
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Free food attracts a large crowd of off-campus
students during the fall barbecue. For many, this
was the first time to see some of the other students
who lived 0[[ campus. Photo: Sheila Maak
Cindy Viall relaxes in Erontofthetelevision, watching
a movie on cable. The few off-campus students who
had cable television made many friends during the
year. Photo: Dave Roth
Tim Hornor and Christian Gunter gather yard
debris and other trash from a playground during
Community Building Day. Photo: Sheila Maak
MarkJackson chats with Tishe Leslie and Sarah Eells
about their future plans while enjoying some sunny
weather at Holmberg Park. Photo: Jen Widrig
~. /'Off Campus
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_______ O_f_f_-C_H_m_pus students survive on
Koll\ler ol\d Komel\
A majority of Whitworth stu-
dents lived off campus. These stu-
dents all had their own reasons for
moving awayfrom the dorms, but the
most common reason given was that
of cost. Others moved off campus for
the experience and for a needed
escape from dorm life.
Senior Steve Dilley said, "Living
off campus has been one of the best
and most challenging things for me."
He said the tight community of living
with five other guys had made him
more aware of his own needs and
idiosyncrasies, and those of others.
Some problems did arise when living
off campus, though. "Learning to be
responsible with given tasks and
trusting my roommates with theirs"
was difficult, said Dilley. He also
learned that Ramen noodles cooked
in beer was not a recommended meal,
even for the most desperate and
hungry student.
Some students moved off cam-
pus for the privacy that a house or an
apartment had to offer. Carmen
Gaytes initially had to move off
campus because of financial reasons,
but soon found that the privacy was
much more attractive than the money
she saved. She said, "I liked being
able to get awayfrom the other
people in the dorm and not have
distractions when I needed to study."
She said that the added privacy fit her
lifestyle better than on-campus
living.
Students chose to live off cam-
pus in a variety of places, ranging
from houses to apartments to private
rooms in other people's houses. The
reasons for moving off campus were
just as varied. Most people said that
cost was the deciding factor, but many
other factors also went into the
decision-making process.
-Dave Roth
Amy Montgomery, Amber Young, and Mary Hube1e cuddle up with Rob Leslie on the couch while trying
to stay warm during the power outage that accompanied the Ice Storm. Photo: Seth Kunzl


Vil1age president Joanna Grant
vacuums the women's cabin at the end
oftheASWC fall retreat. The retreat,
held at Camp Spalding, gave everyone
a chance to outline their goals for the
year. Photo: Dave Roth
Stewart president Selby Hansen lets
the bungee cord snap him back after
placing his marker farther down the
line than Rachael Gazdik. The two
were playing games during "Pack the
Gym Night" after a basketball game.
Photo: Dan Plies
Financial Vice President Shelly Maak
makes a point about a requisition for
unallocated funds being discussed by
theAssembly. Distributing money was
one of the Assembly's main duties.
Photo: Dan Plies
ASWC President Moses Pulei and
Ballard president Allison Foster get to
know each other a bit better as they
carry luggage to their vehicles at the end
oi thc fall retreat. Photo: Dave Roth
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Difficult Change
The past year pro-
vided many challenges for
the student leadership of
Whitworth College. The
Executive officers, elected
by the entire student body,
and the Assembly, repre-
senting each dorm and off-
campus students, experi-
enced challenging times
and difficult decisions
while steering the student
body ship into the future.
Two students new to
government, Moses Pulei as
president and Paul
DiRocco as executive vice
president, joined the ranks
of executive officers in the
spring of 1996. Of the
three executive officers,
only Shelly Maak, the
financial vice president,
came into the office with
student government expe-
rience. Maak said, "With
Paul and Moses being new,
it was difficult getting
people to trust us." By
supporting each other and
working as a team, Maak
said that for the most part,
they were able to increase
students' confidence in
their abilities. Community
Building Day provided one
of many challenges faced by
''IfweCtlH't work
tiS tI tetlHl, we
CtlH't letld tlte
grollp"
-Slteillf Mtltlk
a voice for the students.
The Assembly met once a
week and was responsible
for spending unallocated
funds and keeping students
informed of activities. By
working as a cohesive group
and acting in the best
interests of their constitu-
ents, the Assembly was able
to avoid major problems.
One major change did
occur during the year. A
revised student government
constitution went before
the student body early in
the spring semester. The
newly approved version of
the constitution added
several new members to the
Assembly for the next
school year. Despite a few
normal problems, the
Assembly worked as a
cohesive group to acco m-.
plish many tasks and
represent the students
effectively.
-Dave Roth
the executives. At the last
minute, a whole string of
plans fell through. With the
assistance of the other
executives and several
coordinators, Pulei was
able to make new arrange-
ments and plan a successful
day for the college and the
community.
The Assembly acted as
ASWC Executives, Paul DiRocco, Executive Vice President; Shelly Maak,
Financial Vlce President; Moses Pulei, President. Photo, Steve Brashear
ASWCAssembly. Front row:Joanna Grant, Village; Robin Kolb, Beyond; Lora
Grissen, Baldwin-Jenldns. Back row: Selby Hansen, Stewart; Allison Foster,
Bellerd, Sheila Meek, Off-campus; Hilary Grey. Arend; Melissa Hendrickson,
Warren. Photo: Steve Brashear
ASWC Executives and Assembl~
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During tlleSpring Leadership Ret rear,
Cultural and Special Events
Coordinator Kym Askin works with
teammates Jay McArthur, Sharon
Olney, and PaulDiRoccowhile playing
Taboo. Photo: Kym Atkin
Hey, it's ShJ'rley Temple and Cindy
Crawford! No, it's just Tim Hornor
and Missy Kim getting acquainted
during Freshman Orientation.
Horriorwes ill charge of planning fun
events like this throughout the year.
Photo: Dave Roth
ASWC Coordinators. Clockwise from
the top: Activities Coordinator Tim
Hornor; Intramural Coordinator
Sheron Olney; Cultural and Special
Even ts Coordinator KymAtkin; Spirit
CoordinatorAlisa Tongg; Senior Class
Coordinator Sarah Eells, SERVE
Coordinator Ker i Mc Ferl ervd ,
Intramural Coordinator Dan.ny Rock.
Photo: Steve Brashear
.,'in ASWC Coordinators~,
Team work!DuJ'ingthe fal1, members
of ASWC come together to start
planning events for the coming year.
Left to right: Sharon Olney, Kari
McFarland, Rachael Gazdik, Selby
Hansen, AJisa Tongg, Danny Rock,
Sarah Eells (top), Dave Saugen, Kym
Atkin, Tim Hornor, and Mark
Jackson. Photo: Dave Roth
In addi
Dayna
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Fun for all
The ASWC Coordina-
tors provided students with a
variety of events to get in-
volved on and off campus.
Each of the coordinators,
including Cultural and
Special Events, Spirit,
SERVE, Senior Class,
Intramural, Activities, and
Outdoor Recreation, held
certain responsibilites that
gave students access to differ-
ent opportunities for partici-
pating in their community.
Kym Atkin, Cultural
and Special Events Coordina-
tor, organized Homecoming
and the sale of Nutcracker
tickets during the Christmas
season. Rachael Gazdik, one
of three Intramural Coordi-
nators, stated that her job
included" facilitating time for
games and finding referees."
This year Gazdik, Danny
Rock, and Sharon Olney
added additional sessions of
basketball, ultimate frisbee,
and indoor soccer to the
intramural program. Senior
Class Coordinator Sarah
Eells' responsibilities in-
cluded organizing Com-
mencement and the class gift,
a stained glass window for the
').4 CHtlJfCeto
SHOWSCHool..~"spIn" ...
-AI/Stl lj)Jfgg
loves coffeehouses." Alisa
Tongg, Spirit Coordinator,
said her favorite part of the
job was "painting W's on
people's faces" because" It
gave students a chance to show
school spirit in another
form." Kari McFarland,
SERVE Coordinator, created
a new position called the
"SERVE liaison" in which a
representative from each
dorm met with her and then
helped spread the latest
SERVE information around
campus. Andrea Read, the
Outdoor Rec Coordinator,
said that an important part of
her job was to provide access
to quality recreational
equipment at discounted
prices. Each of the coordina-
tors worked to help students
find activities that fit their
interests.
-Trffany Smith
WCC created by Spike
Grosvenor in the Art depart-
ment. Campus Activities
Coordinator Tim Hornor
planned most of the coffee-
house throughout the year.
He said it was his favorite part
of the job because "everyone
Inaddition to planning intramural and campus events, coordinators Rachael Gazdik, Tim Hornor, and Sharon Olney also take time to pray with their adviser,
DaynaColeman, Assistant Dean of Students and Director of Student Activities. Photo: Steve Brashear
ASWC Coordinators ~7~ss
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KYVRS deejay Dayn Wilberding kisses
the new radio installed in the caIJ1pus
center. Photo: Seth Kunzl
Jon lese announces the next song in
his Reggae show. Photo: Seth Kunzl
Nessihi Editoriel Staff: Editor in Chief
Deve Roth, Copy Editor Aimce Moiso,
People Editor] ill CumIJ1ings; Features
Editor Tiffany Smith; Sports and
Dorms Editor Maggie Bullock;
Managing Editor Shane Wolf.
Photo: Seth Kunzl
Virginia Whitehouse, Alisha Brow,
Todd Parsons, Sarah Bade, and Mark
Jackson express their enthusiasm at
Walt Disney World. Media members
escaped Spokane's ice storm as they
attended a media conference in
Orlando, Fla. Photo: Dave Roth
The Neceiai staff edits, revises, and
places stories and pictures during
Mondaynightclass. Photo: Seth Kunzl
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Latest News
News traveled fast at
Whitworth, especially with
the ASWC media in action.
Three classes made up the
media conglomeration.
They were the "N atsi.hi.",
The Whitworthian, and
KWRS. Funded by student
fees, the media provided
entertaining and informa-
tive campus information to
the students.
Students involved
themselves in the media by
attending a one-credit
class. Enhancing an
assignment called for
attendance at various
campus events, surveying
students and professors,
and interacting with the
community.
Whitworth was appro-
priately represented by the
"Natsi hi.", the yearbook,
whose title came from the
Spokane Indian word
"among the pines." Edi-
The Whitworthian Editorial Staff, Editor in ChiefMarkJackson; News Editor
SarahBade; Features Editor A.nnemarie Eklund; Sports Editor Todd Parsons;
LayoutEditor Eli Jaeger; Photo Editor Dan Plies; Copy Editors Elizabeth
VernonandSheri Allen; Advertising Manager Carin Seppa; AssistantAdvertising
ManagerKelly Rodimel; Circulation Manager Elizabeth Vernon.
Photo; Seth Kunzl
tor-in-chief, Dave Roth,
commented, "the 'Natsih i'
is the only place where an
entire year of events are
compiled. We make every
effort to include every
student at Whitworth. 11 The
"Natsihi" was recognized
"WeIIftilre even/
effort to IJfc!Jlde
even/stJldeJft tit
Wltltwortlt. "
-Dav« R"otlt
for the second consecutive
year in Taylor Publishing
Company's "Yearbook of
Yearbooks." Only the top
ten percent of college
annuals received th is
honor.
A weekly update of the
news on campus was repre-
sented by The Whitwor-
thian. Led by editor-in-
chief MarkJackson, the
students provided a consis-
tent flow of local news to
the student body every
Tuesday.
Broadcast throughout
much of north Spokane,
KWRS wasWhitworth's
student operated radio
station. Managed by
Christian Gunter, KWRS
played a variety of music
from alternative to Hawai-
ian to country. Each two-
hour time slot was deejayed
by students. Music was
heard throughout campus
from seven in the morning
to one in the morning.
This year, broadcasts were
heard regularly from newly
installed speakers in Leavitt
Dining Hall and the
Whitworth Campus Cen-
ter.
- Kari Hiraiwa
K11!RSManagement, General Manager Christian Gunterj PublicAffairs Director
Christian Tobias; Music DirectorJamie MacKenzie; Production Manager Dayn
Wilberding; Adjunct Professor Scott Dethlefs. Photo: Seth Kunzl
Karate Club. Photo: Dan Plies
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Watching and helping each other are
an important part of learning Katas in
Karate. Katas were a series of moves
put together to assist the student in
self-defense and to get promoted.
Photo: Dan Plies
Cycling Club. Dan Plies, jacob
Meadows, Jon .A.mend, jeff Clemons,
Carrie Wasser. Photo: Dan Plies
Softball Club. Frontrow: Nicole Tippie, ToniBachman, DariaWright, Heather
Eiffert, jennifer Lee. Back row: Penny Pearson, Michelle Condon, Crystal
Steed, Andrea Smith, .A.my Thonstad, Christina Scherr, Coach Garry Blake.
Photo: Steve Brashear
Demonstrations were a big part of the Karate seminars put on by the Karate
Club. The visiting instructor would show various techniques and how to apply
them to opponents. Photo: Chris Woods
~Karate Club/Softball Club/Cycling Club
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Testing limits
Athletic clubs ran
rampant on campus as
students became involved
in the Cycling Club,
Softball Club and Karate
Club. Members became
more adept on bike trails,
better hitters, and learned
to defend themselves.
The Whitworth
Cycling Club relied on
word of mouth to try and
spread what activities the
club planned to do during
the year. The small club
would ride along the
Whitworth power line trail
in the Back 40 when the
weather was good enough
to ride. Communication
problems on when and
where to meet affected the
number of rides the club
went on. The club took a
Juniors Dan Plies andJacob Meadows rs ce along the street on a trek sponsored
by the Cycling Club. In the spring, the club rode on trails around campus.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
break during the winter
because of snow and ice. In
the spring, the club started
up again with more rides.
Junior Jeff Clemons
said "It's for all different
levels of expertise of riders.
We focus on mountain
biking and we're looking to
have fun."
The Softball Club was
a different story. With 13
consistent members, the
club was able to hold
"Were lookiNg to
It/we (tfH. "
-JeffCleHfoKS
practices and play double-
header games. The team
practiced in the Field
House when the weather
wasbad and continued to
hold batting practice there
each Friday. The perma-
nent practice field was
Franklin Park, where games
were held.
The team would play
games against other club
teams and one varsity level
team. They played Walla
Walla, which competes at
varsity level, and Washing-
ton State University which
wasa club team. Besides
participating in double-
headers, the club partici-
pated in tournaments.
The club was to
become an official varsity
sport at Whitworth next
year. "It's taken us three
years to become a varsity
sport. We're all proud,"
said junior Softball Club
President Andrea Smith.
The Karate Club had
no problem finding mem-
bers and students enrolled
in the karate classwere
required to be members of
the club. The club learned
JKA Shotokan, a section of
karate in which students
were taught traditional
karate with a focus on
technique and the final
blow.
The club was able to
sponsor two major semi-
nars. In the seminars,
members were able to test
for higher ranks. The
Sensai. or instructor, could
promote members, but
some Sensai's prefered to
have higher ranking offi-
cials promote the students.
In the spring, the master
and founder for JKA
Shotokan came to campus
to lead a seminar.
Nishiyama is a ninth degree
black belt and usually only
black belts are allowed to
participate in seminars he
leads.
"The club is expand-
ing and continues to grow
everyyear. It's exciting that
it keeps growing," said
sophomore Vanessa
Anderson, club president.
-Rebecca Pezzullo
Karate Club/Softball Club/Cycling ClubD~
Pre-Med Club 'sleedersb ip, President
Heather Stark and Vice President
Marcie Colvin. Photo: Jen Widrig
Jerry Rice looks back before he t11rows
the ball to his teammate. Rice wasalso
on the swim team. Photo: Jen Widrig
SopllOmoreAlisun Knowles gets ready
to race down tnemountain in McCall,
Idaho. Photo: Alisun Knowles
Splish, Splash -thewaterpo10 practice
gets intense. Photo: Jen Widrig
m:re-Med Club/SkiTeamlWaterPolo Club
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Friends and Fun
Whether students were
making waves, skiing down
mountains or serving the
community, they repre-
sented Whitworth well.
Whitworth's Ski Team
hit the slopes and shied
with confidence, consider-
ing the team was made up
of almost entirely new
members. They started the
season with only four
returning racers and eight
students that had never
raced before. Dedication
was a necessity, because the
races were every weekend
from the middle of January
to the end of February.
First-year racer John
Ranheim said, "Although
racing every weekend was a
big time commitment, the
friends and the racing
experience was well worth
it." During regionals in
Winterpark, Colo., Whit-
worth was represented by
sophomore and captain of
the ski team Alisun
Knowles, along with
French exchange student
=1~,tI
t:r.-~r;~~~:l
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Ski Team. Front row: Kevin Kee, Olivia Mongellaz, Monica Sorenson, Alisun
Knowles,Shelly Smith, Karen Massey. Back row, John Ranheim, Mark Bowker,
AaronPagniano,josh Decker, Tim Owen. Photo: Alisun Knowles
Olivia Mongellaz.
The Pre- Med Club at
Whitworth was rebuilding
to serve. The club was 30-
people strong; and the
students had an interest in
'],4 time for Hew
CH41leHges,Hew
frleHdsHlps
4HdHew
mOJfJft4IHS."
-M4rk Bowker
the health field. Heather
Stark, the Pre-Med Club
president, tried to plan an
activity or speaker once a
month. Some of the
service projects consisted of
"adopt a grandparent" and
a food drive. Speakers
included a physician who
shared how he integrated
his faith into his practice,
and a presentation from
the Kenya medical mission
team. Goals for the club
were to support one an-
other and to present
opportunities in their
fields.
Water polo was bigger,
better, and stronger than
in past years. Itwas the
club's fourth year. "Turn
out was better than any
previous year and that is
exciting," said Lea
Stenerson, third-year
coach. The team started
with seven seniors who
provided for strong leader-
ship. The majority of the
water polo players were on
the swim team, but several
were not. Despite the
range of experience, this
did not stop the team from
having fun and learning to
work with each others'
styles. The team played
against other nearby
colleges including the
University ofIdaho,
Linfield, and Whitman.
Stenerson said they came
together to play and have
fun.
- Heather Jones
Water Polo Team. Frontrow:JayPalouso, KrisAdams, Sky Beeker. Middle row:
Jen Eastman, Leslie Nordyke, Glynis BatlIum. Lea Stenerson, Mike Palouso,
Sarah Ewan. Back row: Jessica WentwOI·th. Ben Swinehart, Bryan Crane, Jon
Nelson. Photo: Jen Widrig
Pre-Med Club/Ski TeamlWater Polo Club)~J;(
Students nock to Hosanna every
Tuesday evening to worship God in
their own way. Studentsenjoyedgiving
up apiece of time out of their week to
sing and pray. Photo: Dan Plies
Track coach Toby Schwarz talks to his
fellow FCA members at the Christmas
party beld at tbe new FCA tbeme
bouse. Photo: Jessica Aarhaus
Young Life. Photo: Steve Brashear
A Hosanna band leads students in
songs of praise on a Tuesday evening
service in the chapel. Photo:Dan Plies
The SARS leadersbip team: Cindy
Guertin, Kari McFarland, Eric
Devries, Christy Lang, and Noelle
Gore. Photo. Dan Plies
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Fellowship
Whitworth's Fellow-
ship organizations pro-
vided friendship and a
welcome place for everyone
to praise God and lift one
another up in the Fellow-
ship of Christian Athletes,
Students for the Advance-
ment of Religious Studies,
YDung Life, and Hosanna.
The Fellowship of
Christian Athletes was a
group of athletes who
spread the Gospel to their
fellow teammates. The
group hosted Monday
Night Football at the FCA
house, which was new this
year. They also held a pizza
feed and had fun playing
laser tag. The FCA held
weekly meetings where they
sang and studied the Bible.
New to Whi two rth this
year was Students for the
Advancement of Religious
Studies. SARS spent the
year building their team.
Fellowshipof Christian Athletes. Back row: Tamara Kennedy, Toby Schwarz,
jessicaAarhaus, Jason Morgan,]C Reed, Casey Doyle. Front row: Krysten
Norkaitis,Cindy Guertin, Dana Ryan, Kyle Turner, Mary Hubele.
Photo: Dan Plies
Young Life had a full
year, for both the leaders
and the leaders-in-train-
ing. Young Life leaders
worked with high school
and junior high kids
playing games, singing
"HostlJlJltl/s tI
CHtlJlCeto SHtlre
Hf/I dtllf witH qotl. "
-Mel/sstl
HeJldricHsoJl
songs, and performing
skits. Bible studies and
discussions were also held.
The leaders not only
learned how to answer
questions about the Bible
and God, but also learned
about their own faith. "I
learned that 1 need to have
a very strong foundation in
my own faith to be able to
bring others to knowJesus
Christ," said freshman
Megan Davis,in the Young
Life leadership training
program.
Students filled the
chapel every Tuesday
evening to worship God
during Hosanna. "Ho-
sanna, for me, is a chance
to share my day with God,
to be in His presence,"
commented freshman
Melissa Hendrickson. The
Hosanna band led the
attendants in song and
prayer during this hour of
worship, when they could
get awayfrom the stress of
life and spend time think-
ing about and praising
God. "Hosanna is very
uplifting, it gets me
through myweek," said
Katy Wrona.
-Maggie Bullock
The FCA held their Helloweesx party at LaserQuest. The group spent the year
building community while spreading the Gospel to other coaches and athletes.
Photo: Krystesx Norkaitis
Preparing for their ChristnMS tour to
the Seattle area, the Whitworth Choir
rehearses music before embarking on
their journey. The choir rode on buses
to Seattle in silence so no one would
cuin his or her voice before the
performance. Pboto:JennetteSiebens
Music Ministry Coordinator Ben
Brody conducts the Chapel Singers
during a rehearsal. Each week the
singers performed at the Wednesday
chapel service. Photo: Carrie Wasser
The Chapel Singers spent several hours each week preparing for Wednesday
chapel services. Photo, Carrie Wasser
At the Christmas concert, the Whitworth Choir performs "Betelehemu." This
Nigerian Folk song was taught by oral tradition to the choir.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
~" Choir/Chapel SingersA~"
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Musical Touch
The Whitworth
Choir, a group that trav-
eled to the Seattle area for
various Christmas Con-
certs, practiced Monday
through Friday for an hour
to be prepared, and then
rode a bus in silence for
more than five hours. Was
this humanly possible? For
those who participated in
the Whitworth Choir, it was
just the expected routine in
order to belong to this
talented group.
Choir students re-
ceived only one credit even
though they were required
to attend rehearsal five
times a week for an hour.
"For a one-credit class, I
put more time and energy
into this activity than I do
in so me of my other three
credit classes," said fresh-
man Lora Grissen. "After
all the time we spend, the
relationships you form are
great and the extra work in
memorizing words and
rhythm isn't that bad
because you know it all will
sound good when it comes
together," Grissen added.
"Tlfetour W4S
INteNse, (lfN, 4Nd
(lfllofHleHlorles. "
-ANd,! L4Ne
added, "Even though we
gave up our Spring Break
to sing, it was worth per-
forming. The choir came
together as a group and
bonded. I know I made
some friends for life
through my experiences on
the tour."
The Chapel Singers
was another way for musical
students to express their
vocal talents. The singers
performed each week on
Wednesday during chapel.
Unlike last year, the Chapel
Singers were directed by
Music Ministry Coordina-
tor Ben Brody. The choral
group spent several hours
each week practicing the
praise songs for the
Wednesday service.
-Shane Wolf
The choir also toured
the Pacific Northwest
during Spring Break. "The
tour was intense, fun, and
full of memories," said
freshman Andy Lane. He
The Whitworth Choir prepares for a performance at First Presbyterian Church in Medford, Oregon. during their Spring Break Tour of the Northwest. Each
memberoftbe choir purchased his or bel' outfit worn at each performance. The choir performed a Christmas and a Spring concert at First Presbyterian Church
In downtownSpokane. Photo: Florence Young
Choir/Chapel Singers)~~'1Itz _
All that jazz. Members of the Jazz
Ensemble perform in their spring
concert. Photo: Dan Plies
World-class jazz pianist Gene Harris
tickles the ivories with the I¥hitworth
}azzEnsemble in October. It wasHarris'
second visit to Whitworth toplaywith the
ensemble. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Trombone and trumpet players in the
Jazz Ensemble practice for one ofth eir
many performances. Photo: Dan Plies
Jazz Choir members Bryan Cooper,
JereDlY Williams, Chris Moyer and
Jenny Dale rehearse in the recital hall.
TheJazz Choir rehearsed twice a week.
Photo:Jennifer Widrig
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Crowd·Pleasers
Whitworth students
played, sang, and acted out
through the year with the
help of a few musical and
dramatic performance
groups, theJazz Ensemble,
Jazz Choir, and Troupe
Whitworth.
TheJazz Ensemble,
the largest jazz performing
group on campus, was
known throughout the
northwest as one of the best
instrumental jazz en-
sembles at the college level.
In October, theJazz
Ensemble performed its
fall concert with Gene
Harris, a world-class jazz
pianist, who also per-
formed with the band in
'992. In January, the
ensemble traveled to
Australia to participate in
TroupeWhitwortn actor; Kevin Benson, Rebecca Ricards and]osh Dickson show
theirversatility in a friendly game of hockey. Photo: Dan Plies
the Marvelous Melbourne
Jazz Festival. Mark
Dungan, a junior trumpet
player in the band, said
that the Whitworth Jazz
Ensem ble was the only
''ItW08greot to
be 0 port Of tlte
grollp. "
-MorK DIIHgOH
rebuilding stage right
now," said junior choir
member Chris Moyer,
"We're working to keep the
Jazz Choir up to the Whit-
worth standard of excel-
lence." Junior Kelly Simon
added, "Between illness,
inexperience, and few
members, theJazz Choir
had a somewhat rocky start,
but once we really solidi-
fied as a group we began to
have fun and sound really
good."
Troupe Whitworth, a
small drama ensemble of
five, was also a part of the
performing arts commu-
nity. Directed by alumna
Ann Brueggemeier, fresh-
men Christy Spencer and
Kevin Benson, sophomore
Nate Brown, and seniors
Rebecca Ricar ds and Josh
Dickson presented adapta-
tions of several children's
stories by Dr. Seuss,
including "Green Eggs and
Ham" and "Horton Hears
a Who." The group per-
formed locally at
Trentwood Elementary
School, the Spokane Public
Library, and Lewis and
Clark High School, and at
other events around the
Spokane area. "Dr. Seuss is
fun to do for all ages," said
Ricards, "Everyone loves
Dr. Seuss no matter how
old they are. It makes
everyone feel young at
heart. "
-Aimee Moiso
amateur group invited to
perform at the Melbourne
festival. While January
seemed a highlight of the
year, the ensemble contin-
ued to move ahead, com-
peting at the Lionel Hamp-
ton Jazz Festival at the
University of Idaho in
February and taking first
place in the college divi-
sion. Dungan was pleased
with the ensemble's perfor-
mance and said, "The way
the group fit together in
both performance and
casual settings waswonder-
ful. It wasgreat to be a part
of the group."
Jazz was not limited to
instrumental ensembles,
however. The "Whitworth
Jazz Choir, under the
direction of Brent
Edstrom, rehearsed twice a
week and performed for
the "Whitworth community
in the fall and spring,
despite small numbers (the
choir averaged about eight
members). "We'f-e in a
"..,.~,
Jazz Ensemble/Troupe Whitworth/Jazz Choir ~9~......._----------------------_. ~~.,
A Kenyan dancer periovms a
traditional dance at the International
Banquet. Pboto.Oerrie Wasser
Norvell Peoples and Jay Simmons
setting up Foi the BSU "Last Chance
Spring Dance. " Photo: Dan Plies
Hawaiiall Club dancers practice for
the Lu 'au. Maile Yamashita, Sharon
Olney, Julie Barrett, Michelle Sales,
Cbarise Asuncion, Melissa Biemes,
and Brandi Barrett. Photo: Seth Kunzl
Hawaiian dancers Tisha Park, Janelle
Orosco, and Shantel Vilanueva are
required to attend many practices in
order to prepare for the Lu 'au,
Photo: Seth KunzI
The Hawaiian Club, Photo: Dan Plies
'~lBSU/Hawaiian Club/International Club
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Common Goals
Unity and diversity
were major focuses in
Whitworth's three special
interest clubs. The Black
Student Union had been
out of commission for two
years but was back and had
a "new spirit", said Presi-
dent Christopher Mastin.
The goal for the club was to
educate others about
Mrican-American per-
spectives and to help
promote VVhitworth as
something more than an
all-white school. Mastin
believed that "Whitworth
needed more diversity."
This year the club concen-
trated mostly on
fundraisers, but hoped to
sponsor a before-finals
relaxation dance. The club
planned on joining the
BSUs of Eastern Washing-
ton University and
Gonzaga University to give
the community's Mrican-
Americans more of a voice.
Mastin said, "This year' 5
logo, Umoja, which meant
'unity' in Swahili, is what
we concentrated on this
year."
The second special
interest club, the Hawaiian
Club, was busy this year,
according to President
Aubrey Akana. They had
activities ranging from
"OKrgotl/ WtlS to
be more open to
otHer cK/tKres. "
-AKbrer Aktlntl
The third club, the
International Club, also
experienced diversity this
year. "It's amazing that
such a diverse body can get
together and build a
community." said the
International Club Presi-
dent Ryland Taniguchi.
"This year about half of
our participants are
Americans, which is differ-
ent from previous years,"
said Taniguchi. The
International Club did
many cultural nights
including German night
and French night. Their
largest activity was the sold-
out International Banquet.
The banquet had booths
featuring different cul-
tures, international food,
and entertainment from
around the world which
concluded with a standing
ovation. The club also
participated in a commu-
nity building day project at
the Hawthorne Manor.
-Anni Dupuis
Kanekopila--music, food
and good company to ski
trips, and their annual
Lu' au. They also danced at
hospitals and spoke at
schools. Akana said, "This
year our goal was to be
more open to other cul-
tures. You don't have to be
Hawaiian to be in the club,
you just have to have an
'aloha spirit' --an open
mind and heart. "
[merna/ionalClub. Back row:Tracy Nakata, Scott VanderPloeg, Carol Melosi,
Ryland Taniguchi, Olivia Mongellaz, Patrick Henry, Chris Moyer. Front row:
Junko Kimura, Rahab Kamau, Angela Reynolds, Aimee McCormick, James
Hodges. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Black Student Union. Back row: Sean Haley, Jay Simmons, Kevin Ob'bayi,
Mina Mwangi, Chris Wilson, Therman Bibens. Front row: Cara Mitchell,
Rahab Kamau, Nimu Mwangi, NicoleJenkins, Beatrice W. Ndirangu.
Photo: Dan Plies
BSU/Hawaiian Club/International Club \"'~'ifJ"
9',.~z:;:;:",,:\


Aubrey Akana
Education
Kaneohe, Hawaii
Jonathan J. Allen
Business Management
Wilbur, Wash.
Greggory E. Amend
Economics, Accounting
Salem, Ore.
Corey L. Anderson
Education, History
Ephrata, Wash.
·\""'~·lJ'".J&~~~~~eniors
Jolene E. Baker
Sports Medicine
Tustin, Calif.
Makeba Andrews
Cross-Cult., Int'I Studies
Lacey, Wash.
Matthew D. Baldock
Philosophy
Cashmere, Wash.
Emily L.Angulo
Education
Puyallup, Wash.
Christine A. Baltzell
Psychology
Spokane, Wash.
Jeff Arnold
Biology
Pebble Beach, Calif.
Brandi K. Barrett
English, Journalism
Mililani, Hawaii
Julie Barrett
Physical Education
San Carlos, Calif.
Amy M. Bartow
English, Education
Liberty Lake, Wash.
Chad Bauman
Art (Drawing, Painting)
Conrad, Mont.
Melissa E. Beimes
Physical Education
Kaneohe, Hawaii
Jeffery W. Bennett
History, Religion
Kennewick, Wash.
Kara C. Billingsley
History, Biology
Spokane, Wash.
Robert A. Billingsley
Biology, Chemistry
Walla Walla, Wash.
Amy N. Binford
Sports Med., Phys. Ed.
Caldwell, Idaho
Megan O. Bishop
Art
Sanjose. Calif.
Kalelconaiaui Blaisdell
Education
Honolulu, Hawaii
Trisha A. Bline
Education
Deer Park, Wash.
Stephen M. Brashear
English (Writing)
SanJose, Calif.
Shannon L. Braun
Sports Medicine
Antioch, Calif.
Cory M. Bridges
Education
Mossyrock, Wash.
Chad E. Bowman
Sports Medicine
Davenport, Wash.
Stephen W. Bro
Accounting, Bus. Mgmt.
Coeur D'Alene, Idaho
Jesse M. Broel
Economics
Walla Walla, Wash.
Benjamin Brody
Music Education, Music
Portland, Ore.
Holly M. Brown
Spanish
Veradale, Wash.
Pr-0F' e Of a
ShipMa-re.
Name, AII<;9 Pre-hi
Major, Sp;mr<;h
Home port, M.ple- V.lle-~,
W.<;h.
If she had known four
years ago, " ve-.II~ don't
L-,. .i_I-' "
NIOW .n~1 nlns- ...
Thing that she would
change about her time at
Whitworth, "I wovld h.ve-
vvn thvov;J;h the- <;pVIn-
kle-v<; rn<;te-.d of w.11cJns-
.vovnd the-m."
Advice to underclassmen:
"The-ve- .ve- .t b.<;t
twe-n~-frve- v<;e-<;fov
~OVl'" dovm voom GOff~
pot V<;e- the-m."
Professor that she would
elect president of the
"T> C .United States, vV. ;>o~.
Itokan<;on bu--.v<;e- <;he-
won t nk& .n~ Gnp .nd
<;he-'II ne-ve-v Id he-v
pc-ople- dre-."
Favorite Whitworth
Memory, "M.'nnlnrns- OVl'"
Innou:-nu:- on the- <;fe-p<;
of 5e-~ond -- <;to,&«,
bllndfold<;, .neJ .11 of the-
n.W M.c-- me-n."
Professor who had the
most impact upon her life:
"Ron rY.<;e- - Rwe-
wr<;eJomIn C-e-nml
A.. ' ""me-nw.
Last words to the crew:
"k..vn to b+ ~OVl'" he-.vi
bve-.k.."
"'iJif$"'""I~ Sen~n~~
• ... .... .....;;:;;.... >_.$'_,,~'i?_~'.'h
Melissa Candanoza
Spanish Ed., Spanish
Prosser, Wash.
, ,
Nicholas Brownlee
History
Spokane, Wash.
Nathan P. Carson
Religion
Salem, Ore.
Christa C. Carr
Education
Spokane, Wash.
Jeremy Bruno
Biology
WallaWalla, Wash.
Yulia Chaplinskaya
Inernational Business
Huston, Texas
Molly K. Byrne
Art (Painting), Art Ed.
Lake Oswego, Ore.
Edward A. Chilgren
Education
Coeur D'Alene, Idaho
Jennifer L. Carson
Sociology
Bainbridge Island, Wash.
AmyE. Clark
Education
Mead, Wash.
Casey Clark
Education
Bonner's Ferry, Idaho
Jennifer E. Clarkson
Int'I Business, Spanish
Upland, Calif.
Sarah A. Coleman
Education
SantaAna, Calif.
LisaJ. Cook
Education
Troutdale, Ore.
Jo
Laura A. Cotton
Art, Art Administration
Deer Lodge, Mont.
P
o
Carolyn A. Crawford
Accounting
Halsey, Ore.
Ma
Michael DeHoog
Sports Medicine
Ephrata, Wash.
Joshua L. Dickson
Theater
Boise, Idaho
Don Dicus
Physical Education
Opportunity, Wash.
AlissaL. Diehl
Spanish
Maple Valley, Wash.
Stephen C. Dilley
Philosophy
Auke Bay, Alaska
A. Paul Di Rocco
Speech Communications
Monterey, Calif.
Brett Dolenc
English (Writing)
Boulder, Colo.
Holly C. Dorman
Psychology
Spokane, Wash.
Eryn E. Elder
Psychology
Salem, Ore
Aimee Elliot
English
Stockerau, Austria
Sarah L. Eells
Mixed Media, Writing
Snohomish, Wash.
Jeffrey R. Ellis
Physical Education
Carmel Valley, Calif.
Annemarie Eklund
Education
Everett, Wash.
Pyof!fe- Of a
ShipMate-
Name, Kvvt Wo/<;bovn
Major, 5v<;ine-<;<;M,mag-lYle-nt
Home port, OcJe.-<;<;a,Wa<;h.
Favorite Marriott (Saga)
meal, "That white. <;tvff
Oh, wait; that wa<; the.
napkin/"
He wishes that he had
known four years ago:
"That I am a woman
rnppe.cJ ina man ~ bocJ~
Jv<;t Joki n~!1"
Thing that he would change
about his time at
Whitworth, "I wov/cJ tv~
not to vvn into the. ilVto-
mati& cJoov in the. &ilmpv<;
&e-nte.v whe.n it &/o<;e.<;."
Advice to underclassmen:
"Don't e.ilt ~e.llow <;now."
Professor that he would
elect president of the
United States, "rovve.-<;t
BilivcJ. 'Rvn rovve.<;t; vvnl'"
Favorite VV'hitworth
Memory, "Whe.n ovv te.nni<;
te.ilm we.nt to rtilw.aii ilncJ
5v~iln Dv fYe.<;ne. wa<;
ilmc../cul b~ il miln-e.ilti ~
<;e.il vv&hin."
Last words to the crew:
"M~ ve.1isi0n cJoe.<;not
ve.&Oe¥; zo the. V<;ilg- of
<;tvcJe.nt /Oiln<;ilncJ
the.ve.fove. I ilm fov&e.c1 to
ilwcJe.nta/l~ fovg-t the.
pa1me.nt<; ilfte.v iYildviltion
Sovv{
PY"OFIe- of a
ShipMa-re,
Name, De-v-ek. SMith
Major, CoMpvte-V ScAe-nu-
Home port, Spobn<:t W.~h
Favorite Whitworth
M "It' Lemory, .v'I~.ve-e-v
with f1,vve-~t 5.ivd in
RoMe-, 1+'/1"
Travis Ernst
Education, Political Stud.
Bellingham, Wash.
If he had only known four
"IZ 'years ago that ... , Ve-lrI§-.
C-OMpvte-V0e-nu- M~OV
.ko Me-.n~ De-i~.
M.the-M.t1cA.n.
Marcell Faller
International Business
Neuss, Germany
Thing that he would change
about his time atWhit-
worth, "I wov/d h.v'e- p.id
MOVe- .tte-ntlon in hi~
~e-hool ~o th.t I c-ovlcJh.v'e-
De-e-nMOVe- pve-p.ve-d fov
c-olleg-"
Timothy D. Evans
History
Vancouver, Wash.
Tatyana Y. Fedchun
Physics, Philosophy
Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine
Advice to underclassmen:
"FfJ1 .tte-ntion/"
Professor that he would
elect president of the
United State" "f1,vv~t
5.ivd ~o th.t ~i1l1
philo~ophiwl hVMOVc-ovld
De- pvolife-V<lte-d.11 .c,.~~~
the- c-ovntv1"
Megan R. Ewart
Speech Comm., Spanish
Redwood City, Calif.
Class that has had the most
impact upon his life: IIG-oye;.
25D In f'.vvope-." Tara R. Fiebick
Communication Studies
Bend, Ore.
Last words to the crew:
"Th.nk. 10V fov gv'irl§-
pe..ople-• v'e-nve-fov
e-x.Minirl§-life- .nd tvvth
fVOM • v'<wid1 of .n8e-~"
Yoshito Ezaki
Economics
Spokane, Wash.
~Seniors.J~.~
Jamie Fiorino
Journalism
Spokane, Wash.
Julia Frey
Art Administration
Spokane, Wash.
Carrie A. Fries
Education
Spokane, Wash.
Rebekah Fox
Education
Snohomish, Wash.
Kimberly A. Frostad
Sports Medicine
Pullman, Wash.
Kr-esha Frankhauser
Cross-Cultural Studies
Spokane, Wash.
Joy Fuller
Biology
Valley, Wash.
Grant C. Goins
Music, Religion
Spokane, Wash.
MarkE. Gallegos
Sports Medicine
Bremerton, Wash.
d Jacob G. Haley
Math
Bainbridge Island, Wash.
ShaileshGhimire
Physics
Kathmandu, Nepal
Lissy Hatch
English, French
Walnut Creek, Calif.
Ryan Z. Hawk
International Business
Salem, Ore.
Azusa Hayashi
Accounting
Nagoya, Japan
Bradley Hayward
Education
Nine Mile Falls, Wash.
Chadron Hazelbaker
Sports Med., Phys. Ed.
Townsend, Mont.
Jennifer A. Heaton
Psychology
Spokane, Wash.
Erica]. Heikens
Nursing
Kennewick, Wash.
Carolyn Henry
Biology, Education
Spokane, Wash.
Nathan R. Heppner
English Ed., Writing
Palmer, Alaska
Matthew Hilditch
Education
Graham, Wash.
Teresa Hochstatter
Nursing
Spokane, Wash.
Seth R. Irish
Cross-Cult. Stud., French
Newberg, Ore.
Timothy D. Hornor
Theater
Spokane.. Wash.
Sherrie M. Hodsden
Education
Fort Collins, Colo.
Mark].] ackson
Business Management
Clarkston, Wash.
Sarah D. Hostetter
Education
Glendale, Calif.
Mandy Hogan
Business Management
Spokane, Wash.
Seth]ensen
Physics
Wallowa, Ore.
Kevin Hyder
Philosophy
Redmond, Wash.
Christine C. Holman Kim D. Jewell
Biology, Chemistry
Post Falls, Idaho
Communication Studies
Tacoma, Wash.
Gregory A.] ohnson
Biology
Spokane, Wash.
Gregory W.] ohnson
Chemistry, Biology
Spokane, Wash.
Gabe M.Jones
English
Olympia, Wash.
Melodie A. Jones
History
Idaho Falls, Idaho
Stephen D. Jost
Religion, Music
Eugene, Ore.
Junko Kabasawa
Cross-Cultural Studies
Nakakanbara, Japan
Rachel A. Karr
Sociology, Spanish
Mukilteo, Wash.
PYorfe- of a
ShipMa1e
Name, l-ov,~ K. V.v-c¥~
Major, I3v,ln<":, Mm0S"rl'le-nt
Home port, Milll.n', It.W.1i
Favorite Whitworth
"5 'Memory, e-I~.
It.w.ii.n n.tive-, ~vv-vivI~
Ie-e- StonY! '9 f:, ."
Kyle E. Kee
Accounting, Bus. Mgmt.
Spokane, Wash.
Michele Knutson
Sociology
Spokane, Wash.
If he had only known four
years ago that ... , "StvcJ~
h.d ~o th.t ~ov v.n
avi~e- ,n ~ovv- I.~t G-Ovp1e-
f "o ~e-.v-~.
Brian N. Kasper
Biology
Spokane, Wash.
Junko Kimura
Psychology
Kagawa, Japan
Thing that he would change
about his time at
Wh h "M''-- ',titwo rt. : 0"""
I "ong-v-Troy Knutzen
Business Management
Bow, Wash.
Advice to underclassmen:
"Toke- it ~Iow, It'~• v-olle-v-
G-O.~te-v--,cJe-.ncJ It will
be- ove-v- In no time- .t .11."William]. Kaufold
Biology
Monrovia, Calif.
Kara L. Kirkland
Math, Psychology
Bellingham, Wash.
Favorite Mariott (Saga)
meal, "Sn.c../c.~ cJVV-I~
f'ln.k W=k"
Professor that has had the
most impact upon his life:
"Ch.v-I~ MvK,nne-~ 'Yov
mv~t follow m~ w.~ 'G-ilV~e-
It'~the- onl~ waf'
Brian A. Kendall
Philosophy
Spokane, Wash.
Hazuki Koizumi
Psychology
Ishikawa, Japan
Class that has had the most
impact upon his life: IIC-oVe;.
250 In ~v-ope-."
Kevin D. Kee
Biology
Spokane, Wash.
Alyson Knappe Davis
English Ed.,Writing
Spokane, Wash.
Last words to the crew:
"Th.nk~ fov- the-
me-mov-Ie-~. I've- m.cJe-
fv-ie-ncJ~ fov- life- It wa~
woV"th It 5~e--b~e-"Diana M. Kernkamp
Education
Spokane, Wash.
Ali Koroknay
Psychology
Vallejo, Calif.
Name, kif Ite-i ~<;
Major ~i<;h wVe-Jtio~
(e:-SL--, Mv<;i0 Sp,mi<;h)
Home port, ToUJm<J, W<J<;h
Favorite 'Whitworth
Memory "All the- 8~e-<;
fv-om rr~i~ to &V"<Jm<JII
e-bve-~ me:-mDe-v-<;of
[1 '7'75-1 '7'7 (,~] W<Jrre-~
<;t<Jff o~to o~e:- rr= DV"<J~m
fov- <J pidwe- i~ the:-
<JV-DOV-e:-tvm."
Thing that she would
change about her time at
Whitworth, "I wov/d <;top
rr~i~ to wode. <;0 h<Jv-d o~
<;0 mvm, <J~dJv<;t h<Jve:-
time:- to e-~o~ m~ &/<J<;<;e:-<;
<J~d to p/<J~."
Advice to underclassmen:
"Toke- <Jdv<J~t<Jf1' of it
(5vt do~ 't t<Jke- it wo
<;e-v-iov<;/~) It ~e:-<; f<J<;te-v-
th<J~ ~ov Icriow."
Class that has had the most
impact upon her life:
"Sh<Jv-o~ It<Jme:-ft'<;
Me:-thod<; of Te-<Jmi~
~di<;h i~ the- Se-UJ~d<Jv-~
sJ',oo/ De-&<JV<;e-it rive- me-
the:- i~<;piv-<Jtio~<J~d the:-
UJ~fide:-~&e:- to follow m~
dv-e-<Jm e-JV-=V:"
Ayako Kosaka
Cross-Cultural Studies
Kaga Ishikawa, Japan
Mark Lande
Philosophy, Political Studies
Yakima, Wash.
Hilary K. Latham
Int'I Business, French
Palm Springs, Calif.
Michelle A. Lee
Education
Yakima, Wash.
Tisha Leslie
Speech Communication
Gig Harbor, Wash.
Mindi J. Lippard
Education
Spokane, Wash.
Elizabeth H. Lockard
Nursing
Yucaipa, Calif.
Sharleen M. Lucas
Religion, Bus. Mgmnt.
Longview, Wash.
Sheila A. Maak
Spanish, Accounting
Greenacres, Wash.
ShellyJ. Maak
Int'I Bus., Bus. Mgmnt.
Greenacres, Wash.
Am
Sports
Nort
Nicole Markovchick
English Literature
Golden, Colo.
Pamela
Ne
Katherine R. Marr
History
Spokane, Wash.
JayB
Spo
o
Amy T. Marshall
Sports Med., Phys. Ed.
North Bend, Wash.
Cody S. McCanna
Biology, Education
Chewelah, Wash.
~hristopher Martin
English Literature
Spokane, Wash.
'amela L. Martinson
Sociology
Newport, Wash.
Aimee McCormick
Int'I Business, French
Snohomish, Wash.
Jay B. McArthur
Sports Medicine
Ojai , Calif.
Jason M. McDougal
Math
Tacoma, Wash.
Jennifer A. McLees
Religion, Spanish
Gig Harbor, Wash.
Nelsa Mercier
French Education
Price, Utah
Kristi A. Meskimen
Music Education
Yakima, Wash.
Guy S. Mikasa
Accounting
Aiea, Hawaii
Troy S. Miller
Philosophy
Rancho Cordova, Calif.
Alexander Mitchell
History
Spokane, Wash.
Nicole C. McGuire
Speech Oomm., Psych.
Coeur D'Alene, Idaho
Allyson]. Mizuta
Education
Kaneohe, Hawaii
Kristi Mylander
Physical Education
Baker City, Ore.
Matthew]' Newcomb
Education
Portland, Ore.
Aimee C. Moiso
Communication Studies
Portland, Ore.
,)
~I
Tami NidaSusan L. Morrow
Education, Spanish
Kailua, Hawaii
International Studies
Brownsville, Ore.
•
•
•
•
Andres A. Monrroy
Int'I Stud., Int'I Bus.
Barquisimeto, Venezuela
Tracy M. Nakata
Psychology
Pearl City, Hawaii
Emily B. Nordhagen
Music Ed., Philosophy
Chattaroy, Wash.
Nathanael]. Myers
Literature
North Bend, Ore.
Sharon E. Moore
Psychology
Boise, Idaho
Jeremy P. Nelson
Int'I Political Economy
Fircrest, Wash.
~.~ -'~Seniors~~\
Angela]. 0 ates
Biology, Chemistry
Spokane, Wash.
Jan Okada
Sports Med., Phys. Ed.
Waipahu, Hawaii
Sharon D. Olney
Communication Studies
Laguna Niguel, Calif.
Sean D. O'Neal
Sports Medicine
Moses Lake, Wash.
Jamie Pace
French, Literature
Portland, Ore.
Benjamin T. Palpant
English Education
Spokane, Wash.
Kristen A. Palpant
Nursing
Spokane, Wash.
Kimberly C. Park
Psychology
Honolulu, Hawaii
Todd M. Parsons
Comm., History
Port Angeles, Wash.
Elizabeth Pearson
Political Studies
Arcadia, Calif.
Marta Pederson
Accounting
Kennewick, Wash.
Daniel]. Peterson
History
Tacoma, Wash.
Kristina D. Peyrollaz
English (Writing)
Portland, Ore.
Michael Phay
Religion
Prineville, Ore.
]anell Preston
Education
Spokane, Wash.
I
Pr-offe- Of a
ShipMate-
Name, P<lV,cI Collin<;
Major, The-<lte-v ~ Mv<;,v
Home port, V<lv<lVIfIe-, C<llif.
Favorite Whitworth
Memory, "0Jv<lclv<lnon
bvt ,t h<l<;n't h<lppe-nw
tl"1e- ..
If he had only known four
years ago ... , "Not to be-
<;v<lVW of wh<lt 10V think
10V v<ln't clo be-c..<lv<;e-
pe-ople- he-ve- v<ln he-Ip 10V
clo the-m. C-he-e-<;1' bvt
tvve-I'
Thing that he would change
about his time at
Whitworth, "I wovlcl h<lve-
t<Jke-n move- vl<;k<;, <;0c.i<l1l1
<lncl <lv<lcle-m,v<l1l1 I wovlcl
be- Ie-<;<;<;e-If-c..on<;c.iov<; <lncl
, f '- ",move- 'nvo Ve-a.
Advice to underclassmen:
"010 to vl<l<;<;, I w,<;h
<;ome-one- h<lcl <;<llclth<lt
to me.'
Professor that he would
elect president of the
United State" "M'c..h<ld
Yovna-- be-wv<;e- he- <lvtv<l1l1
e-xpl<l,n<;thing'
Class that has had the most
h I f "Notimpact upon is i e:
CoVe- :550."
Last words to the crew: '1VVYl
off the- <;pv'nlc1e-v<;, It"<;
Vd,nl~ fov Fite-'<; <;<lke-I"
It _
(
It
Scott]. Preston
Education
Klamath Falls, Ore.
Andrea M. Price
Speech Communication
Petaluma, Calif.
Matthew K. Prohm
Computer Science
Lebanon, Ore.
fr-of Ie. of a
ShipMate.
Name, RJjan L /tavvk
Major, Intanation.1 5v,in"",
Home port, Sale-M, Ove-.
Best Whitworth Memory'
"Male- Aw.ve-n""e; Ni&'t in
Ave-nel whe-ve- we- e;MoW
pip"", e;pit, ate- RaMe-n, anel
e-xpiove-el the- (the-n vnela
ume;m&t,on) rtV5"
If he had only known four
years ago ... , "What M1
M~OV wovlel be-"
Thing that he would change
about Whitworth, "I wovlel
pvt a blS- elva:. ponel in the-
kJop . . . Whltwovth ne-e-de;
ae-c:the-ti&<; anel he-1' fve-e-
fe-vtiliu;.v fov the- Ive;h,
sre-e-n sr·" I/"
Advice to underclassmen:
'010 ahe-ael, bve-ak vole-e;,
&IiMb bvileling, rre-e;pa",
'bovvow' the- Me-tal avt
bvllelins- bivele;"
Staff member that he would
elect president of the
United States, "Pia:.
Mmele-ville- 1 think he-
wovlel ve-.1I1 iGa:. e;oMe- tall
, W h' ,,,+ "'n ae; '",:r on.
Professor that has had the
most impact upon his life:
"Je-vv1 Sifte;a 'nvff
<;aiel.'
Last words to the crew: ~01e:-t
bve;1 /ivln' ov ,¥t bve;1el1in'
-- anel oh 1e-ah, Pizza
Pipe-line-'e;phone- nVMbe-v ie;
4hh-BOBO"
Moses S. Pulei
Religion
Kajaido , Kenya
John C, Rasmussen
Religion, Speech Camm.
Walnut Creek, Calif.
Jennifer Reynolds
Speech Communication
Missoula, Mont.
Jonathan M. Ribary
Business Management
Gig Harbor, Wash.
Jeffery J. Rice
Psychology
Kent, Wash.
Jerry Rice
Business Management
Kent, Wash.
Clark A. Rider
History
Boulder, Colo.
Amanda D. Rillos
Religion, French Ed.
Colden, Colo.
Michele P. Sales
Phys. Ed., Sociology
Waialua, Hawaii
Kelly E. Rodimel
Communication Studies
McMinnville, Ore.
Michele Sandstrom
English Education
Spokane, Wash.
\
David M. Roth
Journalism
Portland, Ore.
Alexandria M. Santos
Education
Chattaroy, Wash.
Michele M. Sakai
History
Honolulu, Hawaii
I
- - - - - ----_._--~._-~~
Mathew Scamahorn
History
Hillsboro, Ore.
Tara L. Schafer
Education
Burlington, Wash.
Theresa Schinzel
Psychology, Religion
Spokane, Wash.
Kirstin Schmidt
Int'} Business, Math
Littleton, Colo.
Melissa Schnase
Education
Raymond, Wash.
Joseph D. Schneller
Psychology, English
Lafayette, Colo.
Deborah Schroeder
Philosophy
Redmond, Wash.
Alexander Schuerman
Math
Mead, Wash.
Andrea M. Smith
Psychology, Art
Spokane, Wash.
Timothy Scott
History
Tacoma, Wash.
Carianne Smith
Cross-Cult. Stud., Spanish
Veradale, Wash.
Annemarie E. Smell
Theater
Chehalis, Wash.
Derek M. Smith
Computer Science
Spokane, Wash.
Amanda N. Smith
Political Studies
Prosser, Wash.
Jay Simmons
Business Management
Roseville, Calif.
Shelley A. Smith
Business Management
Vancouver, Wash.
Rosemary L. Smythe
Business Management
Lawai, Hawaii
Tanja Stroehl
Non-Degree Seeking
Munchen, Germany
Lea R. Stenerson
Sports Med., Phys. Ed.
Tigard, Ore.
Nicolle M. St Pierre
Religion
Vancouver, Wash.
Scott D. Sund
Literature. Religion
Olympia, Wash.
Louis K. Vargas
Business Mgmnt., Econ.
Mililani Town, Hawaii
Cathy Stephens
Education
Coeur D'Alene, Idaho
Justin Valentine
Education
Spokane, Wash.
Alan M. Stanfield
History, Religion
Albany, Ore.
Keiko Taika
Art
Ishikawa. Japan
Kristopher C. Vegas
Psychology
Lawai, Hawaii
Cindy M. Sterk
Math, Education
Lynden, Wash.
Diana L.Van Belle
Math
Spokane, Wash.
Kimberley Steinbruecker
Sports Medicine
Orofino, Idaho
Rio V. Three Stars
English, Psychology
Port Angeles, Wash.
Laura A. Walker
American Studies, History
Medimont, Idaho
D:.
' 1 " Seniors
<t-<.,- '~
l
Courtney Wallis
English (Writing)
Olympia, Wash.
RyanD. Walston
Philosophy, History
Colville, Wash.
Karissa A. Warner
Math
Puyallup, Wash.
DanielJ. Wartman
Religion, Biology
Seattle, Wash.
Dana E. Whitney
Music Theory
Yakima, Wash.
Sarah J. Westgate
Education
Seattle, Wash.
Marcie R. Williams
Physical Education
Pullman, Wash.
Kristi J. Wheeldon
Sociology
Veradale, Wash.
Kurtis W. Wolsborn
Business Management
Odessa, Wash.
II
(
Bradley D. White
Political Studies
La Canada, Calif.
Christoper J. Woods
Communication Studies
Walnut Creek, Calif.
Maile E. Yamashita
Education
Waipahu, Hawaii
Frankie S. Yim
Education
Spokane, Wash.
Coutrney Yin
Sports Medicine
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GRAB A PIZZA THE ACTION: WHAT STUDENTS REALL'I EAT
Pizza plays a large role in most
college student's lives. It is often
used as a substitute for missed meals,
but usually it is ordered for a late
night snack. VVhitworth students are
no different from any other, and
show it by supporting local pizza
restaurants. While Pizza Pipeline is
the closest source to the campus for
the Italian pie. it is by no means the
only place that students call when
craving a pizza. Sophomore Mark
Bradford uses friendship as a means
to save money. "I get pizza from
Godfather's because a friend gives
me special deals, " he said .Junior Becci Curtis has other
reasons for not calling the Pipeline to satisfy her craving.
"I usually go to Little Caesar's or
Papa Murphy's. Pizza Pipeline makes
me sick," she said. But some people
order from there for much more
basic reasons. "I like Pizza Pipeline
because it's cheap and 1like the sexy
drivers," said sophomore Jeff
Dillon. FreshmanBekkiFerentchak
had similar reasons for calling them.
She said, "I don't order because it's
good, but because it's cheap." As an
added bonus, Pipeline offered
Whitworth specials that varied from
week to week. Many students knew to
ask about any special deals offered
before ordering from one particular place.
-Maggie Bullock
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WHITWO~THBECOMES HOME FO~ INTE~NATIONALSTUDENTS
According to many of the international students on
campus, Whitworth was a home-away-from-home for them.
Learning to adjust to a new way of life was frightening and
exciting, but was also a time of rest and relaxation, and the
Christian environment provided a
refuge.
Japanese students were excited
for the chance to live outside their
culture and for an opportunity to be
educated in the United States. Tomoi
Takao, who was from Japan, de-
scribed what awonderful experience
it was to be at Whitworth. She said
that she had many chances to meet
new people while learning. If she
became homesick, she would call
home or talk to friends and campus
advisers.
She also turned to her faith in
God, prayer, and Christian friends.
Her corner of peace was a simple
comfortable chair with an old-fashioned lamp beside it. She
turned on the lamp, sank into the chair under a warm circle
oflight, and read the Bible. She said, "The best peaceful place
awayfrom stress wasthe Book of Knowledge j asyou turned the
pages, windows opened to another world." So it was the same
coming to Whitworth College. Everyone was wonderful to
Tomoi, and she felt comfortable knowing that she could
always count on someone to be there for her.
Most international students felt
the same asT omoi did. Entering into
another country was like entering a
new world with different ideas, faith
systems, dress codes, and most fright-
ening of all, language barriers. The
stress wasoverwhelming for everyone
who attempted to be a part of life in
another culture.
However, Whitworth offered
several opportunities to make stu-
dents feel at home, like the Interna-
tional Club, which provided an en-
couraging welcome for the interna-
tional students and promoted the
forming of new friendships. In addi-
tion, each residence hall had Cul-
tural Diversity Advocates (CDAs), who helped the interna-
tional and American students forge friendships and better
understand their cultural differences.
- Mary Applonie
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performance and hoped to become an opera singer.
Doing something that he loved was what made
sophomore Ben Curtis choose to major in English. He
loved to write and did so almost every day. He took
English courses to help him decide that English was his
field of expertise.
FreshmanJames Sullivan came toWhitworth want-
ing to major in religion. He then added a business
major. "Iwant to someday own a small business where 1
can fellowship with people," said Sullivan. He a!sowanted
to be a youth pastor because he felt that God gavehim the
gift of working with kids, even the children that most
people can't handle.
There weremany different waysof approaching the
major issue ... finding which one wasappropriate for
you was the tricky part. So ... whatwas your major?
-Anni Dupuis
MAJO~?MINO~?EMPHASIS? HOW DID 'fOU CHOOSE?
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Asign from God? Good male to female ratio in the
field? Sounded easier? Parents pushed you? How did
you choose your major?
Junior Glynis Bathum used the trial and error
method. Starting in pre-medicine, she switched to
religion and then she jumped to secondary education.
She decided that she wanted to work with younger kids so
she made the change to elementary education. Bathum
said, "Whitworth has an excellent education program so
it was always in the spotlight and it grabbed my atten-
tion." She felt that God has gifted her with the ability to
work with children.
Freshman Andrea Frey knew since she belted out
her first notes that she wanted to become a singer
someday. Her first role model wasWhitney Houston,
but her interests changed and she looked to Beverly Sills
as a mentor. Frey worked toward a degree in vocal
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TIDBITS '{OU NEVEJC! THOUGHT '{OU/D LEAJC!N IN A LECTUJC!E
Eating low fat foods doesn't really help you too
much because other chemicals are added in to make the
food taste good.
No word in the English language
rhymes with month, orange, silver, and
purple.
A 'jiffy' is an actual unit of time for
r/rooth of a second.
The average person falls asleep in
seven minutes.
If a statue in the park of a person
on a horse has both front legs in the air,
the person died in battle; if the horse
has one front leg in the air, the person
died as a result of wounds received in
battle; if the horse has all four legs on
the ground, the person died of natural
causes.
The most common name in the
world is Mohammed.
Only twopeople signed the Decla-
ration of Independence on July +th,
John Hancock and Charles Thomson. Most of the rest
signed on August Q. but the last signature wasn't added
until 5 years later.
Sherlock Holmes never said "El-
ementary, my dear Watson."
More people are killed annually
by donkeys than die in air crashes.
The very first bomb dropped by
theAIlies on Berlin during World War
II killed the only elephant in the Ber-
lin Zoo.
Money isn't made out of paper,
it's made out of cotton.
Everytimeyoulickastamp, you're
consuming 1110 of a calorie.
An ostrich's eye is bigger than its
brain.
Singing about the male/female
ratio, Professor Bob Clark belts out
"Two girls for every boy" - from the
Beach Boys song, "California Girls."
-Heather Jones
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F~IENDS,SLEEP, LOUNGING: P~OC~ASTINATIONHAS ITS PE~KS
College students had deadlines, assignments due,
appointments to make, applications to fill out , a job to
get to on time, studying to do, meetings to attend, people
to see, things to do ... and all of those things made them
try to work extra hard in order to get things done.
Or did they? The more motivated students did, but
others put things off and did the p-word ... procrasti-
nated!
The worst times to procrastinate were often the
times when things really did need to get done. But it was
ironic that it wasalso the time when students were most
likely to procrastinate.
"I call people out-of-state and look at magazines
when I procrastinate," said junior Wamuyu Ndirangu.
"The best is looking at fashion magazines like Vogue and
Glamour. "
Junior Shawnda Cocking said that when she pro-
crastinated, she usually didn't go to sleep until 3 or 4 in
the morning. Then she would have to go to the lounge to
do her homework so that she wouldn't disrupt her sleep-
ing roommate.
Procrastinators could be seen out shopping, talking
to friends, relaxing outside or in the dorm lounges, and
watching television. Sleepingwas a favorite pastime among
many sleep-deprived students.
"I sleep and watch TV sometimes to procrastinate,"
said junior Yosef Menegus. "But most of the time I end
up playing soccer like crazy or coaching my soccer team."
The hard-core procrastinators procrastinated to
the fullest, though. "I procrastinate in anywaypossible,"
said sophomore Brent Koffman. "It's all good."
-Eunjoo Song
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�OOMMATESSPICE UP �ESIDENCEHALL LIVING
Sharing a room could sometimes be difficult.
Roommates could get on your nerves and make you
angry. One roommate told of the time her roommate
"grabbed me with her arms around
my neck, threw me on the ground and
tackled me because she was mad."
Then there were the times when
you couldn't help but laugh at some
of the things that happened in your
room. In Baldwin-Jenkins, two
roommates spent aweek trying to put
up afull length mirror in their room.
After trying ticky-tac, duct tape, and
super glue, the pair finally got the
mirror up with string and hooks.
Three months later the mirror fell to
the ground and shattered. Their sec-
ond mirror waswarped and made all
of the reflections look quite large. They laid it flat on
the ground hoping to solve the problem, which worked
fine until it was stepped on and cracked. They did put
up a final mirror up which hung for the remainder of
the year. The only problem was that a crack distorted the
reflection and made everything look larger than normal.
Living in the same room with someone, you really
did see his or her true colors. And it
seemed a lot of our colors came out in
our sleep.
Leslie Engles' roommate sawa "vi-
sion of Spider Woman" one night when
she woke up in the middle of the night.
Engles had one foot in her closet, the
other in an open drawer, a hand on a
shelf and her other hand reaching to-
ward the ceiling. When asked what she
was doing, Engles said that she wassim-
ply "getting a box of crackers."
Some things could only happen
between roommates. VVhoelse could
ever know that you passed gas after every
meal, that your prime time for using the bathroom was
midnight, or that you left the door open when you peed?
Roommates knew the good, the bad, and the ugly.
-Maggie Bullock
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WO~K-STUD'f P~OVIDESOPPO~TUNIT'fFO~ STUDENTS
Through the assistance of both federal and state
work-study, many students were given opportunities to
work both on and off campus. Jobs
ranged from tutoring and working
for District 81 off campus to run-
ning live labs on campus. Some stu-
dents also had summer work-study
jobs in which they worked in com-
munities both in and out of Spo-
kane. Thesejobs included day camps
and child care centers. Sophomores
Beth Rodman and Angela Gillam
commented that work-study pro-
vided them with opportunities to work on campus with
their peers while building their resume and avoiding the
excess taxes of non-work-study jobs.
According to Student Life, as of February, 1997,
218 students worked off-campus under state work-study
and 266 students worked on cam-
pus under federal work-study. In
total, 686 work-study and non-
work-study students worked on
campus. GordonJacobson, Direc-
tor of Career Services and Student
Employment/Institutional Re-
search, said that work-study jobs
were an "excellent opportunity to
gain real-world experience. "Many
work-study jobs, especially those
over the summer, attempted to focus on aparticular area
of a student's major.
-Tiffany Smith
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PINE CONES, TRA'fS, AND RINGS: "OFFICIAL" GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
Did you know someone on campus who was engaged
to be married? Most students, regardless of their class
standing, could have probably said yes. Why was this
number so high? It was because everybody wanted to
graduate, and one of the unofficial requirements was to
become engaged. In addition to havingI30 credits, there
were also three "official" requirements to graduate from
Whitworth.
Drop your tray in Leavitt Dining Hall. Catch a
virgin pine cone. Get engaged. These three require-
ments were outlined from the beginning. Freshman
Sandi Tsumoto heard about them during the first week
of school. "My college crew leader told me about them,"
she said. Others heard about them during initiation and
through various musical interpretations during Mock
Rock. This year, the Ballard freshmen portrayed a girl
fulfilling all the "requirements." Since these "requir-e-
ments" were thrown at freshmen from the beginning, it
wasno wonder that most Whitworth students could tell
you they knew someone who was engaged!
As if further proof was needed to show how seri-
ously this was taken, think of all the times you ate in the
dining hall and someone dropped a tray. The typical
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responses from the students were cheers and clapping
because that person was a step closer to graduating.
Sophomore Jeanna Barron and her fiance Jeff
Reed fulfilled their requirement during Ice Storm.
Reed proposed bya roaring fire, handing Barron a rose
and shining a flashlight so that she could see the ring in
the dark. "I was shocked it was so soon, but not really
surprised because weknew for a long time wewanted to
get married," she said.
But perhaps the most fitting "requirement" of a
pine tree-laden campus wasto catch a virgin pine cone
before it hit the ground. Students made many attempts
to catch their pine cones, but often after the crackle and
the sprint toward the tree, the pine cone fell to the
ground instead of into their hands. Classic pine cone
stories were passed down from the generations.
How hard was it to graduate from Whitworth?
Well, the 130 credits came even if you had to spend six
or seven years trying. Dropping a tray wasdefinitely the
easiest, but catching the pine cone and getting engaged
often took more time and money than you wanted to
spend.
- Christy Brooten
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�ESCUE 911: WHITWO�THSECU�IT'{ GUA�DSWO�KFO� '{OU
"1 think one of the greatest things would be if a
bunch of students would set up a tea party and have music
and a big sleep-over in the middle of
the loop. That would be awesome."
-anonymous security guard
From planning tea parties to deal-
ing with auto theft, the Whitworth se-
curity guards had their hands full in
providing security for on-campus stu-
dents. The responsibilities of the job
included locking the dorms, patrol-
ling campus, looking for any suspi-
cious behavior, and responding to calls from across
campus. These calls varied from bike thefts to unlocking
the Field House equipment closets. The guards switched
shifts several times throughout the day; students sawthe
guards on the night shift most often. "The security guard
who helped mewhen 1was locked out of my dorm at 3 a.m.
was really nice and helpful," said fresh-
man Nicole Brunner. The security
guards agreed that the most enjoyable
aspect of the job was working with the
students, and felt that the worst thing
about the job was trying to stay warm
and awake during winter night shifts
(coffee was the beverage of choice for
many security guards). Thanks to the
security guards and their coffee, most
Whitworth students felt safe in their beds, secure about
walking around campus at night, and comfortable leaving
their valuables in their locked rooms.
-Lindsay Hunter
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NEW MEAL PLANS ~ADICALL'{CHANGE ON-CAMPUS DINING
A new meal plan greeted students in September. Marriott
created a meal system that allowed students to have unlimited
rneajs in Leavitt Dining Hall and a set amount of "flex dollars"
to be used at the snack bar in the Whitworth Campus Center.
This plan wasa change from previous years when students
had a limited number of meals at the dining hall and also used
those meals in the campus center, redeemable for $2.55 worth
of food each in the snack bar. This year, students were given
three different meal plan sizes which varied only in flex dollar
amounts for the wee, but each included unlimited meals in
the dining hall.
Instead of having to count meals and try to grab enough
food to reach a specific dollar amount, students ate unlimited
meals in the dining hall and had "flex dollars" that could be used
in the WCC. "Flex dollars is a new concept that basically gives
people a dollar-for-dollarvalue at the campus center," saidJim
O'Brien, food service director for Marriott.
The plans were changed for two specific reasons. O'Brien
said, "People thought they were getting gypped. They were
saying that they were paying $5 a meal or whatever they were
paying but could only use $2.55 [in the Wee]." The other
reason was that the lines in the snack bar were too long. In the
past, when students had to spend exactly $2 .55 per meal punch,
they were having problems reaching the dollar amount before
they were at the register, said O'Brien.
Sophomore Regina Ramon said, "I like [the meal plans]
better than last year because I don't have to deal with trying to
figure out how much everything costs, how much I need to make
up the difference and the long lines because of everyone else
trying to do the same thing."
Student specials were not offered until the middle of the
year. Charlotte Ochoa, a snack bar employee, said, "We started
out with just a la carte menus and we haven't had a chance to work
on anything else to see how it works out." Daily specials were
eventually offered and were available for lunch and dinner.
Through the "munch money plan," off-campus students
could pay the Marriott office any amount of money above $25 to
be placed on their meal cards. They also received a 10% discount
in the WCC and were charged $3 for eating in the dining hall.
Junior Rebecca Wood had the off-campus plan "because
when I'm on campus sometimes and Iwant something ... I don't
want to go home for it." Convenience played a major part in her
decision to have the plan.
Because students had unlimited meals in the dining hall,
those who chose to bring guests were charged from their flex
dollars. Each meal was priced at $3 and the charge wassubtracted
from the flex dollars. Because meals were unlimited, "people
could bring in as many guests as they wanted. Understandably, it
would cause a problem," said O'Brien.
-Rebecca Pezzullo
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T~ANSFE~ STUDENTS MAKE THE EN~OLLMENT DIFFE~ENCE
Overall enrollment was down slightly at Whitworth
during the 1996-97 school year. The decrease wasdue to
a smaller than anticipated fresh-
rn.ariclass, although the number
of transfer students was up from
previous years. As tuition costs
increased, the number of stu-
dents enrolled atWhitworth de-
creased. But not all enrollment
changes had to do with the tu-
ition costs. According to Fred
Pfursich, Dean of Enrollment
Services, transfer students affected enrollment as well.
In general, transfer students made up about thirty
percent of new students annually. Whitworth initially
appealed to transfer students because of a special schol-
arship offeredjust to transfers. To qualify for the Trans-
fer Merit Academic Scholarship of$50oo, transfer stu-
dents were required to have a 3.6 grade-point average
and thirty transferable semes-
ter credits. This year, enroll-
ment of transfer students was
INCOMING STUDENTS
FALL 1996
up, while enrollment offresh-
men was down.
Students also transferred
out ofWhitworth for many rea-
sons, but the main reason was
cost. Other reasons for trans-
ferring included wondering if
they really belonged at Whitworth or asking questions
about where God wanted them. Others simply came to
Whitworth for a Christian liberal arts foundation with
Freshmen
315
~i"(2n~~e7
Total number of
new students:
472
the intention of transferring.
-Nate Tomsheck
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Were these the best years of our lives? In high
school, wewere told that college was different and that
the college years were going to be the
greatest times of our carefree youth.
We were supposed to find our soul
mates in college and make the best
friendswe'deverhad. Butsomewere
left asking, "Were these really the
best years of our lives?"
"So far, they're the best. I've
made more friends and experienced
more in the past three years than ever
before. There's been constant activ-
ity," said junior Kate Hancock.
Most people agreed that college
provided the best years socially and
the best for self-discovery.
Freshman Megan Davis said,
"[These years] could quite possibly
be the best. We're on our own, away
from home, but we're not thrust out
into the world by ourselves. We get to discover ourselves
and have a lot of fun."
Junior Shawnda Cocking said that she didn't know
if these were the best years, but that welearned a lot about
ourselves. 'IWe really learn what we
can and can't tolerate," she said.
"We learned to eat anything at any-
time, we don't care what the food is
as long as it doesn't come from a
dining hall. At no other point in our
lives will we eat pizza at two in the
mor ning."
Self-discovery was a big part of
the answer, but not everyone agreed
that college years were the best.
"1 can't help but think I had
some pretty great infant years," said
junior Brian Boyle.
Freshman Brenna Robinson
thought that every year, except for
junior high, had been the best.
Finally, there were those like
senior Kevin Hyder who "just really
liked high school."
- Maggie Bullock
WE~ETHESE REALL YTHE BEST ~EA~SOF OU~LIVES?
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LOW DO~M OCCUPANC'I A ~ESULT OF EN~OLLMENT
Did the lines seem shorter for the shower in your
dorm? Did the halls echo?
There may have been a reason
for the emptiness around cam-
pus. With an unexpected de-
crease in the number of fresh-
men, more rooms were empty
and some students were able to
live in double rooms without a
Two buildings in the Vil-
lage were completely empty.
Because Charis and Hobjob
were vacant, the buildings were
used for guest housing. Students could have friends or
family stay in the Village for as little as $15 a night. The
roommate.
buildings also provided temporary housing for families
from the Spokane community
who were trying rega in finan-
cial stability.
During the 1996-97
school year, 779 students lived
on campus. In past years, the
campus capacity was 884 stu-
dents. Due to the addition of
20 triple occupancy rooms
around campus, the capacity
rose to 914 spaces.
Of the 1887 registered stu-
dents, no S chose to live off-
campus. Whitworth experienced the lowest attrition rate
in 30 years.
- Rebecca Pezzullo
HOUSING QUICK STATS
Total Students
Registered: 1,887
779
On-
Campus
Housing capacity
on-campus: 9141,108
Off-
Campus Percentage
capacity used:
85.2%
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At this dignified institution of higher learning,
good study habits were plentiful. Students could be seen
in the library, at the campus center, in
dorm lounges, and maybeeven in their
rooms, studying dutifully.
Opinions of the best times to
study varied among students. "I study
in the morning," said junior Yosef
Afenegus. "The library is usually the
best place to study. Anywhere outside
of my house is usually good because I
get distracted easily by the phone and
my roommates."
On the other hand, some appre-
ciated their own houses and rooms to
study in. "1either study during the day
in myapartment when no one's around
or at night before big tests and quiz-
zes," said junior Courtney Riddle.
Sometimes, noise could be a burden or an aid. "I
study at night, even when there's people crawling every-
where in our apartment. I get my stuff done, even while
I have fun. One night, my friends and Iwanted to go out
but one of my friends needed to type a paper. We ended
up taking awhole word processor with us. I carried it up
four flights of stairs," said junior Gena
Celebrado.
Junior Wamuyu Ndirangu agreed
that noise was often helpful when trying
to study. "I study in my room at night
with music playing. I can't studywhen it's
quiet. "
Others had more unusual studying
methods. "1 study at night ... in my
sleep," said sophomore Brent Koffman.
But the all-time favorite for study-
ing and cramming was during Forum.
No matter how interesting and engaging
the speaker was, an unfinished assign-
ment or studying for a test would nag at
students throughout the hour. It seemed
almost inevitable that some students
would pull out books or notebooks in order to get a little
studying in. Hey, what could they say? Whitworth stu-
dents had to study some time!
-Eunjoo Song
STUD'/ HABITS: F~OM FO~UM TO THE COMFO~TSOF HOME
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whose name wasWog, but Wog died, so wehad to hold a
memorial servicefor him, " said freshman Heidi Bohnett.
Sophomores Mike Hughes and Brian Sullivan shared
their double room with Mike's iguana, Ace. "It's a nice
pet because it doesn't bother me any... wefeed it lettuce,
anything else that wefeel like, and beverages. Sometimes
we let it wander around the room; once it waslost under
Mike's bed for four days."
Another drastic tale of missing iguanas happened
in Baldwin-Jenkins during fall term when Opus, the
lizard of RA Tyler Reid, was reported missing-in-ac-
tion. The hunt for Opus went on for several days and
into the nights, with Baldwin-Jenkins residents search-
ing high and low for him. Finally, Opus was found in
Baldwin-Jenkins, and both Reid and Opus lived happily
ever after.
-Lindsay Hunter
THE OTHE~ ~OOMMATES - PETS AND ANIMALS ON CAMPUS
Flashlight beams combed the ground and head-
lights from nearby cars focused on the bushes outside the
crime scene. No, it wasn't a murder, it wasa case of the
missing iguana outside of Baldwin-Jenkins. Missing
pets were facts of life for those who had animals on
campus.
Many students decided to share their dorm space
with a variety of pets. Favorites included frogs, fish,
birds, turtles, hamsters, rats, iguanas, and other lizards.
According to the Whitworth student handbook, "For
reasons of health, sanitation, and other residents' aller-
gies, only a few types of pets may be kept on campus.
These are fish in small or moderate size aquariums,
small birds in cages, and small, caged rodents. Imper-
missible pets include cats, dogs, snakes, rabbits, chick-
ens, ducks, and ferrets."
"In our aquarium we had several fish and a frog,
Alisha Walli
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English Department: Front row: Doug Sugano, Mary Eiliou,
Laura Bloxham,Julie Fish, Marty Erb, Beck row, LaurieLamon,
Leonard Oakland, Vic Bobb. Photo: Becky Spencer
Music Department: Peggy Guenther, Dan Kebede, Marjory
Halvorson, Richard Evans,}udithSchoepf]in, DebbieHansen,
Michael Young. Pbotocjenneue Siebens
Art Department: Walter "Spike" Grosvenor, Barbara Filo,
Gordon W~ilson.Photo:}enny Bartow
Boat'd of Tt'ustees
1996-97
William B. Ailes - Spokane, Wash.
Richard L. Anderson - Tacoma, Wash.
Harvey V. Bolton - Spokane, Wash.
Charles L. Boppell t - Los Angeles, Calif.
John E. Carlson - Spokane, Wash.
Scott C. Chandler - State College, Penn.
Richard B. Cole - Millbrae, Calif.
Mary Lynn Coleman - Spokane, Wash.
Cecil E. Corbett - Tempe, Ariz.
Gerrit C. Cormany - Tucson, Ariz.
William P. Curry - Mill Creek, Wash.
Katherine Damiano - Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
MaryW. Dewey - Spokane, Wash.
Robert W. Dingman - Westlake Village, Calif.
William C. Fix - Spokane, Wash.
William Harvey Frazier - Spokane, Wash.
Samuel T. Gulley - Atlanta, Ga.
Jack W. Hatch - Spokane, Wash.
Marvin D. Heaps - Swarthmore, Penn.
IsaiahJones, Jr. - Corvallis, are.
Ronald B. Leighton - Tacoma, Wash.
Dorothy M. McLarren - Spokane, Wash.
James E. Mead - Tacoma, Wash.
David G. Myers - Holland, Mich.
Susan G. Nipp - Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
Walter M. Oliver - Chicago, Ill.
Franklin W. Ott - Spokane, Wash.
Earl F. Palmer - Spokane, Wash.
David A. Peterson - Houston, Texas
Martin S. Polhemus - Spokane, Wash.
John A. Pouk - Riverside, Calif.
John David Robblee - Seattle, Wash.
Werner Rosenquist - Spokane, Wash.
John P. Scotford - Poland, Ohio
Curtis L. Shoemaker - Spokane, Wash.
Gary F. Skinner - Seattle, Wash.
Holly Frost Sonneland - Spokane, Wash.
Arthur B. Symons - Centralia, Wash.
Mark]. Toone - Gig Harbor, Wash.
G. Henry Wells - Sacramento, Calif.
Carol A. Wendle - Spokane, Wash.
Judith Williams - Liberty Lake, Wash.
t Chairman of the Board
Tt'ustees Emet'iti
Jack C. Bills - East Wenatchee, Wash.
Kathryn G. Call - Pasadena, Calif.
Eleanor E. Chase - Spokane, Wash.
Gary W. Demarest - Pasadena, Calif.
Albert G. Howell - Camano Island, Wash.
Catherine C. Kroeger - S. Hamilton, Mass.
J. Murray Marshall - Seattle, Wash.
R. Bruce McCullough - San Diego, Calif.
Dean W. Miller - Palm Desert, Calif.
Raymond W. Moody - Woodland, Wash.
Haydn P. Morgan - Spokane, Wash.
Kenneth G. Myers - Seattle, Wash.
L.A. (Bud) Myhre - Mill Creek, Wash.
Morris Plotkin - Playa Del Rey, Calif.
C. Davis Weyerhaeuser - Tacoma, Wash.
William R. Yinger - Oklahoma City, Okla.
President's Cabinet: Front
row: Gordon Watanabe,
Associate Professor [or School
of Education; Tammy Reid,
Associate Dean for Academic
Affairs; Tom Johnson, Vice
President for B usinessAffairs;
Dale Soden, Acting Associate
Dean for Strategic Planning.
Back row: Fred Pfursich , Dean
oi'Enrollment Services, Kathy
Storm, Vice President for
Student Life; Bill Robinson,
President; Alice Kellar,
Director of Human
Resources; TerryMcGonigal,
Dean of Chapel and Campus
Pastor; Nancy Rau, Assistant
to the President.
Photo: Jenny Bartow
Communication Studies
Department: Ron Pyle,
Gordon Jackson, Mike
Ingram, VirginiaWhitehouse.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
Theater Department: Rick
Hornor, Diana Trotter, Mike
Westenskow, Kathy Fechter.
Photo:Jenny Bartow
When asked about her most memorable
experience, Whitehouse related a story show-
ing the spirit of Whitworth. During the fall,
she accompanied a group of students to
Florida for a journalism workshop. Flights
were delayed and tensions were high among
the students. At the hotel, Whitehouse said
that a student told her that there might have
been a problem in one of the rooms.
Whitehouse was shocked to find a rather
vibrant discussion about Christianity. Even
more shocking, she thought, was how the
students welcomed her into the conversation.
Assistant professor of Physical Education
Toby Schwarz received his degree from
Washington State University, arriving at
Whitworth with his Ph.D. For Schwarz, the
most challenging adjustment was getting used
to traditions and "ways of doing things" at
Whitworth. Teaching college has met the
expectations that Schwarz had hoped it would,
sirnplv because "It IS the funnest Job In the
world." ~
-Nate Tomsheck
, " BIology Department
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New faculty
Expevience ChC1nge
The start of a new year brought with it
new opportunities, expectations and faces.
This year, Whitworth added three people to
the faculty scene. Continuing the long-
standing tradition of Whitworth' s professors
and staff, the new associate and assistant
professors added strong faiths and enthusiasm
to the college. Whitworth welcomed to its
community assistant professor Ginny
Whitehouse in the Communication Studies
department, assistant professor Toby Schwarz
in the Physical Education and Athletics
department, and associate professor Dirk
Eigenhrood in the School of Education.
Ginny Whitehouse came to Whitworth
with a master's degree from the University of
Missouri-Columbia. ABpart of her involve-
ment with the communications department,
Whitehouse was the adviser of The
Whitworthian, the college newspaper. ABa
native of the south, Whitehouse said that the
differences she experienced in Spokane had
probably been the most difficult adjustments
for her.
Physics Departm.ent: Delbert Friesen, Lois Kieffaber, Salah Bedjou, Photo, Lisa Beal
Chem.istry Department: Tony Mega, Don Galbreath, Karen Stevens, Richard Stevens.
Photo, Lisa Beal
Howard Stien, Lee Anne Chaney, Craig Tsuchida, Dean Jacobson.
Multicultural & International
Education:Janet Yoder, Dee
Dobler, Ann Dentler.
Photo, Dan Plies
Modern Languages Depart-
ment. Front row: Lulu Page,
Akira Gappa, Kathy Brainard,
Karla Sammons. Back row:
PhyllisAndersen,JoeLovano,
George Bombel, Julie Fish.
Photo: Becky Spencer
Masters in International
Managem.ent: Joann Nielsen,
Michelle-Lynne Morimoto,
John Falvey, Richard Schatz,
Marlene Niemeier, Karla
Sammons, Dan Sanford,
Richard Hergenrather.
Photo: Angela Reynolds
Mathem.atics & Com.puter
Science Department: (clock-
wise from left) Rick Otteson,
Kent Jones, Lyle Cochran,
Rodney Hansen, Martha
Cady, DeAnna Christiansen.
Photo: Seth Kunzl
PhysicalEducationandAthleticsDepartm.ent: Frontrow: Chris Casey,jo Wagstaff, Rodney Wecker, Melinda Larson, Claudia Gallagher, Tom Dodd, Rod Taylor,
Susan Meyer. Back row: Dsrci Kummer, Damon Hagerolt, Sean Bushey, Scott McQuilkin, TobySchwarz,jim Nendei, Helen Higgs, john Tully,jason Tobec.k,
Warren Friedrichs, Russ Richardson. Photo: Dan Flies
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Religion 8:. Philosophy Department: Bryan Yorton, Forrest
Baird, Roger Mohrlang, Dale Bruner, Jerry Sittser, Terry
McGonigal. Photo: Debbie Schroeder
PsychologyDepartment: Noel Wescombe, Karol Maybury, BiJJ
johnson,jim Waller. Photo:jennette Siebens
School of Education: Front
row: Dennis Sterner, Peggy
Johnsen, Diane Merr, Back
row: Sharon Hartnett, Doris
Liebert, Betty Malmstad,
Gordon Watanabe, Randy
Michaelis, Barb Sanders, Les
Francis. Photo: Seth Kunzl
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r, History, Political & International Studies Department. Dale Soden, Arlin Migliazzo, Corliss
Slack,jim Hunti j ulie Stronks, Barbara Brodrick, John Yoder, Doug Dye.
Photo: Angela Reynolds
c,
Economics& Busmess Department: Pat Parker, Richard Hergenrather, Rich Schatz, Charles
McKinney, George Weber, Jay Kendall. Photo: Carrie Wasser
SOdologyDepartment: Bob Clark, Raja Tanas, Don Liebert. Photo: Debbie Schroeder
T ,ind.arno.n. Cho,iv:
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• ~enQissunce Tt'udition
The Lindaman Chair of Science,
Technology, and Society was established to
honor Edward Lindaman, president of
Whitworth College from 1970 to 1980. A
30-year veteran of the aerospace industry,
Lindaman was a visionary choice for the
presidency of a Christian liberal arts college
facing a decade of social upheaval. His
unique ability to combine his passion for
science and a deep Christian commitment
helped him lead Whitworth to become
known as the" alternative Christian college. "
Lindaman was a modern day "Renais-
sance Man," combining seemingly uncon-
nected disciplines in a true liberal arts
fashion. In 1995, Susan Power Bratton was
awarded the Lindaman Chair, a faculty
position created to further Lindaman's
vision. With her Ph.D. in Biology from
Cornell University and a master of arts in
religion from Fuller Theological Seminary,
Bratton echoes Lindaman's breadth of
experience and scholarship.
In addition to teaching classes at
Whitworth in the Biology department,
Bratton also developed her interest in public
service. During the 1996-1997 school year,
she dealt mainly with community environ-
mental research. She has also had many
speaking engagements since the early 1980s,
and this past year was primarily engaged
around the region and nation on the topic
of Christians and the environment.
Bratton also spent time seeking local
service activities and responding to them,
often involving students in her projects. She
was interested in the biological impact of the
Riverside State Park fire and spent much
time researching this topic. As Ed Lindaman
was a forward -looking Christian academic
who impacted Whitworth College, Susan
Bratton, as the Lindaman Chair, had the
opportunity to carry on that tradition.
- Sarah Seeman
ower o.t theit'
"Whitworth's telephone service operators
were alwaysjust a dial awaywhenever someone
needed assistance. With a quick push of a few
buttons on the switchboard, callers were instantly
transferred to any phone extension on campus.
Tracy Bassen had worked with Whitworth's
switchboard system for a little over a year and
Kathy Nelson had been with Whitworth for seven
years. These operators answered the switchboard,
operated voice mail for faculty, programmed
software into the telephone system, and managed
long-distance calls. Their main duty was to be as
helpful as possible to their callers. "A lot of
people are impatient when they call us," said
Nelson. "You just have to remain calm and know
everything off the top of your head."
The switchboard received on average more
than 800 phone calls a day. Peak hours were,
usually in the mor.ning and 30 minutes before
the office closed. "It just alwaysseems busy," said
Bassen.
People often called from off-campus and
asked for phone numbers of on-campus stu-
dents, which the operators wer-enot allowed to
give out. Students also liked to call and ask the
operators how many Forums the students had
attended. The operators had no idea and
transferred the students to the Registrar's office.
"You'd be surprised at how many students call in
a day to ask me that," said Bassen.
Parents also called the switchboard hoping
to reach their students who had not returned
their calls. "When a parent calls and leaves 17
messages for their son or daughter, they need to
be called back," said Nelson. "Students get so
busy that they forget to return their parents' calls.
Then the parents get anxious and call us to see if
we can locate their student."
Courier-delivered items were received at
the switchboard and the operators called to notify
the students and staff of any packages they had
received. But sometimes students did not come
to pick up their deliveries. "Flower deliveries are
fun," said Nelson. "We called a girl once to tell
her to pick up her balloons and flowers, but she
never came and picked them up. The flowers
wilted behind my desk and the balloons deflated.
I wanted to call her back and tell her to tell
whoever sent them to her that I enjoyed them
very much."
-Eunjoo Song
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Photo: Becky Spencer
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Photo: Angela Reynolds
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DollyJaekson,JuneHanson.
Photo: Jen Widrig
Registrar'sOffice: Front row,
Roberta Garner, Ramona
Kinnaman. Gary "W1:Jisenand.
Back row: Keith Thompson,
Merdelle Shagool, Celeste
Millard. Photo:Jen W~idrig
Computing Services: Walt
Seidel, Dave Noble, Terry
Norton, Rick Brodrick, Kathy
Nelson, Ken Pecka, Nancy
Oltrnerux, Carolyn WilJiarrJs,
Tina Copsey, Jack Miller.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
Student Life: Front row:
Kathy Davis, Diane Thomas,
Sandy Nowak, Diane
Gunderson. Back row: Jane
Nielsen, Stephy Beans,
GordonJacobson, Stephanie
Halton, Dick Mandeville.
Photo: Becky Spencer
Resident Directors: Cathel'ine Phelan, Mal·ty Evans, Stephanie Halton, Jim Page, Gordon
Toyama.Photo: Jennifer Widrig
Bookstore: Robin Byerly, Nancy Loomis, Fay Watson. Photo: Lisa Beal
ASWC: Dayna Coleman and
Linda Yochum.
Photo: Dan Plies
Resident Directors
Tale the Lea,d
What was a resident director? Ac-
cording to Amy Evans, an RD in Arend, an
RD's responsibility was to "facilitate com-
munity and problem-solve within the
dorm. " Stephanie Halton, the RD in
Warren, said that an RD was also required to
supervise student leaders. In addition to
working within the dorms, each RD was also
required to work in another position on
campus, such as the counseling center or the
SERVE office. This central office position
took approximately thirty percent of the
RD's time.
RDs did more than enforce the rules
and assist in offices around campus, they
encouraged the RAs to make dorm life fun!
Catherine Phelan, the Stewart and Village
RD, said that her favorite duty activity was
"dogs on duty," when several puppies were
brought in for students and leadership to
enjoy. Jim Page. the RD in Baldwin-
Jenkins, enjoyed the "spontaneous and
bizarre activities" that occurred during duty.
Grouchy Night proved to be Page's favorite
duty activity because as BJ residents tried to
be grouchy, they ended up having more fun
in the process.
Amy and Marty Evans, Catherine
Phelan, and Stephanie Halton had been on
campus for several years. This was Halton's
fifth and final year as a resident director. As
she looked back on her years at Whitworth,
she admitted that her favorite part of the job
was" seeing people grow up." This was also
the last year for the Evans'. They felt the
reason they'd continued their positions this
long was because they "enjoyed sharing
[themselves] with others and the relation-
ships that [they] had established." Phelan
was also leaving to pursue other academic
endeavors.
The RDs felt that the students in the
residence halls "energized" them. Phelan
loved tlbeing able to work with students and
watch them grow." These RDs gave their
residents support and friendship, and
received good memories in return.
- Tiffany Smith
ReCLching -AC170SSthe YeCL17S
The Alumni Office at Whitworth was
yet another program that extended beyond
the academics offered as part of the devel-
opmental program. Tad Wisenor, Director
of Alumni Relations, and Florence Young,
Alumni Office Assistant, worked to main-
tain relationships with past students of
Whitwo rth.
Maintaining connections with alumni
was as important to the Whitworth morale as
current and future students because the
mission was introduced into every
attendant's life. Whitworth's goal of educat-
ing the mind and heart extended into the
life of the student, his or her community,
and his or her occupation. The office
encouraged the alumni to keep in touch
with each other and the college. Wisenor
commented, "We'd like to assist the alumni
in the process of keeping in touch with one
another and us, hoping that they will give
back to the college in prayer, time, and
resources. "
"Whitworth provided many resources
like l1tnitwarth T adar magazines, on and-
off-campus events, career networking
assistance, an on-line e-mail directory, and
a full-size alumni directory published every
five years. The importance of these re-
sources was to keep alumni informed of
current happenings and to share with one
another.
Whitworth was unique because of its
small size and intimacy. Wisenor said,
"Whitworth has remained very consistent to
its mission since it started. Thus, students
from the 1930s and 1940s had many experi-
ences that are very similar to those of the
1990s students. These include similar class
discussions, relationships with professors,
fun stories about avoiding rules and regula-
tions, etc."
The importance of keeping close
contacts with previous Whitworthians was
supported by the Alumni Office.
- Kari Hiraiwa
Post Office: Diana Zimmerman, Barbara Grigsby. Photo: Seth Kunzl
Health Center:Jan Pennock,
Lcrri Kempffer (front), Jan
Bynagle (back), Jan Murray,
Donna Tschida, Sue Lynn.
Photo:Jenny Bartow
Mail Center: Jim Nuckolls,
Rebecca Wood, Kirsten
Brandvold.
Photo: Jennette Siebens
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LibraryStaff: Front row: Bob
Lacerte, Ginny Kaschmitter,
Juanita Johnston, Jeanette
Langston, Debi Kaufman.
Back row: Gail Fielding, Hans
Bynagle, Nancy Bunker, Deb
Fry, Virgil Dedas.
Phato:fenny Barrow
Continuing Studies: Cheryl
Vawter, Anna Kenney, Dale
Soden, Amal Tanas.
Photo: Debbie Schroeder
Print Shop: John \1Ihalen,
Judy Walters, Bob Baker.
Photo: Steve Brashear
Publications: Arvita Matt, Bev
Strate, Tim Wolf, Terry
Mitchel1, Su Chism.
Photo: Steve Brashear
Physical Plant Empl ovees ,
Front row,jeanette McKoon,
Ed Eccles, Keith Sullivan,
Debra Feltus, Dan Nevdah1.
Middle row: Louise Seely,
Dave Bailey, Bill Roberts, Ray
Kuhn, Carol Zehm, Debbie
Edwards, Jean Barger, Pat
Bailey, Don Groshon. Back
row: Mark Tarr, EricSchutte,
Jerry Paschall, Lerry jones,
Robin Kennedy, DaveWright,
Dick Pettis, Howard Zehm,
John Blount.
Photo, Debbie Schroeder
Custodial nay Shift: Jean
Barger, Michael Cowen,
Caro1Zehm, Deborah Feltus,
Cathleen Christiansen, Dan
Nevdah1, Travis Gill, Debra
Edwards, Larry jones.
Photo: Dan Plies
Custodial Night Shift: Ted
Booten, Michael Murphy,
Dimitri Chaban, Tom
Fitgereld, Kenneth Knapp,
Larry Leonard, Tim
Bonnalie. Photo: Dan Plies
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Marriott Staff: Front row: Shirleen Greenwood, Marcia St. Amend, DeeAshworm, Backrow:
Chad Leonardi, Mercedes Martinez, Judy Boyer, Donna Walker, Debbie Weekley, Nancy
Larson,Barb Bennett. Photo: Jennette Siebens
Grounds Crew, Max V.wdiver, Robin Kennedy, Dave Landfried,Janet Wright, John Blount.
" ~ Photo: Carrie Wasser
Hidden in the shadows of Leavitt
Dining Hall where Marriott had operated
for years, a small branch of Marriott
handled the special events put on by
Whitworth throughout the year.
Marriott catering made refreshments
for on -campus functions held for
Whitworth staff, employees and students.
From wedding receptions to luncheons,
Marriott catered events that were impor-
tant to the Whitworth community. Marri-
ott would cater off-campus events when
requested by someone affiliated with
Whitworth.
Charlie Johnson. who was in charge
of catering, said, "Catering is a lot of fun.
I've met a lot of great people. The neatest
of all is we are here to serveWhitworth."
The catering staff varied from two to
twenty people at any given time. It de-
pended upon the number of functions
going on at one time and how big each
function was, said Johnson.
On many occasions, catering wasused
daily. Different groups and special events
used catering in order to get the specific
quality and types of food that they desired
at their functions. The menu could be
chosen by the catering staff, or companies
could offer input on what they want
served, said Johnson.
Johnson also stated, "I am the lady
that gets to hug Chad Leonardi every day."'
- Rebecca Pezzullo
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Junior Dale Macomber pushes hard up the course.
Due to an unfortunate streak of sickness and injury,
the men's team didn't have enough competitors to
field a team at the NClC Championships.
Photo: Andy Sonneland
With an intended goal
in mind, sophomore
Dana Ryan leads infront
of two competitors.
Photo: AndySonneland
Sophomore Meagan Widhalm makes careful preparation before running. Despite health difficulties, the
women's team went on to compete at the NClC Championships, where Widhalm came in zom place overall.
Photo: Andy Sonneland "Whilerunning together, freshmen Brenna Robinson
and Carmen Compogno encourage one another.
Photo: Andy Sonneland
Working Together
'TIL THE FINISH
''I'VE NEVER RAN SO HARD IN MY
UFE. MVTEAMATES ARE MORE
T:f-L6.N TEAMMATES, THEY ARE
FRIENDS AND WITHOUT THEIR
Teamwork was a recurring goal
throughout the cross country season,
startingwhen the members visited Camp
Spalding at the beginning of the season
for a retreat designed
to build teamwork.
Sophomore Meagan
Widhalm commented,
"Camp Spalding was a
time for the team to
grow strong together. "
Forming a close team
not only encouraged
camaraderie, but it
encouraged everyone
to compete at their
greatest potential de-
spite injuries. "We
were constantly push-
ing each other to do
our best," said sopho-
more Angela Hoff.
The team went to a total of six
meets this year, ending with the NCIC
Championships. Due to illness, the
men's team did not have enough run-
ners to field a team. Although this was a
disappointing finish to the season, sev-
eral individuals competed well. "Com-
ing into the race, I felt like I was at my
peak. I had just finished
two weeks of training spe-
cifically for this meet. I
had no excuse not to race
well," said freshman Josh
Decker.
The women' s cham-
pionship race started with
disappointment but
ended with success. In a
freak accident at the be-
ginning of the race, Hoff
was cut off and freshman
Brenna Robinson twisted
her ankle.] unior Miranda
Thygesen, who sustained
a third-degree calf strain
during the race, finished
14th overall and Widhalm placed 20th.
"Th.e women peaked at the right time
and really had a good race," said coach
Andy Sonneland.
-Nate Tomsheck
-TIM EVANS
ENCOURAGEMENT AND PRAYERS 1
NEVER WOULD HAVE MADE IT."
MEET/EVENT MIW
U of I Invitational g rd/fst
Big Cross -/3rd
Invitational
Willamette 2Ist/q,th
Invitational
WSU Invitational 5th/6th
Eastern Wash.
Invitational 4th/2nd
NCIC
Championships -/5th
Cross Country. Back row: Tim Evans, Jonathan
Hedin, Jason Morgan. Coach Andy Sonneland,
Josh Decker, Greg Loew, Dale Macomber. Front
row: Carmine Compogno, Brenna Robinson,
Angela Hoff, Dana Ryan, Libby Lowe, Gwen
Johnson, Megan Widhalm, Miranda Thygeson.
Cross Country )~~\.;; ~~L'::':S"'i,\,
FOOTBALL
us THEM
Central Wash. 7 35
E. Oregon State 23 37
Western Wash. 13 56
Simon Fraser 6 4°
Pacific Lutheran 18 41
Willamette 26 37
Lewis and Clark 6 14
Puget Sound 39 7
Linfield 20 4°
Foa/baJJ. From row; Ryan Wilson, E"g~ne Moyer, Han Sanders.
Damian Putney. Ben Vaday, Brian Bralonia. Andrew Clark. Mild,
£J]erd.}ustin Buzzard. Allan M"ndes,justin Messman,Joe Rocha,
John Bales. Second row, Josh Parbon. Joseph Mendosa, Marcel
Gulley. TravisTorco,JaySimmons. Chris Wilson. Therman Bibens.
Clinlon Taylor. Marl Sluec1Je, Donald MaJwe,}ared Shor!. Cody
McCanna, Aaron Roberts. Terry Borders. Third row; Brandon
Tanner, Dave Glenn, Eric Thomas.Jason Ashley_ NorveJJ Peoples.
Luke Horton, Kahale Rogan. Braden Thomas. Jeremy Deleon.
Emma Placeni", Earl QUOll. Harry Suz"h, Matt Meith". Keith
Brownillg, Brice Sianley. Fourth row: Chris Lewis. Casey Doyle,
Ray Hel'llandez. Ed Geiger. jaSOll Ross, Ryan McCammondS,
Victor Garcia, Pono Lopez. julio Torres. Tony Edwards. Nathan
Willard, Mal! Krill. Brad Dickenso avjorden Kellog, Bill Mather.
Fifth row: Casey Glark. D.j. Funk, Adrian Olson, DaveRuf, Phillip
johnson.jarrodJohnson, Travis Ernsl. Eric Olson, [vanGUSlafson.
Jacob Lee, Shane Kawamura. Travis Hale. Darin Radke, Zac
Rogalel!e, Bad: row: Denny Reed,JeFf Baine. Rob Lesbe. Assistanl
Goachesjason Filinger-PalolaY, Ron Schafer, Gl,ris Casey, Kirk
Westre, Head Coach John Tully, Assislant CoachesJason Tobeck,
JimNendel,JeffMurah, Malt Ccensc, RyanBuxton,Jason Graham.
Football wins with.
OUND HUDDL
seconds. "It wasgreat to finally see t
kids rewarded for working hard," s
head coach John Tully.
The Bucs' offense took advant
of sixUPS turnovers a
logged 436yards. Wh
worth swiped four La
ger passes while the Pu
Sound quarterbac
completed only TO of
attempts.
Highlights of t
game included ea
scores, fake punts, an
fifty-five yard touc
down connection b
tween sophomores Ro
ert Leslie and Bri
Bratonia. The Pira
scored again when D
Funk got a 2-yard di
after freshman Dami
Putney tore off a 61-ya
run, and sophomore Brice Stan
added the final Pirates score with
one-play drive.
The Pirate team grew more po
erful with determination and hard wo
this year.
-Eunjoo Song
"If you don't believe, you don't
belong" was the Pirate football team's
motto this year. And it wasmuch more
than something just printed across the
backs of the player's t-
shirts.
The game against
the Puget Sound Log-
gers proved to be agreat
place for the team to
test their mettle. The
Pirates charged into the
game with fierce deter-
mination and intensity
to seize the opportunity
for a win. "That game
was like the Super
Bowl," said junior
Marcel Gulley. "The
two teams went head-
on to play for awin that
was really wanted by
both teams. "
The Pirates felt they had some-
thingto prove and they proved it. They
demolished the Loggers 39-7 and won
their first home game since November
12, 1994. The game would have been
their first shutout in II years, if the
Loggers hadn't scored in the last 20
"I WVED PlAYING AND IHAVE
DEVELOPED UFEWNG
RELATIONSHIPS WITH PLAYERS
AND COACHES WHO IHOPE TO
REMAIN IN CONTACT WITH FOR
THE REST OFMY urs."
- TRAVIS ERNST
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• • IWilIiams are honored after their final
performance. Photo: Steve Brashear
Travis
Brion
home
FreshIniln Dernien Putney breaks out into the open
field in a quest for yardage. Photo: Steve Brashear
Freshman linebacker Therman Bibens takes out the
UPS quarterback. The Bues racked up 77 tackles and
forced {our fumbles during the game.
Photo: Steve Brashear
Senior wide receiver
Brion Williams eludes
several Western
Washington defenders
on his way to another
yard-gaining reception.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
The football team takes the field for another h orne yerne, Photo: Steve Brashear
Running past a Willamette defender, sophomore
[orwerd Craig Ito controls the ball as he dribbles
toward the goal. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Freshman forwardJaceJones heads the ball in an
attempt to score on Linfield. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Keith ffusbyattempts to steal the ball from aLinfield
opponent. Whitworth beat Linfield with a score of
2-I. Photo: Dan Plies
Freshman Kenny Krestian looks across the field for
an open teammate to pass the baJJto. Accurate and
precise passes are key ingredients for a WJ'nning
team. Photo: Carrie Wasser
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Men'ssoccer team
ASSIS INTO PL
Obstacles such as a new coach, few
:eturningplayers, and lack of exper i-
nceasa team did not stop men' 5 soccer
omhaving a successful season. "We
«epted the challenges of a tough sea-
on and performed
ell,"said Coach Sean
ushey.
The team t s first
iliallengewas to adapt to
oachBushey. He was
ethird coach in three
arsfor the team. "It is
fender Matt Leonard.
Men' 5 soccer won their first open-
ing game against VV'hitman. "During
the first couple games we proved to be
competitors and turned the heads of
some of the schools in
the league," said senior
defender Jeff Bennett.
He added, "The real
glory to winning iswhen
we can play good as a
team and not make lots
of mistakes. I think this
applies to a game we win
or lose, as long as we
play our best."
The season ended
with an 8-7-2 record
and the opportunity to
compete in the playoffs.
Men's soccer finished
odhaving a new face
thefield. He is com-
iftedto us and respects
as athletes," said se-
'ormidfielder Andres
Monrroy.
With support, the
om had high hopes of
oingfar in the season.
easa team are pretty
od.We have a lot of
entandthe older players have tons of
erience, As a group, I think we can
eep up with the competition among
leorherschools," said sophomore de-
" THE REAL GLORY TO
WINNING IS WHEN
WE CAN PLAY coon"
-JEFF BENNETT
fourth in the league and
had three players cho-
sen for the Northwest
Conference All-Star team--
midfielders Craig Ito and Rio Three
Stars and defender Leonard.
-Shane Wolf
MEN'S SOCCIR
OPPONENT
Pacific Univ. 2 I
George Fox 2 2
"Whitman 2 0
Puget Sound 0 I
PLU I 0
Willamette I 0
Linfield 0 I
Whitman 3 I
George Fox 0 I
Pacific Univ. 0 +
PLU I 0
Puget Sound 0 3
Seattle Pacific I 2
MensSoccer. Front row. Craig Martin, Keith Husby,
Jake Benson, 'Trov Knutzen, Craig Ito, Rich Wells,
Sean Haley, Arth ur- Naeole, Rio Three StaTS,Kenny
Krestieri, Campbell Mite. Backrow:Assistantcoach
Kevin Moon, Assistant coach Stewart Saunders,Jace
Jones, Matt Leonard, James Rolle, Matt Yeoman,
Jeff Bennett, Jason Roberts, Andres Monroy, Dave
Hu me, Lenny Peterson, Head Coach Sean Bushey
Linfield
Willamette
Pacific Univ.
George Fox
Whitman
Puget Sound
PLU
US THEM
6 0
0 I
5 0
6 0
I 0
2 0
'" 22 2
6 0
I z
I 0
7 I
3 I
I 0
4 I
I 2
Whitman
George Fox
Pacific Univ.
Women 's Soccer Team. Back Row, Assistant Coach
Kevin Moon, Head Coach Damon Hagerott,
Samantha Brisch1e, Lehua Kay, Stacia Marks, Melissa
Wong,jennifer Dunford,jennifer Lee,Joy Cullen,
Molly Byrne, Kolea Feeney, Maqlin Piduch, Gena
Celebrado. Front Row: Amy Thonstad, Amy
Marshall, Jonna Glenn, Jen Peterson, Heidi
Bohnett, Jennifer Tissue, Amber Young, Heidi
Hultgren, Cbrisenne Roeeleip, Chrissy Bailey, Haley
Nichols.
omen miss National
FATE KICKS I
entered its third and final for
Hagerott said, "Without the injuri
we could have contested for first.
had to become a diffe
ent team" with ea
phase of the season.
Overall, the te
went further than a
previous
Hagerott said he
dissapointed that t
team didn't make it
In a strange twist of fate, it seemed
as though three separate teams played
for Whitworth this last season. Accord-
ing to head coach
Damon Hagerott, the
team went through
phases that created three
distinct teams. The first
team was the group of
women who started the
year. At that time,
Hagerott said, "Wewere
crunching other teams
with scores like 4-0 and
5-0."
A hard-fought
game against George
Fox, in which junior
mid fielder Marylin
Piduch broke her wrist,
signaled the end of the
first phase and ushered
in the second team of
nationals, but "it
divine providence,
fate, thatwedidn'tma
it." As regular time e
pired in the final ga
of the season, the sco
was tied at one apie
Before the over t i
period began, Hager
told the team to IIesta
lish our game, but to
leery of a strong COli
ter attack." Willamette wasable to sco
"I WILL REMEMBER THE
FRIENDSHIPS TIlAT rYE
GROWN TO HAVE, THAT
AND WHEN WE BEAT
SIMON FRASIER
(RANKED #1) 4-2 ON
THE ROAD."
-JENNIFER TISSUE
the season. "That made
us have to start over again. It forced
other players to step up," Hagerott said.
This second team still won, but with
much closer scores. When Piduch re-
turned, the team shifted again, and
once more in overtime, utilizing
deeper bench and the home field a
vantage. The game and the season end
in a disappointing loss for the Pirat
-Dave Roth
Women's Socce~~~~"';'~;
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MidfielderJen Dunford works hard to keep the ball
while on the offensive. The women made good ball
control an important part of their game strategy.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
Fo/ward Haley Nichols leads apack of players towards
the goal. Nichols wassecond only toJennifer Tissue
in goals and assists during the season.
Photo: Carrie Wasser
Amy Thonstad races
against her opponent to
chase down a loose ball.
Injuries 011 the team led
to significant changes
throughout the season.
Photo: Dan Plies
Stacia Marks plays strong defense as she prevents the opposing player from moving downfield. Midfjelders
played both ways, defense and offense. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Jen Dunford boots the ball across the field while flying to set up another scoring opportunity. The ability
to make long accurate passes gave the teem an edge over =any opponents. Photo: Dan Plies
Soaring Sherri Northington spikes the ball against
Pacific Lutheran University in front o[ a home
crowd. This was Nortbington's first year playing
volleybal1. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Renee Williams and Mandy Hogan double block
against an offensive attack. Williams finished her
career at "Whitworth as an al1-conference player.
Photo: Dan Plies
Mandy Decious digs a ball
asKori Waltersand Brenda
Clinesmith wait to assist.
Photo: Cerrie Wasser ----
Mandy Dedous keeps the play going as she dives [or the ball. Decious led the team in digs.
Photo: Carrie Wassel'
As Sherri Northington spikes against a Peci
Lutheran defender, Kori Walters covers the play
an unexpected block. Photo: Dan Plies
-----
erseverance pays as
lAM DIGS sue
A season full of determination I
dicatio n, and motivation marked the
itworth volleyball team this year.
cond year coach Hiram Naipo pro-
ded leadership for a
ung team that blos-
med into a fight-to-
ill team. As time pro-
essed , so did the
am. Both new and
eturning members
otivated each other
ith their talents and
nished the season
ry satisfied.
Newplayers, like
herri Northington,
ontributed not only
hysical talents, but
irit and motivation
the season, we had somehow learned to
trust and have confidence in each other.
That's what makes up a good team."
Supporting the team was assistant
coach Meghan Binger,
who helped the young
team's transition. "Hav-
ing assistant coaches and
added help made practices
run smoother and more
'THE TEAM MADE HUGE STEPS
TOWARDS DEVEWPINGA
SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM. ITWAS
AGREATYEARTOEND ON."
- RENEE WllllAMS
well. fu a seruo r
d a leader, with a
243spiking average, Northington said,
This season was a lot of fun providing
theunderclassmen with a foundation
or a bright future." Freshman Elisha
DeYoe expressed that "the beginning
ofthe year was like putting pieces of a
puzzletogether, but upon concluding
efficiently. It was nice to
have Meghan's help since
she has played before and
knows the program," re-
marked senior middle
hitter Renee Williams.
A young team with
room to grow, more play-
ers, and a desire to kill
proved that future years
will be filled with aggres-
sion. Naipo said, "We
look forward to next season. We came
from the bottom at the beginning of
the season and have moved several steps
up. Next year we can start on a higher
level and break' through to the elite
level. "
- Kari Hiraiwa
VOLLEYBALL
OPPONENT US THEM
Lewis and Clark 0 3
Masters College 0 3
Rocky Mountain 0 3
Westminster 3 0
Montana State 0 3
Concordia I 3
George Fox I 3
Linfield 0 3
Willamette 0 3
Whitman I 3
Northwest 3 0
Pacific Lutheran 0 3
Puget Sound 0 3
Alberson 0 3
Whitman I 3
Westminster 3 0
W. Montana 0 3
Lewis and Clark 3 0
Pacific U n iv. 3 0
Willamette 0 3
Linfield 0 3
Whitman 3 I
Northwest 3 0
George Fox 0
Pacific Univ. I
Lewis and Clark 3
Puget Sound 0
Pacific Lutheran
Volleybal1. Back row: Head Coach Hiram Nei po,
Asisstant Coach Meghan Binge,.; Lindsay Hunter,
Brenda Clineemim, Kari Walter, Mandy Larson,
Elisha De Yoe, Mandy Decious, Emily Meyer,Jessica
Aarhaus, Assistant Coach MikeDeHoog. Front row:
Renee Williams, Ntke Blackman, KatieJo Borgmann,
SonyaSchaumburg, Raechel Densley, Nicole Bruner,
Mandy Hogan, Mary Hubele, SheJTi Northington.
k _
OPPONENT US THEM
E. Oregon State 80 63
Northwest 88 71
BYU-Hawaii 88 102
Hawaii Pacific 89 79
Central Wash. 87 75
Whitman 79 73
Northwest 98 68
Carrol College 89 74
George Fox 71 66
W. Montana 74 60
Linfield 75 62
Willamette 94 58
Pacific Lutheran 75 76
Puget Sound 73 75
Lewis and Clark 80 65
Pacific U niv. 86 77
Willamette 66 96
Linfield 79 71
Whitman 98 84
George Fox 88 57
Pacific U niv. 73 78
Lewisand Clark 84 96
Puget Sound 90 77
Pacific Lutheran 87 60
Lewisand Clark 83 93
Mens Basketball. Back row: Assistant Coach Rodney
Wecker, Assistant Coach]ohn Beckman, GabeJones,
]eH Mix, Ben Heimerman, Greg Jones, Kevin
McDaniel, James Sullivan, Doug Schulz, Assistant
Coach Jon Adams, Head Coach Warren Friedrichs.
Front row: Sean Weston, Louis Vargas, Julian
Nakanishi, Nate Williams, Ryan Nelson, TylerJordan.
etball finishes seasor
I BIRTH SHOR'
This year posed difficulties for
the Bucs as they entered the season after
losing four seniors from last year's na-
tiona~~yranked team. They struggled
on the road with a 3-5 record in league
play. Coach Warren
Friedrichs said, "We
didn't have the same
focus or concentration
level as the team did a
year before to black out
negative things that in-
evitab~yhappen during
a road game. "
However, the loss
of the four seniors came
with several new gains.
Junior transfer Ben
He imer ma n stepped
into a demanding
middle position but
walked away with the
team high in field goal points and re-
bounds. Both Nate Williams, senior
guard, and Heimerman, were named
to the NCIC first team. Williams also
finished the season ranked second in
the nation in three-point percenta~
a successful continuation of last yea
first place rank. Furthermore, the i
dividual talents of players such asju
iors Jeff Mix and Sean Weston Wf
successful asthey stepp
into bigger roles.
Whitworth
matchless attendance a;
crowd support offer
the Pirates a reason
maintained their und
feated record in the Fie
House. Thisyear'shor
winning streak reach
30 games. Senior Ga
Jones said, 'The atte
dance plays a huge ro.
We love playing at hOI
and are rewarded
strong support, whi
makes us one of, if n
the hardest place to play at in our co
Fer-e nce ." The Pirates enjoyed exten
ing their home winning streak as tb
look forward to another good seas-
next year.
-Kari Hiraiwa
'WILLIAMS IS A GREAT
ATHlErE WHO MOTIVATED
THE TEAM."
-COACH WARREN
FRIEDRICHS
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BenHeimerman soars above the FLU defense as they
litnessWhitworth score two and take the lead.
Photo: Dan Plies
Taking an open field shot against the Loggers
defense, Jeff Mix extends the Pirate lead. Mix
received an honorable mention by the NAJA
Conference. Photo: Dan Plies
Sean Weston hustles to the ground w.hileplaying
tough defense. Weston insipired the team with
rigorous defense throughout the season.
Photo: Dan Plies
The crowd mimics the opposing team 'scoach in the second half ora homegame.
The home crowd was the team's primary motivating factors EoI' the season.
Photo: Dan Plies
Driving around a
defender, Nate Williams
takestbe ball to the basket
for a successful shot.
Photo: Dan Plies
Sherri Northington jumps over defenders as she
shoots [or two. Photo: Dan Plies
Kate Werner manages to steal the ball out o[ an
opponent's hand. Photo: Dan Plies
Head coach Helen Higgs discusses the next play during a time out. Photo; Dan Plies An alumni player jumps to swat at a Whitworth sn
during the annual game. Photo: Dan Plies
Myra Slwooko keeps the defender o[fher back assh e
looks [01' an open teammate. Photo: Dan Plies
~'
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Women's basketball err
YEAR OF GROWT
The ladyBucs led their opponents
III offensive rebounds, assists, and
blocks. Despite these statistics, the
women ended the season with a 13-n
record and barely missed a trip to the
playoffs. The Bucs
started the season with
four seniors, compared
to last year when only
four players returned.
The women found
themselves in a growing
position for the '96- '97,
season. Head coach
Helen Higgs said the
team grew in three ar-
ea" athletically, per-
sonally, and spiritually.
Thewornen'steam
were capable of in that game.
Personal growth wasgained byget-
ting to know their own strengths and
weaknesses better. They began to give
more to one another toward the end of
the season.
Spiritually, the
women were getting to
know Christ more Inti-
mately and learning to
trust Godmore. An off-
court highlight was see-
ingthree playersgetbap-
tized. It was the team's
relationships with
Christ and each other
that bonded them, said
senior Sherri
"IT WAS THE RELATION-
SHIPS WITI! CHRIST AND
Northington.
The annual
Alumni game was once
again a fun time for all.
Northington said, "It is
alwaysfun to see people you had played
with from the past and although we
were competitive, it was a fun, light
atmosphere. " The students ended that
game with a huge victory over the alumni
EACH OTHER THAT
improved throughout
the season in both their
offensive and defensive
skills.They pulled their
improvements together to defeat
Willamette University on the road. This
wasa team highlight because the previ-
ous year, Willamette knocked Whit-
worth out in the play-offs. It was a
mutual feeling between teammates that
the team carne together with what they
BONDED'IHETEAM."
-SHERR! NORTHINGTON
team.
-Heather Jones
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
OPPONENT US THEM
Montana Tech. 47 51
E. Oregon State 93 80
Lewis and Clark 47 52
Whitman 85 48
Seattle Pacific 72 65
Concordia 64 49
Western Wash. 69 72
Central Wash. 70 54
George Fox 62 67
Lewis and Clark 52 39
Linfield 58 59
Willamette 57 85
Pacific Lutheran 57 71
Puget Sound 53 68
Lewis and Clark 62 70
Pacific Dniv. 63 49
Willamette 62 55
Linfield 68 56
Whitman 73 59
George Fox 62 53
Pacific Univ. 63 57
Lewis and Clark 68 72
Puget Sound 53 63
Pacific Lutheran 85 69
Women's Basketball. Front row: Rebecca Moore,
Star Olson, Myra Slwooko, Assistant Coach Derci
Kummer, Emily Stuenkel, Kristen Davis, Kolea
Feeney. Back row: Head Coach Helen Higgs,
Courtney Carr, JenniFer Tissue, JenniFer Ratcliff,
Kate Werner, Sherri Northington, Andrea Sherer,
Cindy Viall, JenniFer Peterson, Kristi Mylander,
Assistant Coach Nathan Dvmlxem,
Women's Basketbal'Wf!i'
"'''\t;.*S>I,,~
SWIMMING
OPPONENT M W
1st rst
rst rst
Simon Frasier 1st ~nd
Pacific Lutheran Ist ~nd
Puget Sound ~nd ~nd
Evergreen State 1st rst
Lewis & Clark tst rst
Central Wash. rst rst
Willamette rst ~nd
Conference ~nd 3rd
Nationals 3rd 5th
Swim Team. Back row; Mary Ryan, Brian Crane,
Jeremiah Pappe, Tena Embly, Shannon Braun,
Jessica Wentworth, Nate Heppner, Tania Braun,
KrisAdams, Mindy Geibreith, Dan Welch. Middle
row: Sarah Ewan, Leslie Moody, Sky Becker, Lea
Stenerson, Jan Okada, Leslie Nordyke, Laurilyn
Hepler, Guy Mikasa. Front row: Mike Peloso, Megan
Williams, Benjamin Swinehart,} erry Rice,]effRice,
Assistant Coach Steve Flegel.
.onally ranked Pirat
1M TO VICTOR
Matching up to the second and
third place national rankings of last
year in the men's and women's division
respectively, the Whitworth swim team
was faced with a chal-
lenge to finish above
and beyond their pre-
vious achievement.
Upon the conclusion of
the National Compe-
tition on March 6-10
in Federal Way, Wash.,
the men earned the
third place title and the
women fifth place. It
was the first time in
Tom Dodd's ten year
coaching career where
three individuals won
said, "The team climbed a ladder
the past five years. This is per-hap
most talented graduating class. "T
mate support and encouragemen
one of the best mo
tors for i.nd ivid
Winter training
Nelson, Canada w
large team bon
event. Jerry Rice
"One of the highli
was doing the polar
swimwith the locals
37 degree river."
other motivating fa
throughout the se
was the impact of
"Whitworth crowd.
n io r Jan Okada s
"Meets were fun! 0
"MEETS WERE FUN!"
-JAN OKADA
national titles in one
meet. Senior Jeff Rice
defended his z oo in-
dividual medley national title, seruor
Jerry Rice won the 400 individualmed-
ley, and senior John Rasmussen swam
awaywith the 200 breast stroke title.
The team had five seniors, all of
whom had an extremely decorated and
successful career at Whitworth. Dodd
teams really noticed
wewould alwayscheer
other swimmers on the pool deck
behind each person's lane. Whitw
by far alwayshad the best atten dan c
the student body." Encouragement
the theme of good performance
motivation.
-Kari Hiraiwa
Freshman Megan WilJjams competes in the 200
backstroke. Photo: Dan Plies
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Swimming the 200 butterfly in his final home meet,
Nate Heppner concludes his Whitworth swimming
career.
Photo: Dan Plies
Tena Embly endures a
IOOO meter freestyle
race, one of the more
grueling events in
swimming.
Photo: Dan Plies
Freshman Megan Williams dives into a 200 individual medley in a dual meet against Central Washington
University. Photo: Dan Plies
~f[Rice,JohnRasmussen, andJeny Rice conclude
~eir final year as National champions in the 200
iJdiyidualmedley, 200 breaststroke, and 400
iJdiyidualmedley, respectively. Photo: Dan Plies
Sam Fleminggrimaceswitn effort and concentration
as he fires the baJJacross home plate for another
strike. Photo, Seth Kunzl
Clark Riderslides tlve ball towards home plate as first
baseman Jay Wendt prepares for a possible hit.
Photo: Sell) Kunzl
Jack Arthaud evades a
sliding opponent as he
watches the completion
ofa double play. Photo:
Seth Kunzl
Coach Rod Taylor yells at the umpire eve
controversial call at home plate. Photo: Seth Ku
Joey Wark slides into home well before any throw is made as teammateJackAJ·thaud cheers him in.
Photo: Seth Kunzl
Baseball ends season WI
rHIII-WIIK Til
Senior leadership and team unity
ere strong influences for the 1997
iVhitworth baseball team. "The senior
eadership has been the best I've seen
-inceI've been here," said seniorJason
IIcDougal. "This year's
earnhas more of a team
pit-it," said sophomore
lric Brown.
The team began
he year with a struggle.
IbePirates fell behind
n many non-confer-
'neegames. But as the
eason progressed, the
'iratescompeted well in
heirconference games,
Jringingthem in to a tie
orfirst place in the con-
erencefor the last three
The Pirates went into the April 26
weekend matches against second ranked
Willamette University with hopes to
sweep them. They came away from the
matches winning one of the three games.
Still tied for first be-
cause of winning per-
centages, the Pirates'
needed to win a double
header against Whitman
University to pull ahead,
but bad weather can-
celled the games. The
tie continued into the
next weekend's compe-
tition against Lewis and
Clark College.
The Pirates' fin-
leeksof the season.
-JASON McDoUGAL.
ished their season with a
"THE SENIOR LEADERSHIP
HAS BEEN THE BEST I'VE
SEEN SINCE I'VE BEEN
HERE."
disappointing I-2 series
loss to first place
Linfield, and an ex-
pected 2-0 win against
Whitman. Mter an exciting season high-
lighted by a strong comeback, several
disappointing losses at the end of the
season kept the Pirates out of post-
season play.
-Anni Dupuis
According to
[rown.,a key game was a
ion-co nfer-en ce game against Lewis-
~lark State, ranked first nationally.
Thescore was only 0-4 which showed
IS that we could play ball and compete
l'ell. "
ire over a
Seth Kunzl
BASIBALL
OPPONENT US THEM
George Fox 5 IO
George Fox 16 I~
George Fox 5 4
PLU ~ 4
PLU IO 0
PLU 6 I
Puget Sound I~ 4
Puget Sound 9 II
Puget Sound 18 10
Whitman 8 5
Pacific 9 5
Pacific 5 4
Pacific 9 5
Willamette ~ I5
Willamette 6 4
Willamette 7 I~
Lewis & Clark 8 9
Lewis & Clark 8 6
Lewis & Clark 7 3
Linfield 6 4
Linfield 6 IO
Linfield 7 8
Whitman 8 4
Whitman II I
Miguel Saldin heaves the ball to second base where
Chad Ripke is ready to make the force out. Photo:
Seth Kunzl
SEASON RECORD
5-n Overall
~-8 Conference
NCIC Tournament
5th overall
Highlights
-Yo sef Durr and] on
Wrigley defeated #1 seed
UPS team to advance to
semifinal round.
-Alan Mikkelson won the
Consolation Champion-
ship in Flight "B."
Men '5 Tennis. Head Coach Sean Bushey, Rhad
Brown, Scott Spooner,jon Wrigley, Alan Mikkelson,
Yosef DU1T, Mark. Bradford.
s and jokes lead t
PLACE FINIS
The men started their season by
traveling to Northern California dur-
ing spring break. In a non-conference
tournament, the team
defeated DeAnza Col-
lege 5-~, but lost to
Dominican College 2-
5. The spring break
trip offered more than
just the season's first
matches. Sean Bushey,
in his first season as
head coach of the men's
tennis team, said,
"Road trips bring
people together. This
one in particular was a
great opportunity for
the guys to get to know
each other because it
was the first of the sea-
son, and because it was longer then the
usual trips. "Yosef Durr had adifferent
opinion about how the team became
close. '1 We just made jokes and m
fun of each other," he said.
Strong performances from t
whole team, includi
the new freshmen, Al
Mikkelson and Sc
Spooner, led the team
a fifth place finish at t
NCIC Conferen
Championships. D
ing the playoffs they h
one of the best rnatc
of the season when D
and] onWrigleydefeat
the #1 seeded team Fr
UPS. Durr- said, "T
more." While the fi
place finish w
dissapointing, the te
finished ahead of several teams who h
defeated the Pirates during the regul
'THIS SEASON MIT MY
EXPECTATIONS. ICOUWN'T
ASK FOR MORE."
-YosEFDURR
season met my expect
tions. I couldn't ask
season.
-Christy Brooten
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Junior Yosef D'urr slams the ball back towards his
opponent during singles play. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Yosef DU1T returns agroundstroke to his opponent.
Photo: Steve Brashear
Freshman Scott Spooner prepares to return a low
fIying ball dun'ng an early spl·jng practice.
Photo: Steve Brashear
Men'sTenni~~1"$J~~\~
Tara Fiebick prepares to toss the ball for her serve.
FiebickandJodi Bakeradvanced to thesecond round
of doubles play at the national tournament.
Photo: Dan Plies
Jodi Baker lunges forward to return a low hit. Baker
advanced to the second round at the national
tournament in singles play. Photo: Dan Plies
Tara Bonelli strikes a
Fierce forehand hit back
towards the net.
Photo: Dan Plies
Three members of the NCIC Championship team practice their serves in pvepsretion for the national
tournament. Photo: Dan Plies
Joelle Staudinger returns a load of tennis balls toUl
bucket after a long hard practice. Staudinger lt1.
named to theAll-Conference team. Photo, Dan PI
N"ationaltourney calls
rENNIS TAKES T
For the first time ever, the "Whit-
orth women's tennis team attended
heNAlA National Tournament. The
emen tied Whitman at the confer-
'lice championships,
JUtWhitworth earned
heautomatic berth by
irtue of their regular
eason sweep of
Ihitman an dual
natch play. Head
nachJoWagstaff took
evenwomen to Tulsa,
lklahoma for the
ful. At the end of the regular season,
the team was 8-1 in conference dual
match play. At the conference champi-
onships, four teams had a chance to
take the title on the final
day. Whitworth used its
excellent depth to put all
three of their "B" flight
players into the semi-fi-
nals, eventually placing in
the top three spots. At the
end of the regular season.
Joelle Staudinger was
named to the All-Con-
ference team.ournament.
Entering the na-
1000aitournament,
he Pirates were
anked ~3rd in the
atiorr. According to
lagstaff,that ranking
elped motivate the
emen to try and finish the tourna-
aent at least as high as their ranking.
Until this year, no other woman's
ennisteam had ever been so success-
At the national tour-
nament, all did not go as
well as during the season.
None of the players ad-
vanced beyond the second
round in either singles or
doubles play. Even so, the
team did gain valuable experience for
the future hy playing against the hest
teams in the nation.
"ITWAS TOTAlLYFUN TO
HANG OUT TOGETHER
AS A 'TEAM. "
-TARAFIEBICK
-Dave Roth
WOMEN'S TENNIS
SEASON RECORD
I~ - 5 Overall
8- I Conference
NAlANATIONAL TEAM
Lisa Benscheidt
Lisa Peterson
Tara Fiehick
Tara Bonelli
Jodi Baker
J oelle Staudinger
Dawn Eliassen
JoWagstaff-coach
Women's Tennis. Back row, Dawn Eliassen, Jodi
Baker, Tara Fiebick, Tara Bonelli, Head Coecb ]o
Wagstaff. Front row; JodIe Staudinger, Lisa
Peterson, Lisa Benscb eidt, Julie Mattox.
TRACk. FIILD
NCIC EVENTS M W
rsr znd
3rd 4th
Whitworth
Quadrangle
znd znd
NCIC
Championships
National Qualifiers
-Betsy Slemp, Hammer, Discus
-Trina Gumm: Javelin, Discus
-Rose Pope, Triple & LongJump
-Heather McDonald,Heptathlon
7th 6th
Star Olson hurls her body into the air as she clears
the high jump bar with room to spare.
Photo: Dan Plies
rack season becomes
I OF THI BIST
To many people, hearing a gun-
shot is a frightening and startling expe-
rience. To the Whitworth track team,
however, it was a mo-
ment of reckoning. The
sound of the gun signi-
fied a moment of
adrenaline and emo-
tional outpouring.
From determination
and strength to physical
pain and frustration,
members of the 1997
track and field team ex-
perienced all of those
Every day after
classes, the 40 plus
members of the team
went through vigorous
workouts to make themselves physically
and mentally superior to other teams.
As the season progressed. injuries and
personal problems depleted the number
of athletes. Led by first year coach Toby
Schwarz, the Pirates had a successful sea-
son, culminated by several members
qualifying for conference, regional, and
emotions.
national meets. Over 20 members of
the team went to the NCIC Champi-
onships at Linfield College and had,
strong showing with
freshman Braden Tho-
mas placing 3rd in
triple jump and the
4x400 men's relay
placing 5th. Strong
events for the W'hit-
team were the
complished most ofthe
goals that I set for my-
self and as a team I believe we accom-
plished more than we expected. But,
we competed as a team this year, in-
stead of just as individuals." Four
Whitworth athletes qualified for the
national meet: Slemp. Trina Gumm,
Rose Pope, and Heather McDonald.
- Lindsay Hunter
"TOBY (SCHWARZ) DID AN
EXCELLENT JOB FOR HIS FIRST
YEAR, HE HAS ALREADYTURNED
THE PROGRAM AROUND."
-BETSY SLEMP
Tri ne G
portion (
conferen
Campbell White warms up for his 800 meter race.
Mite had one of the fastest times for the 800 this
season. Photo: Dan Plies
Miranda Thygesen adds akick coIver800 meter run,
enough to qualify for the conference championship
meet. Photo: Carrie Wasser
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rrina Gumm throws the discus during the field
wnion of a meet. 'Trine placed 2nd at tile NClC
enference meet. Photo: Dan Plies
Eric Swanson races in the 4-00 high hurdles. Swanson oueliiied for both the
conference and regional meets. Photo: Carrie Wasser
Aaron Posey and Chet
Doughty, members of
the 4x1oO relay team,
practice their hand-off
duringwarm-upsat the
WhJ'tworth home meet.
Photo: Seth Kusvzl
The team ends a cheer
in a standard set
{ormation.
Photo: Derci Kummer
Jason Roberts and Nate
Tomsheck hold Eunjoo
Song and Heather
Langhoffer in ashoulder
stand and a heel stretch
with absolute easeduring
a 'Whitworth basketball
game. Photo: Dan Plies
Nate Tomshec.k and Chad Buehler throw Eunjoo
Song intoan extension asNicole Fisherand Christina
Peterson work the crowd. Photo: Derci Kummer
Eunjoo Song yells out a cheer while being held in a
chair by Chad Buehler. Photo: Darci Kummer
port
pract
day,
week
three
grou
addit
dard
for t
Nate Tomsheck and Chad Buehler help Heather
Langhoffer execute a dismount {rom a pop-up
shoulder stand. Photo: Dan Plies
Teams supported thro
O-ED STUNTIN
" Cheer Team: Eunjoo~:::::::::::==:,E==::~l Song, Becky Morgan,
Nate 'To msb eck,
~!"' .....__ ,,;zet. Cil ris t i n e Peterson,
Chad Buehler, Nicole
Fisher, Heather
Langhoffer.
During the football and basket-
ballseasons, a dedicated group of ath-
letesworked long hours to provide sup-
port for the teams. The cheerleaders
practiced 2-3 hours a
day, 5-6 days each
week. Five women and
three men allowed the
group to do stunts in
addition to the stan-
dard role of cheering
forthe athletic teams.
Stronger co-ed
stunting was one of the
immediate benefits of
the mixed group. The
men started with no
cheerleading experi-
ence' but quickly
learned a variety ofba-
sicstunting and yelling
techniques. As the sea-
sonsprogressed, the team moved on to
morein ter-mediate and advanced stunts.
Sophomore Nate Tomsheck said,
"Cheerleading was an interesting ex-
perience. AB a guy growing up in
'hicksville'Montana, it's an experience
that never would have been accepted.
The squad was great."
Cheering took more than muscles,
coordination, and stamina. The team
needed commitment, great attitudes,
and patience. Although an entirely dif-
ferent squad from last
year, with the exception
of one returner, the
cheerleaders learned to
work effectively and
quickly with one another
to prepare for their
cheering seasons. Fresh-
man Nicole Fisher said,
"It was a new experience
for me. I have a greater
respect for cheerleading
since this wasmy first year
cheering ever."
The squad was led
by Darci Kummer, now
in her second year as
coach. Kummer orga-
nized practices and schedules, led team
meetings, supervised games, and taught
basic skills and techniques. The group
cheered at every home football and bas-
ketball game, and managed to travel to
some awaygames in order to support
those teams on the road.
- Eunjoo Song
CHEERLEADERS
Chad Buehler
Nicole Fisher
Heather Langhoffer
Becky Morgan
Christina Peterson
Jason Ro berts
Eunjoo Song
Nathan Tomsheck
Darci Kummer - Coach
Chad Buehler prepares to lift Eunjoo Song into a
shoulder stand during a home football game.
Photo: Derci Kummer


What's in--------the Harbor?
Residence Halls
Arend
Baldwin-Jenkins
Ballard
Beyond
McMillan
Stewart
The Village
Warren
Classroom
Buildings
Calvin Hall
Dixon Hall
Eric Johnston
Science Center
Fine Arts Building
Grieve Hall
Music Building
Westminster Hall
Office Buildings
Alder Hall
Auld House
Lindaman Center
MacKay Hall
McEachran Hall
Student Life
Other Buildings
Aquatic Center
Cowles Memorial
Auditorium
Field House
Harriet Cheney Cowles
Memorial Library
Seeley G. Mudd
Chapel--------
Where
What did we want
in a college education?
Howmanycollegeswere
far enough from home,
but still close enoughto
visit? Would we know
anybodyandhow would
we fit into the campus
community? Freshmen,
transfers, nontradi-
tional stUdents,andeven
some upperclassmen
were faced with these
questionswhenarriving
at Whitworth. Was it
that hard to fit into the
Whitworth community?
"I knew that
Whitworth was the
school I was going to
attend when I first vis-
ited the campus. Before
arriving, I had plans to
meet everyone andbe a
chum to all just like in
high school. I was
wrong. I first had to
copewith astranger liv-
ing in my room andthen
with the other girls on
my floor. But aner ori-
entation and in the first
days of school, I started
on my goal to meet and
makesomefriends," said
freshman Sara
Casperson.
Orientation week
was designed to help
new stUdents relax and
learn the customs of the
residence hall in which
they were living.
Throughout the week
theywere taught every-
thingneededto beaBald-
win Brother or aBallard
Babe. At the end of the
week before classes,
friends were made and
the neededadjustments
were beginning to oc-
cur.
Classes started
and stUdents (many for
the first time) were
meetingprofessors that
cared abouttheir every-
dayneeds. ''WhenIwalk
across campus,profes-
sors greet me, call me
by my first name and
ask how I'm doing.They
have invited me to sit
and talk over a cup of
conee or to their house
for ahome-cookedmeal.
Theprofessors here are
more than great educa-
tors, they're good
friends," said senior
WadeBaker.
Besides ollering
community in the resi-
dence halls and in the
classrooms, Whitworth
also onered challenging
courses with a Chris-
tian perspective.
Whitworth provided
forty-five accredited
fields of study for its
students. Whitworth
also provided study
abroad programs dur-
ing the fall and spring
semesters and during
JanTerm. Eachprogram
and class was designed
to educatethe ''heart and
mind"bybroadeningstu-
dents' perspectives and
world views inbothaca-
demic and Christian as-
pects.
-ShaneWall
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NTELLECTUAL BREADTH
The college enlarges understanding an '
slanced and coherent study ofthe arts, t.lie.Jmjn,
odal sciences, We are especially co,tP_,
aderstanding of the Judeo-Christian,
nditfons in western civilization.
9v£ission
StatementNTELLECTUAL DEPTHThe college enables students to ma,__ -.
Ve seek to prepare students fo"~~1iJ
; Ieof vigorous intellectual inquiry.
:RITICAL THINKING
The college enables students to us
hinkingto collect, process, and apply knJ-~1
The college teaches students to list
adwrite clearly, and to engage respodilbllllV
JFE IN COMMUNIlY
The college promotes personal gr
OSierself-understanding, a healthy life,
ervice,and respect for others.
WLTICULTURAL UNDERSTAN
The college advocates an nnderstan,.,... ..." ..
ation and the world. We prize the tiitlllillis
~versitywithin onr community.
:HRISTIAN FAITH
._.1I':::r"I I. CCJ1=11 au-
vll:fllit:. -e:IvIIiIi •••
ITHICAL DECISION MAKING
The college encourages public and personal live
Iced-over trees were a common site for those passing bydun
the ice storm. More than two hundred trees from on cam}
and the Back-40 had to be cut down after the storm due
severe damage. Photo: Jennette Siebens
Ice Storm '96 hit hard and without any warning as evident
here. The constant freezing rain broke tree branches and pOI
lines, throwing all of Spokane into disaster survival mode.
Photo: Seth Kunzl
-bv during
)n campus
rm due to
How Did The Whitworth
Community Handle The
IceStorm
"We huddled around heat lam
and played cards. But the b
part was getting an early
vacation."
-'1(acfiaeC guenther
"It was nice to see the increase
in Big Three activity."
-fetemiah. Pappe
"I listened to disco music and
played cards for hours by
candlelight."
-.9l.my J{o[foway
"For the first time in my life, I
was scared to go ou tside be-
cause of the falling trees."
-.9l.my 'J{j.gfitengafe
ts tearn to survive
• •campus crISIS
o
an stude
searching the
sky for falling
tree limbs were
just two of the
problems faced
duringIce Storm
'96.
Students
who lived in
dorms contino
ued to try to fin·
ish homework
for their classes
bystudyingwith
flashlights. Not
until the radio
evidenced
and power
[mode. ==============
a
classe
canceled did
they put their
books away and
begin the fun of
playing cards
and games.
One of the
jor problems
d in the
-duetothe
ectric·
the
bathroQ .With·
outelectricity to
run campus wa·
ter pumps the
toilets could not
be flushed and
residents went
from floor to
floor searching
for the cleanest
smelling bath·
room stalls. It
was not until
morning that
stud s were
to flush
y nu-
ing uckets of
water and pour·
ing them into
the toilet while
they flushed.
Classes
were offically
canceled and
students were
sent home the
next day. Some
students who
lived inSpokane
went home only
to discover they
were still with·
out electricity
and water. At
3:05 a.m. on
Thursday, the
power came
back on at the
college.
·Rebecca Pezzullo
Laxatives in
Brownies
Stolen
Smiley Face
Stolen ShL
AdlHinistl1
qakesaS
Picture this: late at night,
you hear something pound
against your window. Was it a
bUlletaboutto shatter the glass
or an egg breaking on impact?
At Whitworth, there was an
overwhelming
likelihood it
was an egg.
Pranks
like egging,
spreading
garbage from
Leavitt Dinning
Hall, and throwing f
jects at dorms or
resulted in an i
Threefor those i
actions disru
and threate
Whitworth'
Ass
d" prankl
t problem
clearly violl
h College'sbl
'.' tions for its sb
. e no place in til".- ~.
., type of edl
cationalcon
munity w
want to b
present 0.,.\ I campus,
•Mj)· t explaine
~~' Mandeville.
'fi Students charged with vu
" t or destructive behavior 1'1
,~j eived a Big Three. "Studenl
~;' face a BigThree violation, a S4~-...~.~
. fine, andwhatever cleanupCosl
are associated with their al
tions," saidMandeville.Arter It
third BigThree, a student wou
be expelled from school.
-ShaneWolf
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be- Associated Students of Whitworth College
ltu- (ASWC)
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Intramural Sports
Aerobics
Natsihi (Yearbook)
KWRS (Radio Station)
Whitworthian (Newspaper)
SERVE (Volunteer Group)
Campus and Outdoor Recreation
En Christo (Outreach Ministry)
Drama productions in Spring and Fall
Troupe Whitworth (Dramatic Group)
Cool Whip (Improvisation Group)
Wind Ensemble
Jazz Ensemble
Jazz Combo
Jazz Choir
Whitworth Choir
College Bowl
Springfest
Homecoming
Faculty Appreciation Day
Christmas Celebration
Community Building Day
Varsity Intercollegiate Sports
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a final thought ...
I thought that this would be
easy to write. I thought that
I could sit down and words
would pour out. I have
waited all year to write this
letter. This is supposed to
be where I wrap up the year
with some witty comments
and heartfelt words. Right
now, not much of that is
happening. I have a lot of
emotions and thoughts
running through my head.
I have spent the last four
years of my life at this place,
I have grown to love this
college. It has become my
home. The people here
have become my family, I
will miss this place and all
the experiences I have had
here.
But I must move on. I have
completed my stay in this
harbor, I have learned all
that I need to know for the
next legofthe journey, AIn
I ready to leave? I really
don't know that answer. I
don't feel ready, but will I
ever? Ihave learned enough
to survive and succeed, this
I know for su re , I also know
that I still have a lot more to
learn .As newsituations and
adventures arise, Iwill have
an opportunity to put the
knowledge I gathered while
in this port to use. Not all
of my knowledge is from
lectures. I have learned
from all of you, the people
who have become my
friends and family, I will
always remember the times
of laughter and tears, of
love and hate, of peace and
anger. These moments
have been the most educa-
tional for me, The Whit-
worth community is not
just something mentioned
in a catalog. It is a part of
us. We are the community
of Whitworth ,
In this past year, I have
struggled to produce a
yearbook that will prop-
erly document the past
year. I have tried to cover
everything that has taken
place. Naturally, 208
pages will never be enough
to properly document an
entire year of classes,
events, relationships, and
activities. I hope I have
done an adequate job. I
have tried mybest, now it's
your turn to judge my ef-
forts.
-Dave Roth
Colophon ==========
k was embossed with a gold metalique
abrrc and maroon leather. The
sections.
Mrs Eaves §iman was usdl e base copy at 12 pt. and italicized for
captions at 9 pt. Amongthe ;y.pefacesutilized were Iting Op n-Bold, Lubalin
ra~, OPTIJake-Black. O~IKartoon-BOld, Marydale, OPTITypewriter-
Special and others.
Ai; a computer submitted ook. the NATSIHT made use of two
PowerMac'Broo'e, one Powerlviecyroo. a i~t: tekScanMaker II, aPower-User
Pro ext rnal her ive, a CD ROM, and a Ii erWriter Pro 630 printer.
Soft~e incluraAdolJe- hotoshop 2.5.1, Page aker 5.0, Microsoft Word
6.~ ana T~orts PageSetter 0 ram. Pages were suo it.ted on Magneto
pucal aiSKS holding 128MB.
Working with a $2,000.00 phot ply budget (shared with the
caIJ,1p mewspaper) , the NATSIHI utilized a darkr m facility in the cam us
nfe for developing purposes. The media darkroom owed staff photog-
ers to use two enlargers in developing black and whi' e Ints. Color
tographs were developed commercially. Darkroom supplies wen ur-
chased from Inland Photo Supply located in the Spokane Valley. Ind ivi ua
student portraits were taken by ColulTIbia Photographic. Highlight photos
were provided byWide World Photo, a division of Associated Press.
I would like to I
deep gratitude
Moiso and Tad
Without their help, this book
would never have been com-
pleted as close to the dead-
line aswe managed to get it.
Thank you.
wisdom; the rest of the staff who
laughed at myjokes, brought great
snacks, and did their workwhen I
asked them to; Steve Lewis, JC
Reed, and KyleTurner, who lived
with me and put up with my com-
plaining about their messes;Emily
Roberts for being a friend and
going to Spring Formal with me;
Kristi Padia, Andrea Smith, and
the other girls, who let me com-
plain, made me feelwelcome, and
, e friends to me; my mother,
ho went off to college and showed
me that I should alwayspursue my
dreams, no matter how far away
they may take me; ABWC, who
showed me that certain organiza-
tions are doomed to failure and
others are doomed to greatness;
all myfriends who stood by and
let me work, but still inquired
about how it was going; Whit-
worth College for accepting me
as a student four years ago and
not letting go before I got my
degree; theWhitworth students
and faculty, who accepted me
the wayI am, strange hair, weird
t-sb n-ts, and all; GordonJack-
son for introducing me tojour-
nalismand teaching me somuch
about the subject; MarkJackson
for being a great office neigh-
bor and encouragement; and to
everyone who I didn't name but
deserve large amounts of cash
and gratitude anyway.
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There comes a time when we each must leavethe comfort and safety of one safe harbor andventure into the unknown on our wayto thenext. All of us arrived at this harbor we call
Whitworth not knowing what was in store for us. New
adventures and discoveries awaited us at school aswell as
in the surrounding community. We created ties with the
community and with each other. The time has come for
us to leave this harbor behind and venture into the next
legofthe voyage. Some of us will return to the harbor to
resupply. For others, the journey will continue to the
next harbor. All of us will dip into the stores of know1-
edge we gained while in port. This knowledge will give
us guidance and strength for the journey. Once we
reach the next destination, whether it is a new home, a
new career, or a new school year, the knowledge from
this past year will be put to use. We have relied on our
crewmates and our Captain for support and guidance in
the last year. As our journeys take us farther awayfrom
the harbor, this support and guidance will serve as a
safety line, protecting us from the potential dangers and
occassional storms of life.
<Dave Roth
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Bon Voyage
